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Abstract

In this thesis we propose using the scientific method to develop a deeper understanding of CPU schedulers; we use this approach to explain and understand
the sometimes erratic behavior of CPU schedulers. This approach begins with
introducing controlled workloads into commodity operating systems and observing the CPU scheduler’s behavior. From these observations we are able
to infer the underlying CPU scheduling policy and create models that predict
scheduling behavior.
We have made two advances in the area of applying scientific analysis to CPU
schedulers. The first, CPU Futures, is a combination of predictive scheduling
models embedded into the CPU scheduler and user-space controller that steers
applications using feedback from these models. We have developed these
predictive models for two different Linux schedulers (CFS and O(1)), based
on two different scheduling paradigms (timesharing and proportional-share).
Using three different case studies, we demonstrate that applications can use our
predictive models to reduce interference from low-importance applications by
over 70%, reduce web server starvation by an order of magnitude, and enforce
scheduling policies that contradict the CPU scheduler’s.
Harmony, our second contribution, is a framework and set of experiments
for extracting multiprocessor scheduling policy from commodity operating
systems. We used this tool to extract and analyze the policies of three Linux
xv

Abstract
schedulers: O(1), CFS, and BFS. These schedulers often implement strikingly
different policies. At the high level, the O(1) scheduler carefully selects processes for migration and strongly values processor affinity. In contrast, CFS
continuously searches for a better balance and, as a result, selects processes
for migration at random. BFS strongly values fairness and often disregards
processor affinity.

xvi

Chapter 1

Introduction

It is a habit of mankind to entrust to careless hope what they long for, and
to use sovereign reason to thrust aside what they do not desire.
— Thucydides

Best-effort CPU schedulers are currently regarded as a reliable black box
by applications, developers, and systems researchers. These schedulers are
depended upon to provide a low-level, but vital service. And in past decades,
the rapidly increasing performance of processors has supported this reliance
and image.
The end of ever-increasing single processor speeds means that these assumptions should be revisited. Closer examination of CPU schedulers under
even moderate load indicates that they can provide capricious service and
implement resource contention policies that are in conflict with applications
that depend on them. This seemly erratic behavior has dire consequences
on the perceived reliability of applications; it can cause slow response times,
pathological behavior, and even application failure.
1
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In this work, we propose taking a scientific approach to understanding CPU
schedulers; we begin to demystify the CPU scheduler by collecting observations,
producing hypotheses, and generating predictive models. For example, closer
examination of CPU scheduling demonstrates that its sometimes erratic behavior is not unpredictable, but simply the unfortunate combined result of several
well-intentioned policies. The observations and predictive models that result
from this approach make CPU scheduling more transparent to (and controllable
by) applications and enable researchers to improve or refine scheduling policy.
This dissertation discusses two advances we have made in our scientific analysis of CPU scheduling. In the first, CPU Futures, we create and demonstrate the
value of predictive models embedded into CPU schedulers. Applications use
these predictive models to actively steer two contemporary Linux CPU schedulers towards their desired scheduling policy. In the second, we implement a
framework for collecting observations of multiprocessor CPU scheduling. We
then use this framework, called Harmony, to extract CPU scheduling policies
from three Linux CPU schedulers: O(1), CFS, and BFS.
This chapter presents a high-level overview of the philosophies that drive
this thesis. The first section discusses the increased importance of CPU scheduling. The difficulties caused by black box CPU scheduling are presented in the
next section. This section is followed by a more expansive discussion using the
scientific method to increase the transparency of CPU schedulers. Finally, we
present an overview of the structure of this thesis.
1.1

importance of cpu scheduling

For the last 15 years, advances in CPU scheduling algorithms have been made
largely irrelevant by the rapidly increasing speed of processors (some exceptions
stand out [27, 48, 56, 65]). Many interesting works in the area of real-time
scheduling for multimedia applications were simply outpaced by the speed
of new processors [24, 25, 26, 28]. Every modern desktop computer can easily
play streaming media, and all without the help of research techniques designed
solely for that purpose. In fact, many of these desktops play real-time media
using timesharing scheduling technology developed in 80’s and early 90’s.
2
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Why, then, should the systems research community invest time and money in
scheduling research?
The answer is the free hardware ride is over; processor speeds peaked some
time in 2003 [63]. The current trend in hardware is more processors instead
of faster processors, and this means that CPU scheduling is relevant again.
Improved CPU scheduling is required to generate application performance
improvements from multicore processors.
Multicore processors do not automatically provide performance improvements to applications the way faster processors did. Instead applications must
be redesigned to increase their parallelism. Similarly, CPU schedulers must be
redesigned to maximize the performance of this new application parallelism.
CPU scheduling policy (and in a large part mechanism) is unimportant to a
serial application running on its own machine. Now, however, an application
may be competing/cooperating with several concurrent instances of itself on
a single machine. In this scenario, CPU scheduling is vitally important. An
application may appear unresponsive, flaky, or even schizophrenic if some
portions of the application starve while others thrive.
CPU scheduling is mostly irrelevant if the CPU is underutilized; on an
underutilized CPU a scheduler can only really affect scheduling latency. One
initially expects that the increased number of processors per machine would
reduce the potential for CPU contention, and thereby the need for good CPU
scheduling. However, the increase in redundant hardware has occurred concurrently with an increase in server consolidation, which reintroduces the potential
for CPU contention.
To increase profits and improve throughput (of the cluster), server consolidation may reduce an application’s hardware allocation until the application is
running at near its allocated hardware capacity. This close tailoring of resource
allocations shifts part of the scheduling problem to the application’s operating
system. Running at near capacity means that even small increases in load may
place the system in an overload state, and CPU scheduling becomes critical
when systems are overloaded. Under overload, the CPU scheduler must make
careful decisions about how to divide its limited resources.
3
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1.2

opaque cpu schedulers

Commodity CPU schedulers are incredibly opaque. In a running system, the
primary feedback from the CPU scheduler is simply the direct outcome of its
policy: how much CPU each application was allocated. While better than nothing, this feedback conveys very little information. It provides no information on
why an application was given a certain allocation. Was that all the application
wanted? Was there CPU contention? How much slower is the application
running due to CPU contention? What would the application receive if it had a
better or worse priority?
This lack of transparency negatively affects users, applications, application
developers and system researchers. Users and applications are unable to determine how they are affected by CPU scheduling and contention. Given a slow
running application, a user may not even be able to tell whether the slowness
is caused by the CPU at all. Applications cannot determine whether the system
can support their current level of parallelism or whether they should increase
or decrease it or by what amount. This often leaves CPU schedulers appearing
unpredictable and inconsistent.
Offline analysis of CPU schedulers proves both more and less opaque. The
single processor scheduling policies of commodity operating systems are often
well documented, primarily in text books [20, 35, 88, 89, 108, 111]. However,
the multiprocessor scheduling policies of these operating systems are often
poorly documented or not documented at all; the mainline Linux scheduler is
distributed without any documentation about its multiprocessor scheduling
policy. Furthermore, the documentation of commodity single and multiprocessor scheduling policies are often implementation focused. This gives the
reader a fair idea of how a scheduler is built, but not how it will behave given a
specific workload.
Application developers cannot effectively build parallelism into their applications because they cannot predict how this parallelism will be managed
by the CPU scheduler. Instead, they must engineer their applications using
trial and error. This uncertainty adds an additional recursive debugging step
at the end of implementation instead of allowing application designers to build
4
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applications based on well understood parameters of CPU schedulers.
Finally, scheduling improvements are difficult if system researchers do not
have a solid understanding of the current state of the art. The limited documentation on commodity schedulers means that each researcher must start from
scratch to develop this understanding. Furthermore, without useful run-time
feedback, users and applications developers cannot provide detailed explanations of the problems they are having with commodity CPU schedulers. These
limitations make it difficult for system researchers to change CPU schedulers
to more closely match the needs of applications and users.
The opaque nature of CPU schedulers leaves users, developers, and system
researchers with only speculation about why systems fail and how to improve
them. This “careless hope” is the antithesis of good science and engineering.
1.3

increasing transparency of cpu scheduling

The solution to the problem of opaque schedulers is not to simply expose their
inner workings, but rather to formulate a deep understanding of their behavior.
For example, it would do little good to export a CPU scheduler’s run queue to
user space because this micro-transparency only indicates the order in which
processes will run, not how large of an allocation each process will receive, or
how long the last process in the run queue will have to wait to be scheduled.
Nor would this simple transparency provide an indication of how these things
might change if a process modified its priority or behavior.
We argue that CPU schedulers should be studied in the same way natural
systems are: through the application of the scientific method. The first step
is to observe the scheduler’s behavior given a variety of workloads (stimuli).
We next make hypotheses about the behaviors observed. Then, using these
hypotheses as a basis, we generate predictive models. Finally, we compare
the predictive models’ results to the system under observation and refine our
hypotheses and models. The hypotheses and models created in this analysis
not only allow us to predict the behavior of CPU schedulers, but also create a
foundational understanding of the behaviors of the CPU scheduling policies.
This understanding, and predictive ability, transforms CPU schedulers from
5
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unintelligible, black boxes into comprehensible, transparent systems.
It is critical that we not only understand the policies implemented by CPU
schedulers, but also the implications of this policy on real workloads. Policies
are often created from a designer’s intuition about how to satisfy a high level
goal. To understand a scheduling policy, we must, in some cases, reverse engineer the high level goal from the observed behavior of the CPU scheduler.
We can then analyze how well this policy satisfies the goal. It is also critical to
analyze any side-effects this policy may have. This too is based on observations
of a CPU scheduler’s behavior. Once we have achieved a deep level of understanding, we can begin to predict in advance how a scheduler will behave given
a specific workload.
The increased transparency created by these observations and predictive
models give system researchers and applications developers the ability to improve performance and reliability. System researchers can use the observations
and hypotheses to propose improvements to scheduling policies. Application developers can use the predictive models to guide development of their
applications; a developer can steer their applications towards the parts of a
CPU scheduler that work best while attempting to mitigate the scheduler’s
short-comings.
Embedding scheduling models into running systems provides much needed
feedback for users and applications. A user can tell exactly what performance
degradation they are experiencing due to CPU contention or a poorly selected
CPU scheduler. System administrators can use this information for performance
debugging or resource planning. Applications can also use this feedback to
closely monitor the performance of their concurrent work-flows and ensure
that each work-flow is making sufficient progress. Problems caused by CPU
contention can then be resolved by applications using application-specific logic
about the relative importance of each work-flow.
We have made two contributions towards this scientific analysis of CPU
scheduling: CPU Futures and Harmony. CPU Futures is the combination
of a set of predictive models embedded into the CPU scheduler and a userspace controller to steer applications using feedback from these models. We
have created these predictive scheduling models for two general types of CPU
6
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schedulers (timesharing and proportional-share) and implemented them for
two Linux schedulers (CFS and O(1)). Combining these models with a simple
user-space controller, we demonstrate their value for distributed applications
and low-importance background applications.
Harmony is an experimental framework for generating stimulus (synthetic
workloads) for CPU schedulers and observing the resulting behavior. This
framework requires only a small amount of low-level instrumentation and does
not rely on operating system documentation or source code. We have also
designed a set of experiments to extract multiprocessor scheduling policies
from commodity CPU schedulers. Using these experiments, we demonstrate
the value of Harmony and begin to illuminate the scheduling policies of three
Linux schedulers: O(1), CFS, and BFS.
1.4

organization

In the following two chapters, we provide background material on CPU scheduling. In Chapter 2, we discuss the prevalent types of CPU schedulers and multiprocessor scheduling architectures. Chapter 3 provides a more in-depth analysis
of the problem of opaque CPU schedulers, including motivating experiments.
The next two chapters present CPU Futures, a set of predictive models for
CPU schedulers that allow applications to enforce their own scheduling policies.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of CPU Futures and discusses the scheduling
models in detail. In Chapter 5, we present three case studies that demonstrate
how to use CPU Futures feedback and illustrate the usefulness of embedded
scheduling models.
Harmony is presented in the next two chapters. Chapter 6 provides an
overview of Harmony and the results of using Harmony to extract basic policies
from three Linux schedulers: O(1), CFS, and BFS. More complex policies are
extracted from these same three schedulers in Chapter 7.
In the final two chapters, we discuss the context and contributions of this
dissertation. Works related to Harmony and CPU Futures are presented in
Chapter 8. In Chapter 9 we discuss our conclusion and summarize the contributions of this work.
7
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CPU Scheduling Background
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Chapter 2

CPU Scheduling

Some have two feet
And some have four.
Some have six feet
And some have more.
— Dr Seuss (One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish)
The goal of CPU schedulers is to provide an illusion that each process or
thread has its own dedicated CPU. The mechanisms required to virtualize the
CPU are fairly simple. Creating a policy to divide the physical CPU amongst
competing processes and threads is a far more difficult problem. Understanding this problem in some detail is critical to appreciating the importance of
increasing the transparency of CPU schedulers, whether through improved
interfaces or empirical observations.
CPU scheduling is not planning; there is not an optimal solution. Rather
CPU scheduling is about balancing goals and making difficult tradeoffs. Identifying the underlying goals of a CPU scheduler is key to appreciating its complex
behavior. Appreciating the tradeoffs schedulers make to accomplish their goals
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is critical to understanding the evolution of commodity schedulers. A new
scheduler either places an emphasis on different goals, or provides a simpler
way to achieve the same goals as its predecessors. Understanding commodity
schedulers is the first step to improving them.
One must work hard to avoid applying value judgments to scheduling
policies. The only bad scheduling policy is one that trades something for
nothing, one that de-emphasizes one goal without an improvement in another.
For example, it can be tempting to dismiss commodity schedulers out-of-hand as
too complex. Butler Lampson once advocated returning to a simple three-level,
round-robin scheduler [85]. Lampson’s scheduler would not be better than
commodity schedulers; it would merely place a greater emphasis on simplicity.
System designers create CPU scheduling policies to match a particular
environment. Each tradeoff in a scheduling policy reflects assumptions about
workloads and hardware configurations. Therefore, a CPU scheduler can only
be evaluated with respect to how well it works in a given environment. It
is important to note that general-purpose is an environment choice; it merely
encapsulates all other choices.
We begin this chapter by describing the hardware, operating systems, and
applications that make up a typical distributed computing environment. We
then categorize CPU schedulers, discussing how each category achieves their
primary goal and at what cost. Next, we explain how multiprocessors systems
introduce a new set of conflicting scheduling goals. We also introduce two categories of multiprocessor scheduler in this section. We finish with an overview
of CPU scheduling policies in commodity operating systems, with an emphasis
on Linux.
2.1

environment

No CPU scheduling policy can be evaluated outside of the context of a scheduling environment; without understanding the targeted hardware configuration
and software stack it is impossible to understand the value of a given CPU
scheduling policy.
Modern computing relies heavily on distributed systems, which in turn rely
12
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on large server-class machines and clusters to provide computing power for
tens of thousands of users. These machines tend to have multiple microprocessors each containing several homogeneous processing cores. The memory
architecture in these machines is often Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA).
These NUMA architectures are more tightly-coupled (faster) than their “big
iron” counterparts from previous decades; memory nodes are located on a
single motherboard and remote node access occurs through a special processorto-processor bus [23, 46, 50, 133].
These servers and clusters run many operating systems, including Windows,
Linux, FreeBSD, and Solaris. This dissertation focuses primarily on Linux for
three reasons. First, it is popular: over 41% of web servers [96] and 91% of
“TOP500” most powerful computer systems in the world [117] run Linux. The
grid computing software that analyzes data from the Large Hadron Collider,
one of the most expensive scientific instruments ever built, runs exclusively on
Linux. Second, the Linux community is actively thinking about and developing
CPU schedulers. There were over 323 patches to a single Linux scheduler
in 2010, an average of a single patch every 27 hours. This indicates a keen,
community interest in improving Linux CPU scheduling. Finally, Linux is
open-source, making it easier to prototype and publish scheduling research.
Distributed systems are composed of multiple multifaceted distributed
services: long-lived entities, often servicing multiple requests and users concurrently. These services process multiple user requests and perform background
processing simultaneously. This complex system of concurrent processing is
supported using one of three design architectures. It is important to note that
each architecture allows a variable amount of concurrency, can assign a variable level of importance to each unit of work, and depends on long-running
processes or threads.
The first architecture manages concurrency using multiple processes. For
example, the Dovecot IMAP server forks a new worker process each time a
user logs into the mail server; after login, this worker process handles all of the
user’s mail requests [6].
Multiple concurrent requests are handled in the second architecture using
threads. The Tomcat application server, an application framework used to create
13
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web services, uses a thread-based architecture. When web requests arrive, a
thread is selected from a pre-created pool to service it [8].
The final architecture, commonly referred to as event driven, is based on
using a single, non-blocking process to handle multiple requests serially. As an
example, the Tornado web server uses a single process to handle incoming web
requests; this single process switches between multiple concurrent requests,
either at well-defined boundaries or when a request is blocked on a resource
other than CPU [9].
Some applications are designed using a blend of these architectures. For
example, the Condor Batch System’s job scheduler is implemented primarily
as a event-driven service, but it also forks processes to handle some tasks that
may block or require too much of the job schedulers time [90].
The large amount of concurrency and wide variety of request types these
services provide creates an environment where resource demand can increase
quickly and unexpectedly. Services may also be overloaded by unexpected
increases in the number users. For example, a relatively low traffic web page
may suddenly become a Internet hot spot after being linked to by a news
aggregating web page such as Slashdot.
2.2

cpu scheduling

CPU schedulers provide the illusion of multiple virtual CPUs to applications;
each application appears to have its own CPU. The primary job of a CPU scheduler, then, is to safely and optimally divide CPU resources amongst competing
tasks 1 . Safety is provided by the kernel’s context-switching mechanism and the
division of kernel code into portions that allow or disallow context-switching.
Optimality is more difficult because the best way to divide CPU resources can
vary between applications. Therefore, each CPU scheduler needs a systemspecific policy that defines how to share the processor. This policy encapsulates
the broad scheduling goals of the system, and reflects the system’s expectations
regarding its workloads.
1

Task, for the purposes of this dissertation, is used as a general term meaning process or
thread.
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Scheduling policy is a balancing act between competing goals. Modern
scheduling policies make tradeoffs between three primary goals: fairness, low
latency, and progress. Other goals exist, but these three are often the most
important. Fairness concerns how CPU cycles are divided over some time scale
(e.g., one second, one minute, one hour). A task’s portion of cycles over a given
time period is called its CPU allocation. There is no quantitative definition
of fairness; rather each policy defines and enforces its own model for fair
allocations. A policy’s fairness can be measured in how closely and at what
time scale it matches a desired allocation; the smaller the time scale the greater
the perceived fairness.
Scheduling latency is how long a task must wait before it is given control of
the CPU. Latency is most important for interactive tasks because high latencies
result in frustrated users. Progress measures the work a task can accomplish in
a given time period. In the extreme case, called starvation, a task may make no
progress at all.
A scheduling policy must make tradeoffs between these goals. For example,
a scheduling policy that prioritizes interactive tasks to reduce latency may
provide unfair allocations that also lead to starvation. As another example,
a scheduler that provides fair allocations over a small time scale may hurt
progress by increasing the number of context switches.
CPU schedulers fall into two broad categories: real-time and best-effort.
Schedulers in the real-time category provide guarantees about how long it will
take to respond to an event; these schedulers ensure the application-defined
deadlines are always met. Real-time schedulers are typically found in environments requiring latency guarantees, like robotics and embedded systems. To
provide these guarantees, real-time schedulers need to know the CPU allocation
and latency requirements of all applications. If the scheduler cannot provide
the low latency guarantees an application requires, the application is not run.
This admission control policy limits the concurrency of real-time systems.
Application CPU latency and allocation requirements can be gathered using
two techniques. In the first, the user must specify these values prior to starting
an application. These CPU requirements are different for each application,
hardware configuration, and input. Therefore, determining these requirements
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is difficult even for media players that deliver a fixed number of frames every
second [28].
Other real-time schedulers eliminate the burden on the user by automatically
detecting allocation and latency requirements [25, 26, 52, 130]. It is unclear
whether this alternate technique will work in all situations [28], and as yet, it is
not found in commodity operating systems.
Best-effort schedulers, in contrast, provide no guarantees; their primary goal
is ease-of-use. Because they provide only best-effort service, they require no a
priori knowledge of application latency or allocation requirements. Best-effort
schedulers also do not have admission control mechanisms to prevent CPU
contention. These schedulers are found in all commodity operating systems
and used by both desktop and server-class machines. Because this is our target
environment, the remainder of this work will focus on best-effort schedulers.
Best-effort schedulers are commonly divided into three groups: timesharing,
proportional-share, and batch. The following sections discuss timesharing and
proportional-share in detail. Batch scheduling is not common in our target
environment and is ignored for brevity.
Timesharing Schedulers
The primary goal of timesharing schedulers is to provide low latency for interactive tasks. This is accomplished by automatically dividing tasks into classes
based on their level of interactivity. The more interactive a task, the sooner
it is scheduled. In these schedulers, CPU usage is the primary measurement
of interactivity; the more CPU a task demands the less interactive it is. Note
the correlation between CPU usage and interactivity is an assumption made
by timesharing schedulers; this assumption often does not hold for modern
applications (e.g., video games).
Fairness is also important to timesharing schedulers. Instead of a fairness
model, these schedulers have a fairness ideology. The core of this ideology is
that tasks that have used the least CPU should get the most. Supplementing
this core belief, timesharing ideology often allows user-input in the form of
user-assigned priorities. Tasks with the best priority are allocated as much CPU
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as they can use. The next best priority takes its allocation out of the remainder
and so on. These user-assigned priorities are, of course, subject to the primary
goal of reducing latency of interactive tasks. Timesharing schedulers often use
them as suggestions. For example, given a CPU-intensive task with a better
user-assigned priority than an interactive task, the scheduler may still provide
better service to the interactive task.
The least important goal to timesharing scheduler is progress. The single
caveat to the timesharing fairness ideology is that no tasks should be allowed
to starve. Like all parts of this ideology, this is a vague idea with no concrete
definition. Each scheduler is free to interpret what starvation means and how to
prevent it. For example, Solaris’s timesharing scheduler attempts to ensure that
each task runs once per second to prevent starvation [88]. In contrast, Linux’s
timesharing scheduler may ignore tasks for well over a minute [35]. Because
of the vague nature of starvation prevention and the limited importance of
progress in timesharing schedulers, starvation prevention is often provided by
an ad hoc mechanism that works with, but is outside of, the core scheduling
mechanics.
Timesharing schedulers are often implemented using multiple run queues.
There is a single queue for each scheduler-assigned priority; scheduler-assigned
priorities are computed by combining user-assigned priorities, task interactivity,
and fairness goals. Because tasks can move between queues, this architecture
is called a multilevel feedback queue.
Tasks can move between queues in two different fashions. In the classic
approach, each queue has its own scheduling quantum and better priority
queues have a smaller quantum. Tasks are initially assigned a queue and quantum matching their user-assigned priority. If the task consumes its quantum
without yielding the CPU, it is moved to a worse priority and assigned a large
quantum. In this way, each task is assigned a scheduling priority based on its
CPU burst behavior and user-assigned priority [20].
The decay-usage approach to multilevel feedback queue scheduling, on
the other-hand, monitors a task for longer than a single quantum. A task
is assigned a scheduling priority based on its long-term CPU consumption.
This CPU consumption is periodically decayed to prevent a task from being
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penalized indefinitely for a single large burst of CPU activity. In practice, a task
is charged each time it runs on the CPU. Then once every decay period (defined
by the scheduler), the scheduler divides each task’s total CPU consumption
by a policy-defined number (> 1). Each time the scheduler enqueues a task, it
converts the task’s total CPU consumption into a scheduler assigned priority;
smaller consumption result in better priority [60, 71, 76].
Proportional-Share Schedulers
The fundamental goal of proportional-share schedulers is to provide fair allocations. Fairness in proportional-share schedulers is defined by the generalized
processor-sharing (GPS) model [101]. Intuitively, the GPS model attempts to
provide the illusion that each task has its own CPU. These virtual, per-task
CPUs run slower in direct proportion to the number of tasks in the system. For
example, in a system with three tasks and a 3GHz processor, each task would
make progress as though it had its own 1GHz processor. This model is, of
course, impossible to achieve in the real-world where the processor can only
be assigned to a single task at a time and very small scheduling quanta result
in poor cache performance. Therefore, this model is interpreted as defining
the relative CPU allocations given to tasks. If all tasks are equal, then all tasks
should receive the same CPU allocation over a given period of time.
This intuitive model has a mathematical counterpart that allows for an
uneven distribution of CPU allocations. Given a set of tasks P with associated
weights in set W, the CPU allocation ci ∈ C a task pi receives matches the
formula
wi
ci = P
W

w

∗

X

c

(2.1)

C

This mathematical model allows CPU resources to be arbitrarily partitioned
amongst competing tasks. For example, one task can be given 70% of the CPU,
another 20%, and a third 10%. Guaranteeing CPU partitions is difficult, if not
impossible, in timesharing systems. Resource partitioning is a requirement for
minimizing interference amongst competing users.
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The GPS model does not specify how to deal with tasks that are not CPUbound. Therefore, proportional-share schedulers differ in their ranking of low
latency and progress.
Schedulers whose secondary goal is to provide low latency for interactive
tasks use a task’s historical behavior to determine its immediate scheduling
priority. These schedulers often interpret the GPS model to mean that in the
long run all tasks should receive their GPS share regardless of whether the
task was waiting for CPU or not. In essence, these scheduler’s give IO-bound
tasks better service when they are eligible for CPU to make up for the cycles an
I/O-bound task missed when it was ineligible. This preferential service is called
I/O compensation. Depending on the implementation of I/O compensation,
CPU-bound tasks may wait for a long time before being scheduled.
Other schedulers value progress more than low latency. These schedulers
provide GPS fair allocations only to processes that are waiting for CPU; they
do not collect historical scheduling information. That is, each task receives an
allocation based only on the number of tasks currently eligible to run on the
CPU. Tasks recently returned from I/O are not shifted to the front of the run
queue. This policy ensures that every task is scheduled frequently, and all tasks
make steady progress.
Proportional-share schedulers are implemented using either a stochastic
or deterministic approach. In a typical stochastic approach [125], each task is
assigned a number of lottery tickets corresponding to its scheduling weight.
Each time the scheduler needs to select a new task to run, it selects a random
lottery ticket number. The task that holds the winning ticket is the next to run.
Over a sufficient period of time this should yield the desired CPU allocations.
This approach is quite costly because its algorithm requires generating random
numbers for each scheduling decision.
In the deterministic approach, each task is assigned a scheduling value that
represents the difference between its current CPU allocation and its optimal
GPS allocation [48, 56, 65, 126]. The tasks are stored in a single run queue
sorted on by this allocation difference; the head of the queue is the task most
behind its optimal GPS allocation. The scheduler dequeues and runs this task,
incrementing its allocation, until it is no longer the furthest behind its optimal
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allocation. The scheduler requeues this task and selects the new head of the
queue. Typically, each task is guaranteed a minimum timeslice to prevent a
context switch at every cycle.
2.3

multiprocessor scheduling

Prior to 2004 processor clock speeds doubled roughly every 18-24 months as a
side effect of Moore’s Law [94]. After 2004, however, shrinking transistors no
longer resulted in significantly faster processors [63]. There are many causes
for this performance wall, but perhaps the most compelling is that the power
and cooling requirements of continuing frequency scaling were untenable [62].
This failure of frequency scaling led to the introduction of multicore chips.
Multicore chips feature two or more independent processing units per die. This
allowed computer engineers to increase perceived performance without increasing clock speeds. Instead of upgrading to a faster processor, consumers could
upgrade to more processors. Multicore architectures create continued hardware
performance improvements, provided that applications and operating systems
are able to parallelize their workloads.
There are two fundamental approaches to achieve this parallelization. The
simplest approach is statically partition the work. In this approach each processing core behaves as though it were an independent machine. For example,
instead of running a single Apache web server per machine, a system administrator would run one web server per core. An application-specific load
balancing mechanism then distributes requests to the different core-specific
server instances. CPU scheduling would remain relatively unchanged as each
core could be managed by a traditional single core scheduler.
One drawback of static partitioning is that it can result in uneven performance. Work may be divided unevenly across the partitioned cores. In our
Apache example, several heavy CPU demand requests may be assigned to the
same core-specific server. Other users assigned to the same core-specific server
may receive slow service. Additionally, each core may experience a different
level of interference from other programs running on the machine. A single
Apache server instance may share a core with an indexing program or an ad20
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ministrative terminal program. Again, users assigned to this server would
experience poor performance compared to users assigned to other servers.
Static partitioning also creates more work for system administrators. In our
Apache example, a system administrator would need to configure, monitor,
and periodically update many Apache web servers per machine.
A dynamic parallelization approach also increases concurrency to take
advantage of multiple cores, but in this approach load balancing occurs in
the operating system instead of at the application layer. In our web server
example, Apache would simply create more processes to handle incoming web
requests and the operating system would divide these processes between all
of the processing cores. Using this approach requires more advanced CPU
schedulers.
The primary advantage to this approach is that the operating system can dynamically and transparently migrate tasks between cores. Dynamic migration
prevents the kind of uneven performance seen in static partitioning. Moreover,
operating systems have low-level knowledge of each task’s resource demands.
Using this knowledge, operating systems can make smart decisions about when
to migrate tasks.
Multiprocessor Scheduling Goals
To support dynamic parallelization, multiprocessor schedulers must contend
with new difficulties that require a different set of goals. The first of these goals
is matching single processor scheduling outcomes using multiple processors.
Users inherently expect that eight cores should result in an eight fold performance improvement. Multiprocessor schedulers need to provide the illusion
that eight cores are identical to a single, eight times faster core. Scalability is
the second multiprocessor scheduling goal. The number of cores per system is
expected to continue increasing. Schedulers must ensure that more cores continues to result in more useful computation. The third multiprocessor scheduling
goal is efficient use of hardware features. Lots of work has been done in the architecture community to improve processor performance. In particular, on-chip
memory caches allow tasks to execute very quickly. Migrating tasks between
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cores reduces the usefulness of these caches and can hurt performance.
The distributed nature of managing multiple processors makes enforcing the
fairness, low latency, and progress guarantees from single processor scheduling
policies more difficult. Ideally, one would be able to translate a single processor
scheduling policy into a compatible multiprocessor scheduling policy. That is,
given enough parallel tasks in an application, the application’s performance
is identical on both an eight core machine and a single core machine with an
eight times faster processor. This symmetric performance would indicate a
multiprocessor scheduling policy that perfectly matches its single processor
scheduling policy. Symmetric performance means that developers do not need
to care whether their software runs on one or eight cores; the resulting behavior
will be the same. It also means that all of the work put into developing single
core scheduling policies will not go to waste. These policies are the result of
decades of computer science research.
Limitations in parallelism and the physical realities of multiprocessor systems, however, can make matching single processor policy impossible. For
example, proportional-share scheduler with a two tasks, one that is supposed
to get 80% and another that is supposed to get 20% is impossible to match on a
dual core system. Each task would receive 50% of the total available CPU.
Scalability is also important when designing multiprocessor schedulers.
Current, high-end commodity server systems come with 40 cores spread across
four chips [10], and this number is expected to continue rising [2, 21]. Scheduling architectures must be designed to handle this high level of parallelism.
Multiplicative increases in overhead could cause CPU schedulers to spend
more time deciding what to run next than actually running application code.
Reducing overhead requires smart choices in architecture design and data structure selection. Additional cores are of little use if the scheduler cannot translate
them into increased performance.
Getting the most out of hardware features like caches requires multiprocessor schedulers to carefully consider the costs involved in migrating tasks
between cores. Modern processors have several layers of memory caching,
some dedicated to individual cores. Tasks that are continually scheduled on
the same processor are likely find their data still in that processor’s memory
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Figure 2.1: Global vs. Distributed Queues. The figure depicts the two basic architectures employed by modern multiprocessor schedulers. On the left is the single, global queue
approach; on the right, the distributed queues approach.

cache. These tasks run faster, due to faster data and instruction access, than
tasks that frequently migrate between processors [77]. A task’s preference for a
give processor is referred to as cache or processor affinity. Processor affinity
means that task migration results in a performance penalty, and therefore, task
migration is not as transparent as initially presented.
The two primary multiprocessor scheduling architectures (see Figure 2.1),
discussed next, show that these multiprocessor scheduling goals often conflict.
Similar to the single processor scheduling policies, multiprocessor schedulers
must prioritize their goals.
Global Queue Architectures
In the first multiprocessor scheduling architecture, a global run queue is shared
amongst all of the processors in the system [43, 48, 56, 65]. Each processor
selects a task to run from this global queue. When a task finishes its quantum,
or is preempted, it is returned to this queue and another is selected.
This scheme is conceptually simple; the scheduling policy is centralized
allowing each processor access to the full global state. This centralization
allows the scheduler to closely match a single processor scheduling policy. In
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other words, because each processor shares the same scheduling state and
executes the same scheduling policy code, it is easy to uniformly enforce a
high-level scheduling policy like proportional-share or timesharing. Global
queue architectures can also naturally enforce work conserving policies as any
idle processor has access to all eligible tasks.
One drawback of this approach is that operations on the global run queue
must be synchronized amongst processors. Because each processor must periodically determine whether to preempt its currently running process, these
operations occur quite frequently. As the number of processors increase, so
too does the likelihood that multiple processors will attempt to access the run
queue at the same time. Since only one processor can modify the run queue at
any given time, this lock contention will result in wasted cycles and increased
overheads. Even if the processors never attempt to access the global run simultaneously, this approach can result in contention at the hardware level. Serial
modifications to the same shared data structures across multiple processors
activates expensive hardware cache coherency protocols [44, 64]..
Another shortcoming of this scheme is that it requires a separate mechanism
to manage processor affinity. If each processor is free to select any task, a task
may be inadvertently migrated between several processors. An additional
mechanism must be provided to ensure that tasks are assigned to their desired
processor. Providing processor affinity, however, may conflict with enforcing
high-level scheduling policies (and the reverse).
Distributed Queue Architectures
The second approach to multiprocessor scheduling is to provide each processor
with its own run queue [35, 83, 88, 107]. In this distributed run queue scheme,
each processor executes processes only from its own run queue; new processes
are assigned to an individual processor by a load-balancing mechanism. If processor run queues become unbalanced, the load balancing mechanism migrates
processes between processors.
A distributed run queue approach has some advantages over a global run
queue architecture. Local, per-processor run queues are inherently more scal24
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able. Synchronization is only required periodically to ensure that the load is
balanced evenly across processors; the remainder of the time each processor
works independently. This scheme also naturally provides processor affinity. A
task is clearly assigned to a particular processor; as a result, task migration is
deliberate and never occurs as a byproduct of the scheduler design.
The major drawback of a distributed run queue architecture is that it requires a load balancing mechanism and attending policy. This policy is given
the difficult task of matching single processor scheduling policies without damaging processor affinity or scalability. For example, a policy that quickly detects
load imbalances would more closely match a single processor policy. Quickly
detecting imbalances, however, requires frequent synchronization amongst
processors, which reduces scalability. As another example, an exhaustive load
balancing policy could check every single combination of tasks and processors
to find the distribution that most closely matches its single processor policy.
Nevertheless, overall performance would be severely damaged by the large
number of process migration to find this optimal task distribution.
Distributed run queue architectures also require extra effort to be work
conserving; if a processor has no eligible processes in its local run queue it may
need to steal processes from another processor. This creates even more policy
decisions for the load balancer.
It is important to note that other multiprocessor scheduling approaches
exist [44], but have yet to become popular in commodity systems. As a result it
is difficult to compare them to the more common architectures discussed above.

2.4

commodity schedulers

As stated previously, this dissertation is primarily focused on Linux. In this
section, we discuss the three different CPU schedulers commonly found in
Linux distributions: O(1), CFS, and BFS. We will also present a high level
overview of the CPU schedulers found in Window, Solaris, OS X, and FreeBSD.
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O(1) Scheduler
The most stable of these three schedulers is the O(1) scheduler [35], so named
because selecting the next task to run occurs in constant time. This scheduler is
found in kernel versions 2.6 through 2.6.22; it was under active development
from 2003 until 2007. Despite its age, Red Hat intends to support this scheduler,
under its Enterprise Linux 5 distribution, until at least 2014 [1]. The O(1)
scheduler was also used internally by Google through at least 2009 [51].
The O(1) scheduler is a timesharing scheduler implemented using a prioritybased, decay-usage mechanism. O(1) has 100 ‘real-time’ priorities and 40 ‘normal’ priorities (Linux terms, not mine). Tasks assigned real-time priorities are
not subject to decay-usage scheduling and can never be preempted by lower
priority tasks. Decay-usage interactivity bonuses and penalties are reserved
for tasks assigned normal priorities. The O(1) scheduler applies these bonuses
or penalties as a modifier to user-assigned priorities. The resulting priority,
known as a task’s dynamic priority, is used to assign timeslices and defines a
task’s effective scheduling priority. Timeslices range from 5ms to 800ms. Unlike
classic multilevel feedback queue architectures, the O(1) scheduler gives larger
timeslices to interactive tasks. This scheduler also strictly enforces dynamic
priorities, i.e., a task with a worse priority is only run if there are no processes
at a higher priority.
Interactivity is measured by a combination of how often a process is blocked
on other resources and on what type of resources it is blocked. For example, a
process that is often blocked waiting for input from the terminal will receive
a large interactivity bonus, whereas, a process often blocked on page faults
will not. CPU-bound processes receive large penalties against their dynamic
priority.
The O(1) scheduler provides starvation protection using timeslice expiration.
Each time a task becomes eligible to use the CPU (unblocks) it is assigned a new
timeslice. The first process to consume its entire timeslice starts the expiration
timer. Each task that consumes its timeslice is repeatedly given another timeslice
until the timer goes off. Afterward, a task that consumes its timeslice is moved
from the active run queue to an expired run queue; tasks on the expired run
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queue are not allowed to run. Tasks remain on the expired run queue until the
active run queue is empty.
The value of the expiration timer is calculated based on the demand for
CPU. Specifically, for each task in the run queue the timer runs for one second;
on a heavily loaded machine, this timer can run for tens if not hundreds of
seconds.
The O(1) scheduler manages multiple processors using a distributed run
queue architecture. Periodically, each processor checks to ensure that the load is
evenly balanced. If the load is imbalanced, an underloaded processor migrates
processes from an overloaded processor. The documentation states that it
should also be work conserving and that processes “should not bounce between
CPUs too frequently” [93]. This statement is essentially the only documentation
on the O(1)’s load balancing policy.
Completely Fair Scheduler
The Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) [97] is a proportional-share scheduler
currently under active development in the Linux community. CFS is the official,
main-line replacement for the O(1) scheduler and is found in kernel versions
2.6.23 through the 2.6.39 (the newest kernel at the time of writing). For the
past several years this scheduler has been found primarily in desktop Linux
distributions like Fedora and Ubuntu. Although, in 2010 Red Hat included
CFS in its Enterprise Linux distribution, a distribution aimed squarely at server
systems.
CFS is implemented using a deterministic, sorted run queue approach. It
supports the same range of user-assigned priorities as O(1), but it translates
these priorities into fixed GPS weights. Each task maintains a counter of its
total run time. When running, this counter increases at a rate based on the
task’s weight. Heavier task’s counters increase more slowly. CFS’s run queue is
sorted so that the task with the smallest run time counter is at the head. Newly
created tasks are given a fake run time counter that places them at the end of
the run queue, regardless of their weight. This means that new, high priority
tasks must wait for even the lowest priority task to run first. CFS also provides
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I/O compensation by moving tasks to the front of the run queue if they have
been blocked (performing I/O, sleeping, or servicing a page fault) for longer
than a single timeslice.
Like O(1), multiprocessor scheduling in CFS is implemented using a distributed queue architecture. Each processor periodically compares its load
to the other processors. If its load is too small, it migrates processes from a
processor with a greater load. The documentation provides no description of
the policy that drives this mechanism [92].
BFS
BFS is a proportional-share scheduler, designed for desktops and mobile devices [79, 80]. It is found in the ZenWalk [134] and PCLinuxOS [102] distributions, as well as the CyanogenMod [3] aftermarket firmware upgrade for
Android. BFS has been in active development since 2009.
BFS’s implementation is loosely based on the Earliest Eligible Virtual Deadline First (EEVDF) scheduler [116]. BFS assigns each task a timeslice and a
deadline in the future; the task with the earliest deadline is scheduled first. The
better a task’s user-assigned priority (like CFS weights are translated from userassigned priorities), the sooner its deadline. Tasks are assigned new deadlines
and timeslices only after they consume their current timeslice. In this way, BFS
provides mild I/O compensation; a task that does not complete its timeslice
before blocking will have a very early deadline (perhaps even in the past) when
it returns from I/O. BFS does not use a sorted run queue; selecting the next
task to run requires an O(n) look up.
Unlike O(1) and CFS, BFS uses a global queue architecture. Its documentation provides details about its processor affinity mechanism [78]. The scheduler
records the last CPU on which a task was run. If a task’s previous CPU shares
a memory node, but not a memory cache, with the CPU currently selecting a
task, the task’s virtual deadline is doubled. If the task’s previous CPU is located
on a different memory node, the task’s virtual deadline is quadrupled. This
mechanism provides some processor affinity; however, it is unclear how these
low-level details translate into a high-level policy.
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Other Commodity Schedulers
Although this dissertation is primarily focused on Linux, the ideas presented
are directly transferable to other operating systems, as the design of commodity
schedulers is similar across operating systems. They all either implement a
version of timesharing or proportional-share using a global or distributed queue
architecture. To illustrate this point, we have compiled a brief description of
other operating system schedulers.
The Solaris operating system is shipped with both a timesharing and proportional-share scheduler [88]. Both schedulers are implemented as policies
running over a table-driven global scheduler. The proportional-share policy is
enforced using a somewhat complex decay-usage mechanism, and the timesharing policy is enforced using a classic multilevel queue feedback policy. That is,
a task’s priority is determined by its single quantum CPU usage. Solaris has
60 timesharing priorities, with timeslices ranging from 20ms to 200ms. Solaris
performs multiprocessor scheduling using a heavily configurable distributed
run queue mechanism.
Windows provides a timesharing scheduler implemented as a multilevel
feedback queue with temporary priority boosts for specific events [108]. Prior
to Server 2003, Windows used a global run queue architecture, but since has
changed to a per-processor run queue approach.
OS X uses a priority-based decay-usage scheduler to provide a timesharing
policy. This policy is enforced on multiprocessor systems using a distributed
run queue architecture.
FreeBSD’s ULE scheduler implements a timesharing policy using a decayusage mechanism to differentiate between interactive and non-interactive tasks.
This timesharing policy is enforced in multiprocessor systems using a distributed run queue approach and a push/pull load balancing mechanism.
2.5

summary

In this chapter we have provided an overview of distributed computing environments, discussed the new challenges presented by multiprocessor systems,
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and presented an overview of commodity schedulers.
Distributed computing environments are characterized by multicore, multisocket, NUMA hardware. These systems commonly run some version of
the Linux operating system. The primary goal of these systems is supported
long-lived, multi-user services. Distributed services often have bursty resource
demands due to the fickle nature of users and the wide variety of functionality
these services provide.
CPU schedulers in distributed computing environments provide a besteffort level of service, requiring no a priori knowledge of application resource
requirements. These schedulers must make difficult tradeoffs between the
competing goals.
• Fairness: There are many different, and equally valid, definitions of fairness. A scheduler’s fairness can be evaluated by measuring how closely
and at what granularity its division of CPU between tasks matches the
desired fair distribution.
• Low latency: Latency is a measure of how quickly a task is scheduled
after becoming eligible (e.g., returning from I/O).
• Progress: Progress ensures that a task moves towards completing its work.
Each scheduling policy must decide how much or how little progress to
guarantee.
There are two common categories of best-effort schedulers: timesharing and
proportional-share. Timesharing schedulers are primarily focused on providing
low latency for interactive tasks; whereas proportional-share schedulers are
concerned with enforcing fairness.
The multicore, multisocket hardware found in distributed computing environments introduces additional challenges in CPU scheduling.
• Matching Single Processor Policy: Matching single processor policy provides the illusion that a multiprocessor machine is actually a really fast
single processor machine. That is, given eight processing cores a system
should perform as though it had one processor that was eight time faster
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than a single core. Physics can make supporting this illusion impossible;
the division of scheduling decisions across multiple processors can make
it difficult.
• Scalability: The number of processors in a single system is expected to
continue to grow [2, 21]. Scheduling algorithms must be able to translate
these additional cores into additional performance.
• Maximize Hardware Features: On-chip caches allow tasks to run quickly
by minimizing there off-chip memory accesses. Frequently migrating
tasks reduces the performance improvement provided by these caches.
Schedulers must use hardware features like caching efficiently to avoid
causing performance degradation.
There are two primary multiprocessor scheduling architectures that make
different tradeoffs regarding these goals. The global queue multiprocessor
architecture places all tasks in a single memory location, shared by all processors.
This architecture makes it easy to match single processor policy, up to the limits
of physics, but limits scalability and makes it more difficult to efficiently use
hardware caches.
In contrast, the distributed queue architecture assigns tasks to individual
processors. This architecture maximizes scalability by allowing processors to
operate mostly independently. It also makes efficient use of hardware caching
because a task is more likely to run on the same processor multiple times. The
limited communication between processors in this architecture makes it difficult
to match a single processor scheduling policy.
Commodity schedulers implement both proportional-share and timesharing scheduling policies using both global and distributed multiprocessor architectures. The three contemporary Linux schedulers provide a very good
representative set of these scheduling policies and architectures. Using Linux
as a single test bed for multiple schedulers allows us to eliminate some of the
other variables that would be introduced when trying to compare schedulers
across different operating systems.
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Chapter 3

Opaque CPU Scheduling and
Application Objectives

There ought not to be anything in the whole universe that man can’t poke
his nose into - that’s the way we’re built and I assume there’s some reason
for it.
— Robert A. Heinlein (Methuselah’s Children)

Both applications and CPU schedulers must deal with CPU contention
as a result of system overload. Without a policy to manage CPU contention,
applications risk failure or unresponsiveness. Unfortunately, an information
barrier exists between applications and CPU schedulers that makes mitigating
the effects of CPU contention difficult. This chapter examines this barrier and
its effects on application reliability when systems are overloaded.
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3.1

cpu contention

Systems do not perform well when resources are fully utilized. The results can
be stark: starvation, poor performance, and even complete system failure are
the manifestations of system overload. For example, a recent surge in postings
at online retailer Ebay brought down the entire site, resulting in untold financial
losses [100]. Similar problems have arisen elsewhere, including the North Carolina unemployment benefits website [16] and repeated availability problems
in China due to high demand on the Olympics ticketing web page [110].
CPU overload is an important contributor to system misbehavior. Best-effort
applications such as web, mail, and file servers all have minimal acceptable CPU
allocations per thread; when these minimums are not delivered, the system
appears to have failed or deadlocked [19].
One could attempt to avoid overload through over-provisioning [49, 121].
However, such an approach is flawed in two fundamental ways. First, purchasing too much CPU is costly; as we transition toward the new Cloud era
where CPUs are rented by the hour [13], such costs are quite real. Second, with
virtually any amount of CPU resource, overload due to high demand is certainly
still possible; sudden surges of popularity are often unpredictable [58] and thus
could exceed any planned for resource purchases.
The poor behavior displayed by systems under load is not necessarily caused
by poorly implemented CPU schedulers, but rather because schedulers must
make difficult, uninformed decisions about how to deal with resource shortages.
The complexity of modern schedulers means that the effect CPU contention will
have on a given application is unknown in advance. Similarly, the complexity
of modern applications ensures that the best strategy for dealing with CPU
contention varies by application. Operating systems unaware of service-level
objectives combined with applications’ inability to predict the outcome of
CPU contention can result in undetected conflicts between operating-systemlevel CPU contention policy and application-level objectives. These conflicts
ultimately lead to poor application performance and, sometimes, complete
failure.
For example, a file server may wish to delay archiving tasks when under
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heavy load to ensure latency-sensitive requests, like reads, complete quickly.
Currently, these different task sets are indistinguishable to the CPU scheduler
and the file server application has no way of knowing how CPU contention
is affecting its latency-sensitive requests. It is, therefore, impossible for the
scheduler to meet high-level file server objectives and similarly impossible for
the file server to modify its behavior in response to CPU contention.
3.2

application cpu contention policies

Multifaceted services, such as web and mail servers, handle a wide variety of
user-requests and background tasks simultaneously; it is only natural that they
have distinct policies regarding CPU allocations amongst these concurrent tasks.
Robust applications should also include policies to mitigate the problem of CPU
contention. By taking relatively simple actions in response to CPU contention an
application may be able to avoid failure. Although specific contention policies
can vary greatly, it is likely that most policies will fit into one of three categories:
reduce concurrency, prioritize tasks, or egalitarian.
A concurrency reduction policy lowers an application’s level of parallelism
in response to CPU contention. For example, an overloaded web server may
reduce the number of requests it processes at the same time or a mail server may
prematurely terminate some user sessions. In some cases, this approach actually
reduces load, as in the mail server example. In others, it merely serializes the
workload. A web server that reduces it concurrency level will eventually process
each request, just not all at the same time. Reducing the parallelism simply
smooths out the bursty nature of independently arriving requests.
A policy that prioritizes tasks ranks each piece of functionality from mission
critical to best effort. As load increases it suspends some tasks, reducing functionality until only mission critical tasks are running. For example, the Dovecot
IMAP server may wish to ensure that common user requests like fetching mail
are scheduled immediately at the cost of less common or more resource intensive requests like searching a mailbox. The Condor Batch job scheduler may
prefer to start new jobs at the expense of maintaining currently running jobs or
the very opposite.
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Some applications are composed of tasks that must all complete to provide
any useful functionality. These applications must implement an egalitarian
policy. Under this policy, each task should be treated equally by the CPU
scheduler; no task is more important than any other and all tasks are essential.
Take, for example, a simple multimedia player that uses one thread to decode
video frames and another to display the frames. If either thread is starved, the
video stalls and the player is useless.
Particularly robust applications may utilize all three policy types. A file
server may begin serializing requests to deal with moderate, bursty load. If the
overload becomes sustained, the server may suspend background activities like
archiving to ensure that reads and writes are handled quickly. Finally, if CPU
contention persists, the file server must switch to an egalitarian policy; a file
server that cannot handle reads and writes is indistinguishable from a crashed
file server.
3.3

barriers to good scheduling

In a perfect system, a scheduling oracle would be able to perfectly match CPU
scheduling decisions to application CPU contention policy. The oracle could
predict the effects of CPU contention on each application task and would have
a precise understanding of an application’s CPU contention policy. Using
the effects of CPU contention as input, the scheduling oracle could reduce
concurrency, prioritize work, or enforce egalitarian CPU allocations based on
an individual application’s CPU contention policy.
The information an oracle requires is divided between application-space
and kernel-space; any solution to this problem needs to move information from
one to the other1 . One approach is to implement an interface to CPU schedulers
that allows applications to express their CPU contention policy in a rich, useful
manner. Assuming CPU schedulers can monitor CPU contention per task, the
CPU scheduler can then enforce the application’s CPU scheduling policy. This
approach explicitly transfers knowledge from application-space to the CPU
scheduler.
1
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Alternatively, CPU schedulers could be engineered to be predictable under
varying levels of CPU demand. Using a simple, readily-available CPU contention metric, like load average, applications could predict the effect on their
currently running tasks. With this knowledge, applications could enforce their
CPU contention policies using the simple scheduling interfaces already found
in commodity operating systems. This approach creates a knowledge transfer
(feedback) loop between the kernel and applications. Applications implicitly
infer CPU contention per task and then explicitly inform the scheduler how to
schedule tasks using a more limited interface.
As a third option, CPU schedulers could monitor and export the CPU contention experienced by each application task. Similar to the previous approach,
applications could then enforce their CPU contention policies using simple
scheduling interfaces. This approach also creates a feedback loop between
applications and the kernel, but the knowledge transfer is explicit in both directions.
In commodity systems, there is no scheduling oracle. CPU schedulers are
unpredictable and opaque, and applications are complex and susceptible to
demand spikes.
There is a wall between CPU schedulers and applications; knowledge transfer between these two spaces is limited to a small and ineffective (under overload) interface. The CPU scheduler, then, must guess an application’s policy
using a limited interface of weights or priorities. Applications must also guess
at the effect of CPU contention on their tasks. Useful CPU scheduling policies
like timesharing and proportional-share are complex to implement and this
leads to unpredictable behavior under load. Applications can detect CPU contention using limited scheduler feedback like load average, but because of this
unpredictability, they cannot determine the effect measured CPU contention
has on their tasks. Applications are then unable to modify their behavior to
enforce a particular CPU contention policy because they are unable to measure
the level of CPU contention they are experiencing.
The limited amount of information exchange between applications and
Activations unified kernel and user-level thread scheduling, whereas this work focuses kernel
and user-level CPU contention policies.
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CPU schedulers leads to application-scheduler CPU contention policy conflicts.
These policy conflicts can result in CPU starved tasks that in turn cause services to crash or become unresponsive. Starvation is often defined in terms of
processes or other OS abstractions, but for a given service or user, starvation
means waiting an unacceptable amount of time for a task to complete. This
expected time of completion may be arbitrary, but nonetheless defines a unique
starvation threshold for each and every task. Starvation for the purposes of
this dissertation will be defined as an unacceptable allotment of CPU resources
over a given period of time, defined per task.
The complexity and concurrency of service-style applications, coupled with
capricious demand, provides an ideal environment for scheduling conflicts
to occur between an application and the OS. These conflicts are particularly
difficult to detect and diagnose in distributed systems. The user of a distributed
service has no idea about the quality of service being delivered to other users;
even if a majority of tasks are handled without conflict, a handful of starved
tasks can make a service appear unresponsive and unreliable.
The following sections detail the nature of the limited communication between applications and CPU schedulers, commodity practices in dealing with
CPU contention, and consequences of policy conflicts.
3.4

limited scheduling interface

The CPU contention-scheduling interface provided by most commodity operating systems is mostly limited to setting a task’s priorities or weights and starting
or stopping a task. This limited interface severely constrains applications ability
to express their CPU contention policy. At the very best these interfaces allow
an application to specify actions based on a single, unknown level of CPU
contention and at the worst they ignore CPU contention all together.
Scheduling Priorities and Weights
Applications often communicate their high-level service objectives to the CPU
scheduler using priorities or weights. This limited interface does not prevent
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starvation or policy-conflicts because it does not take into account the variable
level of CPU contention. For example, it is impossible to specify a task should
have a weight of five under limited CPU contention and a weight of zero under
heavy contention.
Priorities are the standard scheduling interface for timesharing systems.
Applications running on a timesharing systems can suffer from task starvation
due to inflexible starvation-prevention mechanisms and priority increases for
interactive behavior. Unfortunately, time-sharing starvation-prevention mechanisms are built directly into the scheduler with no capacity for application input.
This rigid design means under heavy, high-priority load an application has
limited control over the allocation given to lower-priority processes. Moreover,
time-sharing schedulers often give priority-bonuses to interactive processes.
These priority adjustments mean an application intending equal allocations for
all its tasks may have some of its tasks starved due to non-interactive behavior.
Because timesharing schedulers are so widely varied, it can be helpful to
look at a specific example of timesharing task starvation. Starvation can occur
in the O(1) scheduler in two ways: priority starvation and expiration starvation.
In priority starvation, a task’s dynamic priority is too low for it to receive any
CPU time. This may be because an application set the task’s priority low, or it
may have received an interactivity penalty. Although timeslice expiration is
designed to prevent this kind of starvation, in practice it is ineffective because
the expiration timer is dependent on the load. Under heavy load, a low priority
task may not receive a CPU allocation for tens to hundreds of seconds. The O(1)
scheduler’s starvation-prevention policy is not broken; it simply ensures the
best performance for high priority tasks.
Expiration starvation occurs when a task gets stuck in the expiration queue
indefinitely (see Ch. 2.4). This can occur when a task consumes its timeslice
out-of-sync with the other processes in the active queue. If the remaining tasks
have nearly full timeslices when a task is moved to the expired queue, this
expired task must wait for all of the tasks to complete their timeslices before it
can run again. Additionally because expiration happens independently on each
processor, tasks with full timeslices may be migrated to a core with expired
tasks at any time. In practice we have observed high-priority tasks stuck in the
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expiration state for over ten seconds.
Proportional-share schedulers use weights as the primary scheduling interface (and model). In commodity proportional-share systems, applicationassigned scheduling priorities are converted into GPS weights; these weights
are then converted into shares of the CPU. Applications using weights to convey
scheduling policy preferences can suffer from policy conflicts and starvation
due to unregulated task admission and concurrency control.
Looking at Linux again, we see that neither Linux proportional-share schedulers provide admission control, new tasks can be added to the system indefinitely. Each new task increases the total weight of the system, and therefore,
devalues the shares of all the currently running tasks. Effectively, as load
increases, each task’s CPU share decreases, eventually leading to starvation.
Unregulated concurrency control within applications can also cause starvation in proportional-share systems. Proportional-share schedulers often allow
tasks to be allocated a share as a group. This allows applications to compete
for CPU allocations fairly, regardless of how many tasks each application runs
concurrently. Unfortunately, an application’s share may not be large enough to
support all of its concurrent tasks. These under-allocations may be acceptable
under light to moderate CPU utilization as potentially starving tasks can steal
unused cycles to make up the difference. Under heavy load, however, these
short portions can induce starvation. Additionally, increased user-demand
on an application may increase the number of tasks sharing the application’s
CPU share, further reducing individual task shares. In short, changes in CPU
contention may require changes in CPU proportioning.
Multiprogramming Level
Many applications use the scheduling interface to create and destroy (suspend
and resume) tasks, limiting the number of concurrently active tasks (reduce concurrency). Limited concurrency is a common and long-standing technique to
manage resource contention [54, 67]. By limiting the number of tasks competing
for a resource, an application can ensure that these tasks receive the allocations
they need. This is commonly referred to as managing the multiprogramming
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level, or MPL.
This technique works well for resource contention that does not scale well,
like lock contention [45] and memory contention [54]. A resource that scales
well produces a linear decrease in performance in response to a linear increase
in load. Perfect scaling is very difficult; there is often some additional overhead
that accompanies increases in concurrency. For example, increasing the number
active processes results not only in more thinly divided CPU allocations, but
also overhead in the form of expensive context switches. Therefore, a simple
round-robin scheduling policy would result in good, but not perfect, scaling.
Perhaps one of the most surprising results in this dissertation is that commodity CPU schedulers do not scale well (see Section 3.7 and Chapter 5). The
primary goal of these schedulers is often not scalability (despite their author’s
claims), but rather features like low latency and priority scheduling. These
added features increase complexity, and complexity is often the enemy of scalability.
Managing MPL helps resolve CPU contention by making the CPU scheduler’s job easier. When CPU resources are scarce, the CPU scheduler must
make tough decisions about how to divide them up amongst competing processes. Controlling the number of competing tasks limits the pressure on CPU
resources and reduces the CPU scheduler’s options to a more manageable level.
If taken to the extreme, limiting MPL removes contention entirely. Without
CPU contention, the CPU scheduler cannot enforce a CPU contention policy
that may conflict with the applications.
Despite being very common, this technique has the drawback that setting
an MPL for all circumstances is difficult. A correct MPL for one workload may
be less than optimal for another workload. Setting the MPL too low wastes
resources when workloads are not CPU-intensive, and setting it too high runs
the risk of starvation if a workload suddenly demands more resources. For
example, an IMAP server may have hundreds of concurrent sessions, but on
average only a few are active at any one time. A high MPL allows this common
case, but risks resource contention if a spike occurs in the number of active
sessions.
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Contention Interface
The scheduling outcome of all of the previously discussed interfaces and techniques are directly affected by CPU contention; however, none of these interfaces
allow CPU contention levels to be specified, nor does the scheduler provide
any indication of how it will handle CPU contention given the application’s
scheduling preferences.
The effect CPU contention will have on a task, ignoring hardware caching
effects, can be expressed in latency and CPU slowdown. Latency is how long a
newly eligible (i.e., not blocking on I/O or sleeping) task will wait before being
scheduled initially. CPU slowdown is how much slower the hardware appears
due to CPU contention. CPU scheduling is supposed to provide the illusion of
running on dedicated hardware. CPU contention breaks this illusion in that
tasks must now wait to run on the CPU. Amortizing this waiting cost sustains
the illusion of dedicated hardware, but makes the hardware appear slower. For
example, a 3x CPU slowdown means that it appears to a given task that it is
running on a 3x slower CPU.
CPU slowdown and latency are related, but different. CPU slowdown
measures the sum cost of waiting for CPU every time a task is scheduled;
whereas latency measures the initial time spent waiting after a task becomes
eligible. To illustrate the difference, a simple, overloaded round robin scheduler
can reduce scheduling latency by reducing each task’s timeslice, but the CPU
slowdown will remain constant.
An application can control its MPL and the priority/weight of each of its
tasks, but it cannot specify that these values should change based on CPU contention. Scheduling interfaces provide no conditional statements. For example,
a file server cannot specify that its archiving task should have a weight of five
when the latency of a read task is less than 10ms and a weight of zero when
read task latencies are higher. What good is a priority or weight if it does not
mean anything? If the scheduling outcome is partially based on another hidden,
independent variable?
Neither does the scheduler provide an indication of CPU contention when
an application creates a new task. An application can continue to add tasks
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that overload the system and the scheduler provides no warning. Conversely,
applications may cease creating new tasks long before contention becomes an
issue. What use is concurrency if there is no way to measure its effectiveness at
run time?
3.5

unpredictability of best effort schedulers

One expects a best effort scheduler to provide smaller allocations as load increases; it is part of their definition. If CPU schedulers provided these smaller
allocations in a predictable manner, applications could use this predictability
as implicit feedback about the effects of CPU contention on their tasks. With
this knowledge, applications could modify their behavior to mitigate CPU
contention. Applications could even implement their own gray-box CPU contention detectors [17, 55]. An application could create a simple task whose
completion time on a idle system is known. Periodically running this task and
comparing its completion time to the ideal would give an accurate estimate of
CPU contention, if CPU schedulers were predictable.
Unfortunately, given a fixed level of CPU contention, a single CPU scheduler
can still provide a wide variety CPU allocations to an application’s tasks. Further,
different schedulers implementing the same scheduling policy can have very
different scheduling outcomes.
The CPU allocations an application’s tasks receive during CPU contention
can vary greatly, even amongst themselves. In practice, all three Linux schedulers provide some bonus for I/O-bound tasks. This means that an application’s
tasks each suffer from the effects of CPU contention differently. Even if an application’s tasks are all identical, schedulers that attempt to automatically divide
processes into high-importance and low-importance groups may make mistakes.
This results in variable CPU allocations amongst nearly identical processes.
Therefore, an application cannot infer some constant CPU contention cost, but
must instead guess at the cost for each task.
At the high-level, scheduling policy is about maximizing some goals at the
cost of others. The tradeoff each scheduler makes along these lines is particular
to its own implementation. That is to say, the CPU allocation a task receives
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may differ between two schedulers that claim to implement the same policy.
This means that the effect of CPU contention on an application’s tasks can
vary from operating system to operating system, even if the operating systems
all implement, for example, a timesharing policy. This is a rather obvious
observation, but one that has important consequences for applications that are
deployed on multiple operating systems. Applications that rely on implicit CPU
contention feedback from the CPU scheduler would need a separate implicit
model for each different CPU scheduler. This greatly increases developer effort.
A concrete example of the difficulty in relying on implicit assumptions about
scheduling behavior can be found in the difficulties some applications had in
the transition between Linux’s O(1) and CFS schedulers [15, 51]. Multitasking
applications, particularly those that implement user-space locking, rely on
sched_yield to transfer control of the CPU between cooperating tasks. These
applications assume that when a task yields the CPU all other processes with
the same priority will run before the yielding task is scheduled again. This
assumption was supported by the O(1) scheduler, but not the CFS scheduler.
The implementation of CFS did not allow it to easily provide the functionality
previously found in O(1) and assumed by applications. After migrating to CFS,
these multitasking applications suffered livelock and performance degradation.
Relying on implicit feedback can be dangerous when implementations change
or applications must run on many systems.
The unpredictability of best effort CPU schedulers makes the effects of
CPU contention difficult, if not impossible, for applications to anticipate. Without knowing the effects of CPU contention on their tasks, applications cannot
respond to mitigate it. The result is an entire generation of distributed, multifaceted applications that are not robust in the face of CPU contention.
3.6

limited scheduler feedback

Some CPU schedulers provide explicit feedback about CPU contention. Unfortunately, this information is often of little use because it lacks necessary details.
Linux provides explicit CPU contention feedback through the /proc file system. The scheduler exports CPU contention information using two interfaces:
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system-wide load average and per-task scheduler statistics.
Linux’s load average is an exponential moving average of the number of
tasks waiting for CPU or I/O over the last one, five, and ten minutes. This
number is useless for determining the effect of CPU contention on an application’s tasks for two reasons. First, this is a system-wide measure of CPU
contention. From the previous section we know that the results of system-wide
CPU contention can vary from task to task. An application’s tasks may be
completely unaffected even with a very high load average or its task may starve
completely with small load average. For example, an application composed of
a handful of bursty, high priority tasks may be completely unaffected by 100
low-priority CPU-bound tasks, but the load average would be very high.
Second, the Linux load average includes tasks that are waiting on I/O. This
number is completely irrelevant for CPU contention. Even if CPU schedulers
were predictable enough that an individual task’s CPU contention could be
derived from the number of tasks waiting for CPU, the load average would be
useless.
Linux does export CPU contention information for every task in the system,
but this information is missing critical components. For each task, the scheduler
exports a running sum of the number of times its was scheduled, the time
it spent waiting to run, and the time it spent running. Unfortunately, these
numbers do not convey very much useful information about CPU contention.
Average latency cannot be calculated because the waiting sum includes all the
time a task spent waiting, not just the time it spent waiting after initially becoming eligible. To calculate CPU slowdown, one needs both the CPU allocation
a task received under contention as well as the CPU allocation it would have
received on an idle machine. A task’s average CPU allocation can be computed
by sampling the scheduling statistics, but CPU slowdown cannot be calculated
because the scheduler provides no indication of a task’s idle-machine CPU
allocation.
A simple solution would be to embed the CPU allocation a task would
receive on an idle machine into the application. It is difficult, however, for
developers or applications to determine the CPU allocation a task would receive
on an idle machine. A task’s idle-machine CPU allocation depends on the type
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of task, inputs to the task, and the speed of the processor; changes in any of these
variables may result in changes in the desired CPU allocation. For example, a
web server workload consisting of only static page requests would likely require
a smaller CPU allocation than a workload requiring dynamically generated
content. Or to take a common real-time example, a media player would need a
larger allocation to decode a video frame on a slower CPU than it would on a
faster CPU.
Not only is it difficult for applications to detect scheduling policy conflicts at
run-time, it can also be difficult for system administrators to detect scheduling
conflicts after the fact. A system administrator may detect poor performance
through application monitoring or user feedback, but determining that this
poor performance is due to a mismatch between the application’s scheduling
policy and the operating system’s can be exceptionally difficult. Without knowing the CPU allocations a set of application tasks wanted, it is impossible to
determine how their performance was affected by examining how much CPU
they received.
Linux’s per-task scheduling statistics also provide no indication of the CPU
allocation a task will receive next. Predicting CPU allocations is difficult. Even
the CPU scheduler does not know what allocations it will give in the near future,
primarily because the set of tasks eligible for CPU is constantly changing: tasks
exit, fork, sleep, block on I/O, and unblock. CPU schedulers make immediate
scheduling decisions based on their scheduling policy and the current set of
eligible tasks. Without this information, applications can never proactively
avoid CPU contention, they must always respond once contention is already
occurring.
Falling back to a more implicit (and oft suggested) approach, an application
may be able to determine the effect heavy load has on individual tasks by measuring the time for each task to complete. Long completion times would indicate
CPU contention. Unfortunately, for many tasks the completion time depends
on the same things as its idle-machine CPU allocation: the task type, inputs,
and underlying hardware. Put succinctly, it is difficult to tell the difference
between a starving short-lived task and a healthy long one.
CPU schedulers provide enough information to determine that the system
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is suffering from CPU contention, but not enough information to measure the
effect CPU contention is having on individual tasks. Without this information,
in some detail, neither applications nor system administrators can effectively
respond to CPU contention.
3.7

experimental examples

In this section, we present a pair of experiments that demonstrate the limited
use of commodity scheduling interfaces and the unpredictable nature of best
effort schedulers. Both experiments are performed on a machine with 24GB of
RAM and a pair of 2.53GHz Intel Xeon E5540 quad-core processors.
Prioritize Tasks
The first experiment shows how difficult it is to prioritize tasks using commodity scheduling interfaces; it also illustrates the difference in scheduling
outcomes amongst similar schedulers. In this experiment, we measure the CPU
allocations a single unchanging, high priority process receives on a variety of
CPU schedulers as low priority processes are continually added to the system.
The high priority (nice value: -5) process is started on an idle machine, and every second we add a new low-priority process (nice value: 0). The low priority
tasks each consume roughly 10% of the CPU; whereas the high priority task is
completely CPU-bound. All tasks are bound to a single core to show the effects
of extreme CPU contention with fewer tasks.
We repeat this experiment for three different operating systems and schedulers. The first is the O(1) scheduler running in Linux version 2.6.18-194.3.el5
as distributed by Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 5.5. The results of this
timesharing scheduler can be directly compared to the second timesharing
scheduler in this experiment, SunOS 5.10 (as distributed by Solaris 10). To
compare O(1) with its replacement Linux scheduler, we also ran this experiment on CFS (Linux version 2.6.32.16-150.fc12.x86_64 as distributed by Fedora
12). The difference in priorities in CFS amounts to the high priority process
having a scheduling weight greater than three times the low priority processes’
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Figure 3.1: CPU allocations given an increasing system workload. The x-axis
is the time and number of competing processes, a single low priority process is added every
second. The y-axis is the CPU% allocated to the high priority process.

scheduling weights.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the high-priority process receives a wide range of
CPU allocations and the scheduling outcomes differ across all three schedulers.
Despite using the scheduling priority interface to inform each scheduler that
the first task is more important than the following tasks, all three schedulers
continually reduce the high-important process’s allocation as low priority load
increases. When load reaches 99 low priority processes, all of the schedulers
reduce the high priority process’s allocation to below 6%, with O(1) allocating
the process less than 2%.
The difference in behavior between the high and low priority processes may
account for the ill-treatment of high priority task under the timesharing schedulers; CPU-bound behavior is typically penalized by timesharing schedulers.
However, this penalty conflicts with the application’s clear specification that
this task was more important than the others.
CFS also penalizes CPU-bound tasks, but reduced allocations for the high
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priority process is most likely caused by the unchecked growth of the total GPS
weight in this instance. Each new process increases the total system’s GPS, in
effect, devaluing the larger weight of the high priority task. Without admission
control, proportional-share schedulers cannot ensure good allocations for high
priority tasks.
The difference in CPU allocations amongst schedulers is most pronounced
between Linux O(1) and SunOS 5.10, differing by up to 45%. This is surprising
since both implement a timesharing policy that rewards non-CPU intensive
tasks. The closest two policies were SunOS and CFS; also surprising because
they implement wholly different scheduling policies.
This simple experiment clearly illustrates the limits of best-effort priority
or weight-based scheduling interfaces. It also shows that CPU schedulers
that implement the same policy may still have drastically different scheduling
behaviors.
Egalitarian Policy
This next experiment demonstrates the unpredictable nature of commodity CPU
schedulers. In this experiment, we attempt to enforce an egalitarian applicationlevel scheduling policy in an Apache web server. We configure Apache to use
its prefork multitasking architecture. In this architecture, incoming web requests
are dispatched to worker processes selected from a preforked pool. After
completing a request, the worker process is returned to the pool. Apache does
not modify the priority of these worker requests, which implies an egalitarian
policy. Because all of these workers are identical, under a predictable CPU
scheduler each worker should receive roughly the same CPU allocation and
achieve the same throughput.
An Apache web server is run on the machine from the previous experiment
using Linux version 2.6.18-194.3.1.el5 (distributed as Red Hat Enterprise Linux
5.3) with the O(1) scheduler. The web clients are distributed across two machines each with dual socket Intel Xeon 2.67 GHz processors and over 20GB of
RAM. The Apache server (version 2.2.13) is configured to use a pool of 250 processes. The server is driven by a workload created by 250 clients simulated by
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Figure 3.2: Break down of Apache worker throughput. The x-axis is sorted by
throughput, y-axis is the throughput per worker. The Somewhat Interactive portion contains
workers the scheduler provided a modest interactivity bonus. The Interactive portion displays
workers who received the maximum interactivity bonus. The dashed line is the mean throughput
per worker.

ApacheBench (version 2.3). Half of the clients request the same 25KB static file
and the other half request a random lottery number from a Perl script. Clients
are not bound to a particular Apache worker process; a worker that completes a
static file request may pick up a lottery number request next. The Apache server
is configured to use mod_perl so that each worker process actually generates
the lottery numbers using the code from the Perl script rather than creating a
separate Perl interpreter process. In this experiment, we run the client workload
for five minutes and record the throughput of all 250 Apache workers.
Figure 3.2 shows a breakdown of Apache worker throughput. Because
roughly four static file requests can complete in the time it takes to respond
to a single lottery number request (on an idle machine), the throughput in
this graph has been normalized to static file request throughput. Workers that
received the largest interactivity bonus achieve high throughput, well above the
mean; whereas, workers categorized as less interactive tend to fall well below
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Figure 3.3: Break down of starving requests by cause. X-axis is scheduler-assigned
priority of the Apache worker process servicing the request (lower priority is better priority).
Priority shading shows requests not scheduled because low-priority. Expired shading indicates
requests starved due to an expired timeslice. Blocked shading corresponds to requests blocked on
non-CPU resources. Both shading shows requests that were both expired and blocked.

the mean. It is important to note that most, if not all, requests to a web server are
interactive. Clearly, the O(1) mis-categorized some workers as less interactive
than others. The results of this experiment make it quite clear that the O(1)
scheduler does not provide predictable allocations under CPU contention; the
contention is not spread evenly across nearly identical processes.
Examining individual web requests provides some details about why some
workers achieve such poor throughput. Over 200 individual requests took
longer than 10 seconds in the experiment, some took as long as four minutes.
Figure 3.3 provides a detailed breakdown of the causes of this starvation. Over
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70 requests (Priority) starved because they incurred interactive penalties to their
priorities due to perceived CPU-intensive behavior. An additional 113 requests
(Expired) were starved by the operating system’s own starvation protection
mechanism; their timeslices were expired by the scheduler and they did not
receive new ones for over ten seconds. Six more requests (Both) starved from a
combination of contention for other resources and being expired by the operating system’s starvation protection mechanism. Finally, six additional requests
(Blocked) starved strictly due to contention for resources other than CPU. These
starving requests represent a direct violation of goal egalitarian policy and in a
real system would correspond to unhappy users. The vast majority of starving
web requests were caused by erratic scheduling behavior, incorrect interactivity
bonuses or brittle a starvation prevention mechanism.
These results indicate that applications cannot infer reduced performance of
a single task to mean that other tasks will also suffer performance degradation.
It also means that applications cannot infer the effect CPU contention will
have on its tasks from monitoring the system-wide load average. Despite the
heavy load, some of the Apache workers perform quite well. These results are
particularly troubling for distributed services that provide concurrent access
by assigning an individual process or thread to each unique user. In these
systems, the perceived system responsiveness could vary greatly from user
to user. Some users may believe the system is crashed while others enjoy
uninterrupted access.
3.8

commodity approaches to mitigate cpu contention

Modern applications are not completely ignorant of the problem of CPU contention. Clever applications attempt to deal with CPU contention by carefully
selecting an operating system, using the limited scheduling interfaces and feedback, or dynamically adding more hardware through a cloud infrastructure.
This section addresses commodity approaches; research solutions are discussed
in Chapter 8.
An application developer may choose to distribute an application only on
operating systems that implement a compatible scheduling policy. For example,
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an application that desires a task prioritizing approach to dealing with overload
could choose an operating system that strictly enforces priorities. This approach
severely limits the number of operating systems on which an application can
run. For example, Oracle Database 10g supports 11 operating systems and
Apache supports 10. It would be a distinct business disadvantage to limit
support to only CPU schedulers that exactly matched an application’s CPU
contention policy.
Even finding a single operating system or CPU scheduler that matches all
of an applications needs can be difficult. For example, Google needs specific
semantics for sched_yield found in the O(1) scheduler, but also needs operating system support for new devices found in newer versions of the kernel
with the CFS scheduler [51]. To resolve this conflict, Google forward-ported
the O(1) scheduler into newer kernel versions. This outcome is not ideal for
either Google or developers of general purpose operating systems.
More complex applications may have dynamic scheduling policies that
also make selecting a single operating system scheduling policy difficult. The
ideal policy for a given application may change with demand. For example,
an application may desire an egalitarian policy under light to moderate load.
However, under heavy load this same application may wish to keep critical
tasks running using a prioritized policy. Similar policy changes may result
from changes in workload mix or even time of day.
Another approach to dealing with CPU contention is to statically assign task
priority/weights or set application MPL at compile or start-up time and hope
for the best. This approach is commonly used by distributed applications to set
their MPL value [4, 5, 6]. For example, Apache suggests system administrators
set the MPL using this formula: “determine the size of your average Apache
process, by looking at your process list via a tool such as top, and divide this
into your total available memory, leaving some room for other processes.” Not
very useful for avoiding the CPU contention we saw in the previous section, or
memory contention either for that matter.
This approach relies heavily on the limited CPU scheduling interface. It all
but ignores CPU contention; at the very best it provides some basic hints to
the operating system about how to handle overload. The experiments in the
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previous section demonstrate how little effect these hints have on scheduling
outcomes. This approach is nearly useless in the constantly changing environment of distributed systems.
A less common, but more flexible technique is to set task priorities/weights
or the application MPL based on the detected load on the machine. A common
example of an application that uses this technique is the Sendmail SMTP server.
Sendmail monitors the load average value exported by Linux. If this value
exceeds a fixed threshold, Sendmail temporarily ceases mail delivery until the
load is reduced [7].
This technique uses the limited scheduling feedback provided by the operating system. To summarize Section 3.6, using this feedback allows applications to
detect that CPU contention is occurring, but not whether it is affecting its tasks
in any meaningful way. Applications that take action using this information
may reduce their concurrency or deschedule low-important tasks unnecessarily.
This can adversely affect the application performance and user happiness.
A relatively new technique for preventing resource contention is to dynamically scale hardware with load. Cloud computing environments [13, 128] are
designed to allow this dynamic scaling. Because cloud users are charged by
hardware use per hour, each additional cloud node increases the cost of running an application. Therefore, an application must decide whether its current
level of CPU contention warrants an increased cost. Unfortunately, the limited
feedback provided by commodity CPU schedulers makes it impossible to measure the level of CPU contention an application is experiencing. Without this
information, administrators cannot define cost-benefit policies to determine
when to expand their cloud hardware allocation.
Each of the commodity techniques presented in this section demonstrate
that developers cannot build CPU contention-resistant applications because of
limited scheduling interfaces and feedback (implicit and explicit). Currently,
developers make due with the tools they have, but these limited techniques
leaves important applications vulnerable to demand spikes.
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3.9

summary

CPU schedulers and applications must have policies in place to deal with CPU
contention if they want to avoid failure and unresponsiveness. In an ideal
system, a CPU contention scheduling oracle would combine an application’s
CPU contention policy with system-wide scheduling goals to create a schedule
that meets the goals of both.
In reality, there is an artificial barrier between applications and CPU schedulers. Due to a limited scheduling interface, applications are unable to specify
rich, complex CPU contention scheduling policies. This means that CPU schedulers must guess at an application’s CPU contention policy and service-level
objects from the simple hints an application can provide using the minimal
interface of priorities or weights. This invariably leads to conflicts between the
scheduler’s CPU contention policy and the application’s.
Applications may have CPU contention policies, but they cannot measure
the effect of CPU contention at run-time. The unpredictability of commodity
CPU schedulers and the uninformative CPU contention feedback they provide
means that applications are unable to accurately measure the performance
degradation they are experiencing due to CPU contention. Without a clear
understanding of the effects CPU contention, an application cannot begin to
mitigate or resolve this contention.
Commodity applications make the best of the limited scheduling interface
and feedback to manage CPU contention, but without better operating system
support these applications will be susceptible to failure and unresponsiveness.
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Chapter 4

Scheduler support for
application management of CPU
contention

When confusion takes place in ones surroundings, it can be dissolved with
the power of undisturbable Simplicity.
— Tao Teh Ching

In this chapter, we introduce CPU Futures, a novel combination of improved
scheduler feedback and user-level CPU contention policy that together enable
applications to remain responsive during periods of overload. The improved
scheduler feedback portion of CPU futures embeds small models within the
CPU scheduler; we call this component the herald. Without any knowledge
of application workload or characteristics, the herald tracks current usage,
and (more importantly) predicts optimal and future CPU allocations. With
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such information, applications can avoid or mitigate performance degradation
according to their own policies and goals.
Applications dictate CPU contention scheduling policy with aid of the second component of CPU Futures, a user-level feedback controller. The controller
monitors in-kernel scheduler information provided by the herald and helps to
implement the application’s policy to react to overload scenarios. Although a
stock controller is provided (see Chapter 5), applications are free to modify said
controller to suit their specific needs. Thus, through the combination of the
in-kernel herald and the user-level feedback controller, applications can both
properly detect and react to overload conditions gracefully.
To demonstrate the ease of adding the in-kernel herald to modern CPU
schedulers, we have implemented the herald within two different systems, the
Linux O(1) [35] and CFS [97] schedulers. These two schedulers represent two
common commodity approaches to best-effort scheduling, timesharing and
proportional-share respectively. The code changes required to build the herald
into each scheduler are minimal, giving us confidence that a wide range of
schedulers could be enhanced in this manner.
Our measurements reveal that CPU Futures adds little overhead under
normal operating conditions, and greatly increases an application’s ability to
react to CPU overload. By predicting future allocations, CPU Futures allows
applications to quickly detect and react promptly to pending problems, thus
increasing availability and enabling graceful behavior even under extreme load.
This chapter discusses the general philosophy behind CPU Futures, including an analysis of the scheduling requirements and design goals that drive
this work. It also gives a detailed description of the type of feedback provided
by the in-kernel herald and the models we created to generate this feedback.
An evaluation of the precision and accuracy of this feedback concludes this
chapter. We present a detailed description of CPU Futures controllers in the
next chapter.
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requirements

The artificial information barrier between applications and best effort CPU
schedulers can result in performance degradation and even application failure.
To build a robust application that handles CPU overload gracefully, two key
elements are required. First, an application must be able to detect the overload,
by determining whether worker tasks are obtaining enough CPU to meet desired service-level objectives. Ideally, the detection should take place as soon as
possible, perhaps even just before the overload condition fully manifests. Second,
an application must be able to react to overload conditions quickly; by reducing concurrency, prioritizing tasks, or taking other reactionary measures, the
application can thus remain responsive during overload and increase overall
availability of the system.
Specifically, improvements in the feedback provided by CPU schedulers
should enable the following behaviors.

• An application should be able to dynamically determine its CPU resource
requirements at run-time. An ideal solution should require no prior
knowledge of the application, its expected performance, or the system’s
hardware configuration.
• Applications should be able to anticipate and avoid performance degradation due to CPU contention. An approach that cannot predict performance degradation runs the risk of the application crashing or becoming
unresponsive before it can take corrective action.
• The policy for managing CPU contention should be adaptable for each
application. This allows applications to implement their own CPU contention policies that meet their particular goals and use-cases.
• An ideal solution should be applicable to a variety of schedulers. Many
applications and users have a preferred operating system or scheduling
algorithm.
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4.2

cpu futures

CPU Futures is a combination of improved CPU scheduler feedback and userlevel application controllers to enable applications to better manage CPU contention. The in-kernel portion of CPU Futures, called the herald, is an extension
to CPU schedulers to advise applications of their past, desired, predicted, and
potential CPU allocations. The herald extends traditional scheduler feedback
to give applications the ability to determine their resource requirements and
anticipate performance degradation due to CPU contention. The techniques
used by the herald require no prior knowledge of the applications and are
generally applicable for a variety of popular commodity operating systems.
The user-level portion of CPU Futures, the controller, encapsulates an application’s policy for managing CPU contention. The controller’s primary responsibility is translating high-level application policy into low-level commands to
the CPU scheduler; the limited nature of the scheduling interface provided by
commodity CPU schedulers necessitates this translation. The controller relies
on the information provided by the herald. If application performance goals
will not be met, the controller resolves this conflict using application-specific
policies.
Enhanced Scheduler Feedback
Applications need a technique to measure the effect CPU contention is having on
their perceived performance. Unlike real-time processes, these applications do
not have regular, periodic CPU requirements or deadlines; they cannot measure
CPU contention in missed deadlines. We propose using a metric we have termed
CPU slowdown as an indicator of degraded CPU performance. Intuitively, this
is how much slower the CPU appears to a task; e.g., a 5x CPU slowdown is
equivalent to running on a machine with a 5x slower CPU. We believe this
provides a natural way to think about CPU performance degradation for besteffort applications. CPU slowdown can easily be derived from the allocation
information provided by the herald.
The herald exports four metrics (desired, actual, predicted, and potential
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allocations) for each task over 1 second and 100 second intervals; each allocation
is specified as a rate in milliseconds per second (or 100s). The latency between
updates of these metrics is determined by the sample period of the herald
implementation (100ms in our implementations).
Desired allocation: The CPU allocation a task would have received on an
idle machine during the previous time interval. A task’s desired allocation
provides a reference to compare its actual, predicted, and potential allocations.
Actual allocation: The CPU allocation a task received during the previous
time interval. This allows an application to determine how CPU contention
affected its performance most recently. A task’s past CPU slowdown is determined by dividing its actual allocation by its desired allocation.
Predicted allocation: The CPU allocation a task is expected to receive in the
next time interval (1s or 100s). Knowing a task’s predicted allocation allows an
application to prevent problems rather than simply respond to them. A task’s
future CPU slowdown is determined by dividing its predicted allocation by its
desired allocation. This metric assumes that the task’s behavior and the overall
system workload remain the same. The predicted allocation does not assume
that a task’s priority has remained constant. Changes in a task’s scheduler
and/or user-assigned priority result in immediate changes in its predicted
allocation. This ensures rapid response to changes caused by the user-level
controller or CPU scheduler interactivity bonuses.
Potential allocation: The maximum CPU allocation a task could receive in
the next time interval. This allows bursty applications to ensure there is a large
potential allocation to deal with its demand spikes. A task’s potential future
CPU slowdown is its potential allocation divided by its desired allocation. This
metric assumes that the task becomes completely CPU-bound while the system
workload remains constant. Similar to the predicted allocation, changes to a
task’s priority result in immediate changes to its potential allocation.
Encapsulating Application Policy
CPU Futures gives applications the ability to replace the static, generic in-kernel
CPU contention policy with their own dynamic, application-specific policies.
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Figure 4.1: CPU Futures architecture.

These policies are encapsulated in an application’s user-level CPU Futures
controller (see Figure 4.1). The controller monitors the scheduler feedback
provided by the herald and enforces the application’s CPU contention policy
by reducing concurrency, prioritizing work, or ensuring egalitarian allocations.
Additional Benefits of CPU Futures
CPU Futures also allow applications to run in an unobtrusive low-interference
mode, audit cloud computing services, and perform low-cost performance
analysis.
CPU futures enable low-importance applications to cooperatively run in the
background without disturbing other more important programs. Programs like
SETI@Home and Condor want to harvest unused desktop CPU cycles without
interfering with a machine owner’s currently running applications. The limited
feedback provided by commodity scheduler means that these applications
must be either overly cautious, wasting valuable cycles, or obliviously trusting of the CPU scheduler, resulting in reduced performance for the machine
owner’s applications. CPU Futures enables these low-importance applications
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to carefully and accurately monitor their effect on other applications. Using this
enhanced feedback, these applications can ensure they do not interfere with
high-importance, machine owner tasks.
The accurate accounting provided by CPU Futures makes it ideal for auditing quality of service in cloud computing [13, 128] which is useful for establishing trust between cloud providers and customers [68]. A cloud computing
client should know if they paid for one level of service and received another.
Similarly, if cloud providers are to maintain the illusion of infinite resources
they must monitor applications for slowdown due to resource shortages. An
accurate picture of application resource requirements and subsequent penalties
for server consolidation is vital to managing a cloud computing environment.
Performance analysis and debugging can be difficult in complex systems [47,
91, 106]; CPU futures provides an important first step in isolating performance
bottlenecks. Performance may suffer for dozens of reasons, narrowing the
problem to resource contention still leaves plenty of resources to investigate. In
a CPU-Futures-enhanced-system, the top system utility can easily be modified
to display the CPU slowdown of each process. System administrators can use
this modified utility to determine the cause of performance problems, as well
as guide infrastructure adjustments to resolve these problems. During development, programmers can use CPU futures to isolate and resolve performance
bugs. CPU futures can be viewed as a low-cost, first-step in isolating these bugs
before using resource-intensive, low-level instrumentation.
CPU Futures Design Goals
The design of CPU Futures is motivated by the following four goals.
Low overhead: Our interest is primarily in systems suffering under heavy
load. These systems are already facing resource shortages, any solution to this
problem should incur small resource costs.
Minimal scheduler modifications: Limiting the modifications required to
implement the in-kernel portion of CPU Futures increases the likelihood of
adoption into commodity operating systems.
Small modifications to applications: Minimizing the modifications re65
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quired to integrate a CPU Futures controller into an application prevents destabilizing the software we are attempting to improve.
Accuracy: Accurate scheduler feedback allows more refined control over
CPU allocations and enables adoption by a wide-variety of applications, including those with stringent CPU requirements.
These design goals are reflected in the simplicity of our in-kernel models
and feedback controller design. We developed a single desired allocation model
for all scheduler types and a separate predicted and potential allocation model
for timesharing and proportional-share schedulers.
4.3

scheduler-agnostic feedback

A task’s actual and desired allocation can be calculated in the same way regardless of the CPU scheduler.
Actual Allocation
Calculating a task’s actual allocation does not require a model; it is sufficient
to simply measure the CPU allocation a task received. The accuracy of these
measurements are determined solely by the granularity of scheduler instrumentation provided in the implementation.
Desired Allocation Model
Determining a task’s desired allocation is a matter of divining its intentions
rather than simply measuring the outcome of CPU scheduling. Fortunately,
the CPU scheduler is in a unique position to gather the statistics required.
When CPU is otherwise idle, a task’s desired allocation is equal to its actual
allocation. Under contention, the delay experienced by a task due to queuing
for CPU reduces its actual allocation. A task’s desired allocation for a given time
period is computed by multiplying the task’s CPU utilization, in the absence of
queuing, by the time period (1s or 100s):
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Figure 4.2: Desired allocation.

A 40% CPU-bound task suffering from 2x CPU
slowdown. Wait represents the task waiting for CPU, Run represents it running on the CPU,
and IO represents the task sleeping or blocked on IO.

cpu_allocation
∗ time_period
time_period − wait_time

(4.1)

(also see Figure 4.2).
Calculating desired allocation in this way has two possible drawbacks. First,
special care must be taken when computing the desired allocation for tasks
that have large wait times. Long wait times reduce the amount of behavioral
information available about a task. As wait times become longer the estimate
of a task’s behavior becomes less precise. To mitigate this problem, our implementation uses 100 second utilization information if a task’s wait time is longer
than 900ms per second.
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Our technique for computing desired allocation may be inaccurate for tasks
with periodic, time-based workloads. This technique assumes each task has
a fixed CPU allocation it desires regardless of CPU load. Tasks with a fixed
amount of work to do every second may receive inaccurate desired allocation
predictions under heavy load. These task are good candidates for real-time
schedulers.
4.4

scheduler models

In CPU Futures, we generate CPU allocation predictions using relatively simple
models with input from the scheduler. Perhaps the most interesting, and
difficult, portion of CPU Futures is its ability to predict the future using only
these simple models. This is not an accident, but rather a fundamental principle
of this work. We dismissed many early ideas on generating these predictions
because they were too complex or non-intuitive.
An obvious, but flawed, alternative approach would be to build a full CPU
scheduling simulator. Unlike our simple models, we would need a completely
different simulator for each scheduler, even if two schedulers were of the same
type. A simulator also would be too slow to use at run-time, so applications
would need to either predict the workload they expect or run a simulation
for every possible workload mix. Additionally, a simulator would very likely
require a more detailed set of inputs to produce accurate results; capturing this
information at run-time would have been expensive.
In CPU Futures, we have pared away any irrelevant inputs and reduced
the problem to the simple models that provide accurate results. Our approach
in developing these models was to start with a simple intuition and develop
that into a model. We incrementally increased the complexity of these initial
models until they produced accurate results.
This section discusses the general timesharing and proportional-share models we developed and then provides details about the additional complexity
we added to match the specific policies of the O(1) and CFS schedulers. We
limited this customization to the minimum required to achieve an accurate
result. These models generate the predicted and potential allocations exported
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by the in-kernel CPU Futures herald.
An important feature of both our timesharing and proportional-share models is that increasing or decreasing a task’s user-provided or scheduler-provided
priority results in an immediate update of both its predicted and potential allocations. Without this feature, our models would be inaccurate when the CPU
Futures controller uses the scheduling interface to ensure application policy.
Timesharing Predicted Allocation
Priority-based timesharing schedulers adjust user-provided task priorities
based on the level of CPU demand each task exhibits; more demand results in
worse priority. This mechanism divides the population of tasks into distinct,
related groups indexed by a scheduler-defined dynamic priority. The behavior
of a task defines its dynamic priority and similar tasks have similar dynamic
priorities.
From this fundamental property we derive the hypothesis that defines the
CPU Futures timesharing model: the CPU allocation given to each dynamicpriority group remains relatively constant in the short-term. Individual tasks
may move between these groups, either through changes in their behavior or
user-defined priority, but the groups themselves retain a persistent behavior.
This consistent behavior results in a consistent CPU allocation from the scheduler. Therefore, a priority group’s near future allocation is likely very similar to
its near past allocation, even if an individual task’s allocation is not.
The first step, then, in predicting a task’s allocation is to predict the CPU
allocation that will be allotted to the task’s priority group. Because timesharing
schedulers are primarily priority-based, the total allocation available to any
given priority is a function of the allocation desired by its superior priorities.
This requires our model to predict the desired allocation of a priority group.
Our model calculates the desired allocation of a priority group in a similar
way to a task’s desired allocation. Except, because a priority group can be
composed of many tasks, a priority’s desired allocation can exceed 100% CPU
utilization. If the CPU was idle in the past sampling period, our model assumes
that demand did not exceed 100% CPU and uses the same model as a task’s
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desired allocation to compute priority group i’s desired allocation:
desiredi =

cpu_allocationi
∗ time_period.
time_period − wait_timei

(4.2)

Wait time, in this case, refers to time in the last sample period where the CPU
was executing a process from a different priority group. If there was no idle
time in the last sample period, our model assumes the total desired allocation
could be as large as qi ∗ time_period, where qi is the average queue length
for priority i. In practice, the timesharing model uses a more conservative
prediction for a priority’s desired allocation when there are no idle cycles:
desiredi = qi ∗ cpu_allocationi .

(4.3)

This equation may under-predict the desired allocation for a priority, but if
there are no idle cycles it is sufficient to predict that this priority was allocated
less CPU than it desired. This effectively declares that there is no CPU available
for worse priorities.
Given a desired allocation for each priority, our model can compute a priority’s potential allocation using the following simple intuition: the potential
allocation available for priority group j is the difference between the total possible allocation and the sum of the desired allocation of all priorities i where i is
a better priority than j.
potentiali = time_period −

X

desiredj

(4.4)

J

As we discuss the timesharing model further, it will be important to remember that potentiali can be negative.
Using the above equations, our model can calculate the desired and potential
allocations for each priority. With these two values, it is simple to compute a
priority’s predicted CPU allocation. A priority cannot be allocated more CPU
than is potentially available, nor will a priority group use more CPU than it
desires. Therefore:
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Desired
0ms

−1000ms

0ms

1000ms

0ms

750ms

Good

500ms

Bad

500ms

250ms

0ms

1000ms

250ms

0ms

750ms

250ms

750ms

Worse

Worst

Predicted
1000ms

250ms

Best

Better

Potential
1000ms

−250ms

−1000ms

500ms

250ms

0ms

0ms

Figure 4.3: Timesharing model. This figure represents a system with 9 25% CPUbound tasks. 1 task has the best priority, 2 tasks have good priority, 2 tasks have bad priority, 3
tasks have worse priority, and 1 task has the worst priority. In this example, the best priority task
leaves only 750ms for tasks with a worse priority. The two good priority tasks take an additional
500ms, leaving only 250ms for bad through worst. And so on. Taking the minimum of the
desired and potential columns (with a special case for negative potential) gives the predicted
priority allocations: the tasks with worse and worst priorities starve completely, the tasks with
bad priority receive only half the CPU allocation they desire, and the tasks with good and best
priority receive full allocations.

predictedi = min(desiredi , potentiali ).

(4.5)

The results of this equation should be modified to ensure that predictedi is
greater than or equal to zero, even if potentiali is negative. That is, an artificial
range of [0,time_period] should be enforced for this value. See Figure 4.3 for an
example.
Next our model translates this per-priority predicted allocation into a pertask allocation. In this model, we assume that each task is allocated a portion of
its priority’s CPU allocation based purely on how often it is eligible to execute.
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To say it differently, each task receives a CPU allocation according to its needs.
A task that competes for CPU 50% of the time will receive half the allocation a
task that is constantly competing for the CPU will receive. The competitiveness
of a task is calculated by how often it is eligible for the CPU. Let st be the time
that task t was eligible out of a scheduling interval S (1s or 100s). Then task t’s
eligible fraction can be calculated using the following formula:
et =

st
.
S

(4.6)

Using eligibility as the metric, the total competition for CPU cycles at a
given priority is simply the average queue length at that priority (qi ). So a task
t with priority i has a predicted allocation that is proportionally to its eligibility
and the predicted allocation for priority i:
predictedt =

et
∗ predictedi .
qi

(4.7)

This probably seems like a lot of work to calculate a predicted allocation
that is likely very similar to a task’s previous allocation. However, with small
modifications this model can predict the allocation a task will receive for any
priority. That is, given a task’s behavior at priority i, our model can also predict
its allocation for any other priority k. This is particularly useful for providing
accurate herald predictions immediately after a CPU Futures controller changes
a task’s priority.
If a task t changes from priority i to priority k, the new potential allocation
for priority k is
potentialk0 = potentialk + desiredt ,

(4.8)

if k is a worse priority than i. A task that was previously at a better priority
introduced demand at the better priority. Now that the task is moving to a
worse priority there is the potential for larger allocations at the worse priorities.
This is why it is important that potentialk can be negative. If the demand is
too large at better priorities, allocation will not increase at worse priorities even
if a single task moves from a good to a bad priority. For example, if there are
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five 100% CPU-bound tasks at a good priority and one task moves to a worse
priority, that task will starve. The priority-changing task’s allocation will be
divided amongst the good priority tasks instead of filtering down to the worse
priority. Similarly, if k is a better priority than i, then k’s potential allocation
remains the same.
A task changing priorities also modifies the desired allocation at its new
priority:
desiredk0 = desiredk + desiredt .

(4.9)

Then priority k’s predicted allocation, given that task t changes to priority
k is
predictedk0 = min(desiredk0 , potentialk0 ).

(4.10)

The task’s predicted allocation equation also needs to change as the new
priority does not include competition from the priority-changing task:
predictedt0 =

et
∗ predictedk0 .
q k + et

(4.11)

Timesharing Potential Allocation
Timesharing schedulers provide priority bonuses to tasks that use little CPU
and priority penalties for tasks that consume a lot of CPU. Using this property,
we can easily extend our timesharing model to created potential allocation
predictions. Effectively, a task’s potential allocation is simply its predicted
allocation at priority w, where w is the worst priority the scheduler will assign
this task when it becomes fully CPU bound.
From our initial predicted allocation equation,
predictedt0 =

et
0
∗ predictedw
,
q w + et

(4.12)

we make some changes given that task t will be 100% CPU bound.
A CPU bound task’s eligibility fraction (et ) is 1; it is always competing for
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CPU. A priority group that contains a CPU bound task consumes its entire
potential allocation; so priority w’s potential allocation will become its predicted
allocation if t becomes CPU bound. The resulting equation is
potentialt =

0
potentialw
.
qw + 1

(4.13)

O(1) Specifics
Each CPU scheduler has its own implementation-specific details that require
small modifications to our general-purpose timesharing model. For the O(1)
scheduler (and likely other timesharing schedulers as well), these modifications
concern its starvation prevention policy. As discussed in Ch 2.4, the O(1) scheduler uses timeslice expiration to provide starvation prevention. After a cyclical
timer goes off, this scheduler temporarily stops assigning new timeslices to
tasks until there are no runnable tasks. This ensures that each task t is allocated
at least a single timeslice of CPU time each and every expiration cycle. A task’s
starvation allocation is

starvation_allocationt = timeslice ∗ et ∗ cycle_frequency,

(4.14)

where cycle_frequency is the number of expiration cycles per time period
(1s or 100s). A task’s starvation allocation is reduced by its eligibility fraction
because a task may block before fully consuming its timeslice. This equation
assumes that the task’s micro-IO-behavior matches its macro-IO-behavior. That
is, if it consumes roughly 20% of the CPU every second, it will also consume
only 20% of its timeslice.
This starvation prevention mechanism, in many ways, overrides the priority
scheduling aspects of the O(1) scheduler. Therefore, the sum of these starvation
prevention allocations are removed from the potential allocation of even the
best priority group. The total CPU allocation used to prevent starvation can be
calculated using the following formula:
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starvation_allocation =

X

qi ∗ timeslice ∗ cycle_frequency.

(4.15)

I

In the O(1) scheduler, tasks that are deemed non-interactive are assigned
only a single timeslice per expiration cycle. The predicted allocation for a
non-interactive task nit is
00
predictednit
= starvation_allocationnit .

(4.16)

Interactive tasks, on the other hand, are assigned new timeslices until the
expiration timer goes off. They receive at least a single timeslice, plus whatever
allocation they can compete for until the timer expires. The predicted allocation
for a interactive task it is then
00
0
predictedit
= predictedit
+ starvation_allocationit .

(4.17)

Proportional-share Predicted Allocation
Many proportional-share schedulers are based on the GPS model. Therefore,
the proportional-share CPU Futures model is based on modifications we have
made to this standard model to more closely match commodity proportionalshare schedulers [101]. GPS states that given a set of tasks T with associated
weights in set W, the CPU allocation ct ∈ C a task t receives matches is
wt
ct = P
W

w

∗

X

c,

(4.18)

C

provided t is continuously eligible to use the CPU (i.e., not blocked).
Unfortunately, even in the short-term many tasks are not continuously
eligible. In order to compute predicted CPU allocations, we extend this simple
model to include non-continuously eligible tasks. The core idea behind our
extension is that the weight contributed by each task to the overall system
weight is proportional to the amount of time an individual task is eligible.
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Therefore, each task receives a portion of the CPU based on its contributed
weight and the sum of contributed task weights.
More formally, our extension to the GPS model is as follows. Let st be
the time t was eligible out of a scheduling interval S (1s or 100s). Then the
normalized weight wt0 ∈ W 0 is
wt0 = wt ∗

st
.
S

(4.19)

The GPS model also assumes that every task desires a larger allocation then
it will receive. That is, if a task is assigned a weight that yields 50% of the CPU,
GPS assumes it will use 50% of the CPU. If this task only requires 20% of the
CPU, the GPS model does not properly handle distributing the remaining 30%.
The other tasks in the system should split this 30% proportionally, based on
their weights, but the GPS model does not predict this behavior. This remaining
CPU allocation is effectively lost.
We have extended the GPS model to handle this problem in a fashion similar
to Chandra et al. [48]. In this work, the authors observe that the GPS model
is flawed when handling multiple processors, leading to infeasible weights.
In our model, we extend this notion of infeasible weights to tasks that are
allocated more CPU than they desire. Specifically, if a task is assigned a weight
that would yield a larger CPU allocation than the task can use, its weight is
considered infeasible. More formally, the following property must hold for all
tasks:
P

wt0
W0

w0

6

desiredt
P
.
Cc

(4.20)

In the proportional-share CPU Futures model, we enforce this property by
detecting infeasible weights and scaling them down:
wt00 =

desiredt X 00
P
∗
w ,
Cc
00

(4.21)

W

where wt00 is the largest feasible weight for task t that does not violate the
feasible weight property. Any task with an infeasible weight is guaranteed to
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receive its full desired allocation. This scaling simply modifies an infeasibleweighted task so that its weight is exactly the correct proportion for the task to
get its full desired allocation. This reduction lowers the total system weight so
that the remaining feasible weight tasks are assigned the unwanted portion of
the infeasible task’s CPU allocation (the remaining 30% CPU from our initial
infeasible example).
A task t predicted future CPU allocation ft ∈ F can then be calculated using
the following formula:
ft = P

X
wt00
∗
c
00
W 00 w

(4.22)

C

Example 1: Take as an example three tasks: t1 , t2 , and t3 . t1 is eligible
for 400ms out of every 1s and has a weight of 10. t2 is eligible for 500ms out
of every 1s and has a weight of 8, and t3 is eligible for 1000ms of out every
1s and has a smaller weight of 2. For a one second time period, the resulting
eligibility normalized weights for these tasks are: w10 = 4, w20 = 4, and
P
w30 = 2. The sum of these weights ( W 0 w 0 ) is 10 and all of the weights are
P
feasible. The CPU will be fully utilized ( C c = 1000 ms/s) thanks to t3 .
Substituting these values into Eq. 4.22 for each task results in the following
values: f1 = 400 ms/s or 40% of the CPU, f2 = 400 ms/s, and f3 = 200 ms/s.
Notice how this differs from the GPS model that does not take eligibility
into account: gps(t1 ) = 500 ms/s, gps(t2 ) = 400 ms/s, and gps(t3 ) = 100
ms/s. Our model predicts that t3 will receive a larger allocation because t1
and t2 are not always eligible to run on the CPU.

Generating Feasible Weights
To ensure implementations of our model work with infeasible weights, we
created an algorithm to translate infeasible weights into feasible weights. The
first step in this algorithm is to find all tasks with infeasible weights and assign
them their full desired allocation. The CPU allocation remaining after all the
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infeasible-weighted tasks have been assigned their desired allocations is given
to the feasible-weighted tasks using
P
remaining
w0
P A a00 =
P
,
W 00 w
Cc

(4.23)

where A is the set of feasible tasks and remaining is the allocation left after
the infeasible tasks were assigned their desired allocations. Substituting in
the summed weight of all of the feasible tasks and the allocation assigned to
P
feasible tasks yields the new total weight W 00 w 00 .
X

wb00 =

X

w 00 −

W 00

B

X

wa0

(4.24)

A

gives the sum of the infeasible weights after they are translated to feasible
P
values, where B is the set of tasks with infeasible weights and B wb00 is the
sum of these tasks new feasible weights.
Given the total weight for the newly translated feasible weights, each infeasible task is assigned a weight proportionally based on it desired allocation:
wb00 =

X
B

desiredb
.
wb00 ∗ P
B desiredb

(4.25)

Example 2: Two tasks t1 and t2 have weights 1,000 and 10 respectively.
t1 has a desired allocation of 100 ms/s and is eligible for the same (due to its
large weight). t2 is entirely CPU-bound and is, therefore, eligible for 1000
P
ms/s. Because t2 is CPU-bound the CPU is fully utilized ( C c = 1000
ms/s). Normalizing for eligibility t1 and t2 have weights (wt0 ) 100 and 10,
P
respectively. The sum of these weights ( W 0 w 0 ) is 110, which means that
w10 is infeasible ( 100
110 >

desired
1
P
).
Cc

The largest feasible weight (wt00 ) for t1

is 1.1. Substituting these values into Eq. 4.22 for each task results in the
following values: f1 = 100 ms/s and f2 = 900 ms/s. Notice how this differs
from a model that uses the infeasible weights: f1 = 900 ms/s and f2 = 100
ms/s.
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Changing Weights
Unlike simply predicting that a task will receive the same allocation in the next
scheduling interval that it received in the last, the proportional-share prediction
allocation model can make predictions about what allocation a task would
receive if its weight changed. This is useful for providing accurate CPU Future
herald predictions immediately after the controller changes a task’s priority.
Our model can easily predict a task’s new allocation after its weight has
changed using metrics collected while the task had its previous weight. Given
a new weight n and a previous weight w for task t, our model removes t’s
previous contribution to the total system weight and adds its new weight:
ft = P

X
nt00
∗
c.
00
00
00
W 00 w − wt + nt

(4.26)

C

This allows our model to calculate the allocation a task would receive for
any possible weight.
Proportional-share Potential Allocation
Calculating a task’s potential allocation is very similar to calculating its predicted allocation with a different weight. A task’s potential allocation is simply
the allocation it would receive if it was continuously eligible for the entire
scheduling interval. Therefore, a task’s potential allocation is calculated using
its full, unmodified weight. Like the predicted allocation with a new weight, the
potential allocation model subtracts the task’s previous contribution to system
weight and substitutes it with a new weight (the task’s full weight). The total
P
CPU allocation ( C c) also needs to change, as there will always be at least one
eligible task. Let cmax,S be the maximum total CPU allocation for a scheduling
interval S and bt ∈ B be the best allocation task t can receive in S, then
bt = cmax,S ∗ P
W 00

wt
.
− wt00 + wt

w 00

(4.27)
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Example 3: Take the same three tasks from Example 1: t1 , t2 , and t3 . t1
is eligible for 400 ms/s and has a weight of 10. t2 is eligible for 500 ms/s
and has a weight of 8, and t3 is eligible for 1000 ms/s and has a weight
of 2. All of the eligibility normalized weights are feasible and the sum of
P
these weights ( W 00 w 00 ) is 10. For a one second interval cmax,S is 1000ms.
w10 ’s current normalized weight is 4, but if it becomes fully CPU-bound its
weight would be the un-normalized value of 10. Substituting these values
into Eq. 4.27 for each task t1 results in potential allocation (b1 ) of 625 ms/s.

CFS Specifics
To provide low latency to interactive tasks, CFS places newly unblocked tasks
at the front of the run queue (sometimes even giving them larger timeslices).
This creates a mismatch between our pure GPS-motivated model and the CFS
implementation. In our CFS implementation of this model we made some small
changes to increase the accuracy of its predictions. It should be noted that
many proportional-share schedulers do not provide this interactivity bonus
and would, therefore, more closely match our model.
We modified our CFS model to combine two distinct models, an interactive
model and a pure proportional-share model. The interactive model records
the allocation each task received from jumping to the front of the run queue.
It predicts that each task receives roughly the same interactive allocation each
scheduling interval. The pure proportional-share model is based on the model
described above.
It should be noted that many tasks (including those in our experiments)
received both interactive and proportional-share allocations during the same
scheduling interval. For example, a task may return from I/O and jump to the
front of the queue, but fail to block again before it is preempted and inserted into
the proportional-share sorted run queue. This task is governed by both models
and its predicted allocation is the combination of its interactive allocation and
its proportional-share allocation.
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Unfortunately, the proportional-share model experiences side-effects caused
by interactive tasks. The fundamental problem is that tasks jumping to the
front of the run queue cause the proportional-share tasks to wait longer in the
run queue. This artificially increases the eligibility-normalized weight of the
proportional-share tasks. The increased the weight of proportional-share tasks
also increases the total system proportional-share weight. To compensate for
this increased weight, our CFS proportional-share model reduces the system
weight proportionally based on the total allocation given to proportional-share
tasks:
X
P

00

w =

W 00
Cc

X

P
00

w ∗

W 00

Cc

cmax,S

.

(4.28)

includes only the proportional-share allocations, not interactive alloca-

tions.
Individual task weights also need to be reduced to compensate for the extra
wait time:
wt00 = wt00 ∗

pst
,
S

(4.29)

where pst is the time task t was eligible for a proportional-share allocation (not
jumping to the front).
Combining a task’s previous interactive allocation (interactivet ) with these
updated variables the model can easily predict a task’s future allocation:
ft = interactivet + P

X
wt00
∗
c.
00
W 00 w

(4.30)

C

A task’s potential CPU allocation is also affected by interactive tasks. The
total potential allocation available for a fully CPU-bound task is reduced by
the sum of the interactive allocations. However, a task that becomes fully
CPU-bound will forfeit any interactive allocation it previously received. The
maximum available allocation for a CPU-bound proportional share task is then
cmax,S =

X

c + interactivet + idle,

(4.31)

C
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where idle is the system-wide unused CPU allocation.
Substituting the modified cmax,S variable, along with the modified task
weight (wt00 ), into the proprtional-share potential equation (Eq. 4.27) yields a
CFS matching potential allocation.
4.5

implementation details

We have implemented the CPU Futures models in two Linux schedulers: O(1)
(Linux 2.16.18) and CFS (Linux 2.6.32.16-150). Implementing these models
requires adding a modest amount of additional instrumentation to the statistics gathering code already found in many CPU schedulers. Specifically, we
instrument the code that updates individual task statistics every scheduler tick
and code that adds or removes tasks from the run queue. This instrumentation
supplies an accurate estimate of the amount of CPU allocated to each task and
priority-group, as well as the weight and length of the run queue. These samples are aggregated into a moving average every 100 milliseconds to produce a
one second or 100s estimate of each value.
The key to implementing useful scheduler feedback is efficiently gathering
the inputs required by our models. Individual task statistics are efficient to
gather as values are simply updated when tasks change state. System-wide
statistics are more difficult to collect efficiently. Average queue lengths (qi )
P
and weights ( W 0 w 0 ) are gathered by instrumenting inserts and removes
from the run queue. Our initial implementation sampled these values, but
we found averages calculated this way were often incorrect. Priority group
CPU allocations (cpu_allocationi ) and unused cycles (idle) are collected by
instrumenting the scheduling interrupt. At each interrupt a counter is increased
for the priority of the task executing (or idle).
Our O(1) model extrapolates expected expiration cycle frequency
(cycle_frequency) using a combination of the immediately previous expiration cycle and knowledge about changes in a task’s priority. The O(1) scheduler
assigns larger timeslices to better priorities; these larger timeslices reduce the
expiration cycle frequency as it takes longer for every task to use a single timeslice.
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296
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285 74744
294 85262

32665
32754
32743
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32754
32743

29060
29067
29062

Figure 4.4: CPU Futures herald output. This figure depicts the truncated results of
reading the herald’s proc file. The values of the columns from left to right: pid, 1s potential,
1s desired, 1s predicted, 1s actual, 100s potential, 100s desired, 100s predicted, 100s actual.
All allocations are given in milliseconds. Six tasks are shown in two groups. The first group
contains three processes that are 80% CPU-bound (pids 2077-2079). The second group contains
three processes that are 30% CPU-bound (pids 2082-2084). This experiment was conducted on
an eight core machine. Processes 2083 and 2084 are the only processes that share a core. This
explains why the have smaller potential allocations.

In the proportional-share model, infeasible weights are collected and stored
by the instrumentation. Feasible weights are only generated when the CPU
Futures herald is creating predictions. This ensures that sampling is fast and
efficient.
The CFS and O(1) CPU Futures herald exports scheduler feedback using a
single virtual file in the proc file system. This file contains a row for each task in
the system and a column each for the potential, desired, predicted, and actual
CPU allocations (see Figure 4.4). The herald calculates these values from the
scheduling statistics each time this file is read. This ensures that the overhead
of executing the models only occurs if someone is actually interested in the
results.
The modifications to the O(1) and CFS schedulers were minor. The code
to insert additional instrumentation, compute moving averages, and export
allocation metrics to user-space totaled roughly 400 lines in O(1) and 600 lines in
CFS; this is less than a 4% and 6% increase in the scheduler code respectively.
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Benchmark
perlbench
bzip2
gcc
mcf
gobmk
hmmer
sjeng
libquantum
h264ref
omnetpp
astar
xalancbmk
Mean

O(1) Overhead%
0.2
0.4
1.0
1.7
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
3.1
0.3
0.6

CFS Overhead%
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.0

Table 4.1: SPECint2006 overhead results. The overhead imposed by CPU Futures
instrumentation is expressed as a percentage overhead compared to an unmodified scheduler.
The Mean row contains the mean slowdown for the entire benchmark suite.

Query Response (µs)
O(1)
481
CFS
419
Table 4.2: Time to query herald.

4.6

evaluation

We performed a variety of experiments to evaluate the overhead and correctness of our kernel modifications. We measured the overhead of our kernel
instrumentation using the SPECint2006 benchmark suite (see Table 4.1). For
this and later experiments the hardware was a machine with a pair of quad-core
Intel Xeon processors and over 20GB of memory. The base slowdown of the
entire SPECint2006 suite was roughly 0.5% for the O(1) scheduler, with a worst
benchmark slowdown of 3%. The CFS version of CPU Futures did slightly
better with a negligible entire benchmark slowdown and a worst benchmark
slowdown of less than 1%.
Microbenchmarks reading the herald proc file indicate that the cost to ap84
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Figure 4.5: The herald metrics illustration. The x-axis represents the experiment
time; the y-axis the CPU allocation given to the target process in milliseconds per second. Note
the predicted and actual lines are nearly indistinguishable. This graph shows the experiment on
the CFS implementation of CPU Futures.

plications monitoring CPU Futures is minimal (Table 4.2). The average query
to the O(1) version of the herald takes just under 500µs; the CFS version takes
slightly over 400µs. Since these metrics are only updated once per 100ms, this
represents a nominal overhead.
To demonstrate the correctness of our desired allocation model, we performed an experiment on our CFS implementation using simple synthetic tasks.
These synthetic tasks alternate between sleeping and performing a tight loop.
The percentage of CPU each task consumes is configurable. Starting with an idle
machine, we introduced an approximately 40% CPU-bound synthetic process
and added another one every 30s. In this experiment, and all following, all of
the synthetic processes were bound to a single CPU. This allows us to introduce
CPU contention with a smaller number of processes. Figure 4.5 shows the four
1s herald metrics of the first process over the lifetime of the experiment. The
desired allocation of the first process should and does remain constant despite
the increasing load.
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Actual
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Figure 4.6: O(1) alternating priority. A single run of the O(1) alternating priority
experiment. Note the predicted allocation at time x, represents the model’s guess at the actual
allocation received at time x+1.

The other CPU Futures metrics are also displayed on this graph to illustrate
how these metrics relate to one another. Matching our expectations the potential
allocation starts much higher than the desired allocation because the machine
is initially idle. Note that even with 10 concurrent processes, the first process
could still receive a larger allocation simply by competing for CPU more often.
The predicted allocation correctly matches the actual allocation and both drop
every 30s as the system load increases. Later experiments deal specifically with
the accuracy of the predicted and potential allocations.
To determine the precision and accuracy of the potential and predicted
allocation, we performed two experiments. In the first, we create several 100%
CPU-bound synthetic processes and then alternate the priority of the first process between normal, high, and low. In the O(1) version of this experiment we
used five processes to better illustrate the accuracy of our starvation prevention
modeling. In the CFS version, we used 20 processes.
Figure 4.6 shows a time line of the predicted and actual allocation (sampled
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Figure 4.7: O(1) alternating priority, detailed view. Provides a magnified view of
Figure 4.6 from 60 to 85 seconds. Notice how the predicted allocation increases and decreases
prior to the actual allocation.

once per second) for the O(1) run of this experiment. Note that in this experiment we recorded the herald’s predictions immediately after changing the
process’s priority. The O(1) implementation does well at predicting changes
in allocation due to changes in priority, see Figure 4.7 for detailed view of a
single set of priority changes. From this graph, it is clear that the O(1) CPU
Futures herald can often accurately predict the allocation a task will receive
even immediately after a priority change.
Our model occasionally overestimates the allocation the process will receive
immediately after its priority is increased. This inaccuracy is caused by a delay
in predicting the change in the expiration cycle frequency caused by the change
in priority. Recall that task’s with better priorities receive larger timeslices.
Since each task is guaranteed a single timeslice per expiration cycle, changing a
task’s priority necessarily increases or decreases the expiration cycle frequency.
Accurately predicting expiration cycles is difficult because the scale is much
larger than our other predictions (on the order of 1 expiration per second).
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We compensate for this difficulty by trying to recognize when changes have
occurred and weight newer information more heavily. In this case, our model
assumes that the first expiration cycle after a task’s priority changes represents
the new expiration cycle frequency. However, if expiration occurs immediately
after the process’s priority is increased, it may include the task’s old timeslice
size, and therefore it is inaccurate. An inaccurate expiration cycle prediction
reduce the accuracy of the predicted allocation.
Modeling starvation prevention is important to getting accurate results.
Compare the top graph of Figure 4.8, identical to Figure 4.6, to the bottom
graph of Figure 4.8, a run of this experiment without starvation prevention
modeling. The model without starvation prevention overreacts to each change
in priority, predicting full CPU utilization and starvation for high and low
priorities respectively. Without starvation prevention, a high priority task
really would receive the entire CPU allocation, and similarly a low priority
task would receive nothing. Notice that the model stop overreacting after one
or two predictions at the new priority. Once the workload stabilizes, the perpriority predictions are no longer speculative; the monitored task has built a
history at its new priority. This history implicitly includes the outcome of the
starvation prevention mechanism, and therefore, increases the accuracy of the
per-task predictions. In contrast, our O(1) tailored timesharing model includes
a predictive model for starvation prevention that anticipates the outcome of
starvation prevention, creating more accurate predictions during workload
transitions.
Figure 4.9 shows the results of running this same experiment using our
CFS implementation of the CPU Futures herald. From this graph, our CFS
implementation appears to do slightly better than O(1) at predicting future
allocations (see Table 4.3 for a side-by-side comparison of their accuracy). Figure 4.10 provides a magnified view containing a single ten second window of
each priority the process was assigned during this experiment; note again how
the CPU Futures herald predicts the changes in allocation caused by a change in
priority. A simple model that predicts a task will receive the same allocation in
the next interval that it received in the previous interval is incapable of making
these kinds of predictions.
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Figure 4.8: O(1) alternating priority with and without modeled starvation
prevention. The top graph shows a run of the alternating priority experiment using the
O(1) predictive model with starvation prevention. The bottom graph shows the results of the
same experiment without modeled starvation prevention.
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Figure 4.9: CFS alternating priority. A single run of the CFS alternating priority
experiment. Note the predicted allocation at time x, represents the model’s guess at the actual
allocation received at time x+1.
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Figure 4.10: CFS alternating priority, detailed view. Provides a magnified view of
Figure 4.9 from 30 to 65 seconds. Notice how the predicted allocation increases and decreases
prior to the actual allocation.
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Figure 4.11: CFS alternating demand. The task initially requires 30% of the CPU, but
every ten seconds it becomes fully CPU-bound (as indicated by the desired line). The potential
allocation metric accurately estimates the allocation the task will receive during its CPU-bound
periods.

We used a second experiment to determine the accuracy of the potential
allocations. In this experiment, five approximately 30% CPU-bound synthetic
processes are started on a single CPU. Every ten seconds the first synthetic
process increases its CPU demand to 100%; it runs fully CPU-bound for another
ten seconds and then reduces its demand back to 30%. We then compare the
potential allocation exported by the CPU Futures herald in low demand periods
to the actual allocation received by the process in the high demand periods.
This comparison gives an indication of the accuracy of the herald’s potential
allocation.
Figure 4.11 depicts a time line of the CFS run of this experiment. The
desired allocation alternates between 30% and 100% CPU-bound as expected.
In contrast, the actual allocation alternates between an approximate 15% CPU
allocation during low demand and close to a 40% CPU allocation during high
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Figure 4.12: O(1) alternating demand. The task initially requires 30% of the CPU, but
every ten seconds it becomes fully CPU-bound (as indicated by the desired line). The inaccuracy
of these results is due to a bug in the instrumentation.

demand. The CPU contention caused by the other four processes means that the
monitored process will not receive its desired allocation. Note that the potential
allocation stays relatively constant. The allocation a task would receive if it were
100% CPU-bound should remain constant whether the task is 100% CPU-bound
or not. This graph indicates that the CFS implementation of potential allocation
is accurate (see Table 4.3 for the quantitative results).
Unfortunately, the O(1) implementation of the potential allocation provides
inaccurate predictions. The problem is a bug in the O(1) scheduler’s instrumentation points for adding and removing tasks from the run queue; these
instrumentation points miss some task enqueues and dequeues related to starvation prevention. As a result, when the monitored task transitions to 100%
CPU-bound, it appears as though it does not wait in the run queue at all. This
bug causes the task to appear to be receiving its full desired allocation, even
though it is getting less than half of what it wants. This error propagates through
the model and greatly damages the accuracy. It should be noted that this bug
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Alternating Priority
O(1)
CFS
Alternating Demand
O(1)
CFS

SMAPE

RMSE%

Bias%

High%

Low%

5.61
3.42

29.56
11.02

3.44
-0.86

42.86
27.73

30.25
40.34

13.75
3.42

31.89
18.88

31.89
-1.80

78.33
23.21

21.67
76.79

Table 4.3: Accuracy and precision of predicted and potential allocation metrics. SMAPE stands for symmetric mean absolute percent error. RMSE% is the root mean
squared error as a percent of the mean allocation. Bias is the predictions bias as a percentage of
the mean allocation. High% is the percentage of predictions that were too large and Low% is
the number of the predictions that were too small. High% and Low% should give the reader an
idea as to whether the predictions were median-unbiased.

does not only affect our model; it also causes the kernel’s own accounting to be
inaccurate. CFS resolved this bug by requiring all enqueues and dequeues to
go through a single pair of functions.
The results of running the alternating demand experiment using the O(1)
scheduler with broken instrumentation is shown in Figure 4.12. For clarity,
the processes in the O(1) version of the experiment are 50% CPU-bound and a
single process alternates to 100% CPU-bound. With a 30% CPU low demand,
the resulting time lines tended to intermingle and overlay one another on the
graph. The desired allocation is accurate (near 50%) in low demand periods
(the initial ten seconds and every other ten second window thereafter). In the
high demand periods, however, the instrumentation bug causes the model to
incorrectly report that the desired allocation is not 1000ms/s, but is instead
identical to the actual allocation. This bug propagates through our model and
causes the potential allocation to drop to nearly zero during the high demand
periods. Although it causes inaccurate graphs, this bug does not invalidate the
potential allocation prediction in the low demand periods. Comparing the low
demand potential allocation to the high demand actual allocation we see that
our model is accurate to within roughly 15%. Table 4.3 presents a more detailed
view of the accuracy and precision of this model (despite the bug).
The results of these three experiments indicate that the CPU Futures herald
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is able to give accurate estimates of a task’s desired, predicted, and potential
allocations. Combined with the overhead experiments, this indicates that the
CPU Futures herald is both cheap and accurate. In the next chapter, we provide
experiments that show these metrics are also useful.
4.7

summary

The CPU Futures herald provides better scheduler feedback in the form of
actual, desired, predicted, and potential CPU allocations. Using these values
an application can easily determine its current, predicted, and bursty CPU
slowdown without a a priori knowledge of its workload, hardware configuration,
or typical resource usage.
Calculating these values requires more than simple in-kernel measurement
(except the actual allocation which is simple in-kernel measurement). We
have developed an intuitive CPU-scheduler agnostic model to determine the
CPU allocation a task would receive on a completely idle machine. We also
created models to predict CPU allocation a task will receive in the next one or
100 seconds; this allows applications to anticipate performance degradation
due to CPU contention. These models are also applicable to a wide variety of
schedulers, although there is a separate model for timesharing and proportionalshare schedulers.
Given this improved scheduling feedback, applications can now create and
enforce CPU contention policies that prevent unresponsiveness and failure.
These policies are encapsulated in a CPU Futures controller. An application’s
CPU Futures controller monitors the herald’s scheduling feedback and translates the application’s CPU contention policy into the low-level CPU scheduling
commands, like suspending a task or modifying its priority.
Our feedback controller design is easier to discuss in next chapter, in the
context of application case studies. These case studies also provide an evaluation
of the accuracy of the CPU Futures herald.
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Chapter 5

CPU Futures Controller Case
Studies

None loves the messenger who brings bad news.
— Sophocles (Antigone)
In this chapter, we examine a pair of CPU Futures controllers in the context of three case studies using real applications. These controllers encapsulate application-specific CPU contention policies and enforce these policies
by suspending/resuming tasks, modifying task priorities, or changing the
application’s concurrency level.
This chapter develops a template for creating CPU Futures controllers. The
target environment for these controllers is cooperative. That is, these controllers
are intended to be deployed into an environment with a single system administrator who has high level business goals. These systems may host a either single
application or multiple cooperative applications. Cooperative applications do
not compete, but rather attempt to meet high level goals set by the machine
owner.
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This type of environment requires only a single CPU Futures controller
to manage concurrency with a clear policy. The controllers presented in this
chapter are autocratic; they are not meant to be run concurrently with other
feedback controllers. Previous progress-based resource contention management techniques, like MsManners [55], also make this assumption. Building a
feedback controller that can coexist with others is an important area of research.
It is, however, beyond the scope of this work. In short, our goal in this project
is to create better feedback, and our goal in this chapter is to demonstrate the
use of this feedback. Our goal is not to build better feedback controllers.
The case studies presented here are focused primarily on web servers. We
chose web servers for our evaluation of CPU Futures because web frameworks
provide numerous applications to users: mail, calendars, word processing,
streaming multimedia, etc. CPU Futures is applicable to many other modern
applications, including file servers, mail servers, and batch computing services
like Condor and SETI@home. The key aspect of these applications is that
under load they must detect and manage CPU contention for a wide variety of
request-types with different resource requirements and user expectations.
The case studies presented in this chapter demonstrate that CPU Futures
can manage CPU contention caused by low-importance applications, increase
the responsiveness of a distributed system under heavy load, and provide
proportionally-fair throughput to multiple job classes in an overloaded server.
In the Empathy case study (Section 5.2), a CPU Futures controller limits the
performance degradation suffered by a web server when run concurrently with
a low-importance video conversion program. This case study is performed
using the CFS version of the CPU Futures herald. The Shepherd case study
(Section 5.3) features a CPU Futures controller embedded in an Apache web
server. This controller drastically reduces the number starving web requests. In
a third case study, we create a second policy for this CPU Futures-enhanced web
server that divides throughput fairly between two different job classes under
heavy user-demand (Section 5.4). Both of these embedded Apache controller
case studies use the O(1) version of the CPU Futures herald.
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Figure 5.1: Example of feedback-controller search algorithm.. The x-axis is a
portion of the experiment time; the y-axis is the process priority. Between 41 and 43 seconds
the controller is searching for a new optimal setting. The time between 43s and 51s shows the
minimal interference mode and the increased distance between checking the other candidate
priority.

5.1

cpu future’s controller

The controller for each of these case studies is remarkably similar, following
roughly the same design. In the first case study, the controller is searching for
the optimal priority for a low-importance application; in the second and third,
the controller must determine the correct level of concurrency in an Apache
web server.
In each case study, the appropriate setting is unknown in advance and the
only information that can be inferred is that the current setting is either too low
or too high. The controller uses a search algorithm to find the correct setting.
If the current setting is too large or small, the search algorithm decrements or
increments the value a small amount respectively. Each successive measurement
in which the setting remains incorrect in the same direction (high or low) results
in the increment or decrement being doubled. Changes in direction between
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two successive measurements, high to low or low to high, result in halving the
distance between the current and the previous setting.
The optimal setting may be impossible, e.g. 3.5 concurrent workers. Therefore, this algorithm must be able to determine that it has found a setting as close
to optimal as possible. The search algorithm determines that it has reached the
optimal setting when it begins to oscillate between two consecutive settings. It
selects the better of these two settings and ceases searching.
The optimal setting may change with shifts in the workload. Thus the search
algorithm must periodically recheck the other candidate setting, if it is better
the search algorithm begins again. If not, the search algorithm changes the
setting back to the previous value and doubles the time until it compares the
two candidate settings again (up to 1s). We refer to this interval as minimal
interference mode.
It is important to note that the algorithm described here is entirely metric
agnostic. It can be used to define any policy that is search for an optimal
value. The algorithm only requires a metric that can determine whether the
current value is “too low” or “too high.” In the case studies presented in
this chapter we use actual slowdown and predicted slowdown as compared
to administrator-requested slowdown. This algorithm could, as easily, use
throughput or response time as its metric (although these metrics would not
demonstrate the value of CPU Futures in-kernel herald).
To demonstrate this algorithm, we created a simple simulation in which
a task’s optimal priority is selected randomly (independent of the CPU contention). The task’s optimal priority, once selected, does not change for 10s;
at which point, another random optimal priority is selected. The controller
algorithm itself does not know the optimal value and attempts to find it using
the algorithm described above. The portion of the controller code that normally
queries the in-kernel herald has been replaced with a simulation module that
responds either “too high” or “too low” based on the priority of the task under
observation. This simulation is intended to demonstrate the aspects of the CPU
Futures feedback algorithm outside of the entropy that is found in an actual
system. Figure 5.1 shows a portion of the time line of this simulation, selected to
highlight both the searching and minimal interference phases of this algorithm.
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In designing the CPU Futures controller algorithm, we assumed that the
makeup of server workloads remains relatively constant. This implies that the
correct priority or MPL is a steady state variable that can change, but does so
infrequently. Given this assumption, this algorithm is designed to limit the
damaged caused to server throughput by overreacting to CPU contention. The
algorithm initially makes small, incremental changes to its current setting in
the face of new CPU contention. Compare this to TCP’s congestion avoidance
algorithm where a single lost packet results in a multiplicative decrease.
In this context, the herald’s predicted allocation is not quite as important.
CPU contention does not result in an immediate and drastic attempt at avoidance, and as such, predicting it early is not as useful. This is not an indication
that predicted allocation is not valuable, only that it is of limited use given the
choices we made in designing our CPU Futures controller. A different controller
that strove to avoid CPU contention, regardless of the cost in throughput, would
find the predicted allocation immensely useful. As an example (as we will see in
Section 5.3), our Apache web server case study reduces the number of starving
web requests at very little cost to throughput using our current controller. It
does not, however, completely eradicate starving web requests. A controller
that wanted to ensure there were no starving requests could use the predicted
allocation with an aggressive, TCP-style strategy.
The desired allocation, on the other hand, is immensely important in these
case studies. Without this metric it is impossible to craft intuitive policies or, in
fact, detect CPU contention at all.
5.2

empathy

This case study illustrates a CPU Futures controller’s ability to manage interference caused by low-importance background tasks. In this case, an Apache
web server is the high-importance application running concurrently with a lowimportance video format conversion program. The flexibility of CPU Futures
allows a wide variety of application-specific interference policies. As such, this
case study presents two scenarios to highlight different interference policies.
In both of these scenarios the high-importance and low-importance task are
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Figure 5.2: Empathy minimal interference experiment. The top graph shows
Apache throughput with an alternating heavy/light workload. The x-axis is the experiment time;
the y-axis is Apache request throughput. The No Interference line represents Apache running
on an otherwise idle machine. The Empathy line is when Apache is run concurrently with an
Empathy managed video conversion. The Unmanaged line is Apache running concurrently
with a non-CPU Futures managed video conversion running at the lowest priority. The bottom
graph depicts the CPU allocation to Empathy managed video conversion while Apache server
experiences alternating load.
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executing on behalf of the same system administrator. As such, the goal is to use
CPU Futures to allow these applications to cooperate rather than compete. All
experiments in this case study use the CFS version of the CPU Futures herald.
This first scenario demonstrates the responsiveness of CPU Futures to
changes in system workload. In this scenario, the web site administrator wishes
to perform video conversion only when it does not interfere with serving web
requests; the video conversion program should only consume CPU cycles that
would have otherwise gone unused. To ensure the video conversion program
does not degrade web server performance in this scenario, the CPU Futures
herald must provide accurate information about CPU contention.
To support this scenario, we developed an external CPU Futures controller
to manage the multithreaded video conversion program. This controller, called
Empathy, monitors the CPU contention experienced by other tasks and suspends video conversion if this contention exceeds 5%. Empathy measures CPU
contention using the actual and desired allocations provided by the CPU Futures herald to calculate the CPU slowdown other tasks experienced in the
previous second. A suspended video conversion is periodically resumed using
the minimal interference mode discussed in the previous section. Although, not
a terribly complex policy it is still impossible to accomplish without the desired
allocation model (a more complex policy is presented in the next scenario).
To test this scenario, we ran the Apache web server with a workload that
alternates between a heavy and light load. Under heavy load there are no idle
cycles in this experiment, but during light load there are relatively idle periods.
An Empathy-managed video conversion should be able to run in the light load
periods without affecting the overall throughput of the Apache web server.
Empathy should also quickly respond to the transition from light to heavy load
allowing web server throughput to increase rapidly.
The top graph of Figure 5.2 depicts the results of three typical runs of this
experiment. In the first run of this experiment, the Apache web server is run
independently, without an interfering video conversion. In the second run of
this experiment, the Apache web server is run alongside an unmanaged video
conversion. We ran this video conversion at the worst possible priority to cause
as little CPU contention as possible to the web server. This approach represents
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the closest a non-CPU Futures enabled low-importance video conversion can
come to achieving the desired policy. Empathy limits the interference of the
video conversion in the third run of this experiment.
Compared to the “no interference” run, the unmanaged video conversion
results in a consistent 25% reduction in the light load Apache throughput and
up to an 11% drop during the heavy load periods, with an average reduction
in throughput of over 13%. The larger degradation in the light load periods is
due to the smaller number of active Apache worker processes caused by the
lower load.
In contrast, the Empathy-managed video conversion inflicts a worst case
throughput degradation of less than 9%, with an average reduction of 3%. The
quick transition from low to high throughput indicates that Empathy is able to
quickly detect CPU contention and suspend the video conversion application
reducing interference to the web server. The low-importance program still
receives an average CPU allocation of 16ms/s; a time line of its allocation is
show in the bottom graph of Figure 5.2.
In the second scenario, a system administrator would like to ensure a video
conversion does not take an indefinite amount of time to complete. They would
still like to limit the interference with the web server, but at the same time prevent the video conversion from starving. Using CPU Futures, the administrator
can set a limit on the CPU slowdown experienced by the video conversion
application. This ensures that the video conversion completes in a reasonable
amount of time, while minimizing the interference with the web server.
This policy requires a more complex controller, so we modified Empathy
to monitor the desired and predicted allocations of multiple tasks performing
a video conversion. Empathy employs the full search algorithm from the Section 5.1 to determine the ideal priority for the video conversion tasks to meet
the administrator’s desired CPU slowdown. This scenario also calculates CPU
slowdown using the herald’s desired and actual allocation metrics.
To test this scenario, we ran the Apache web server with a steadily increasing
workload; starting out idle, the workload increased incrementally every 30s.
We ran Empathy concurrently with a policy to ensure the video conversion
suffered no greater than a five times CPU slowdown. Early in the experiment
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Figure 5.3: Empathy-managed video conversion running simultaneously
with increasing Apache web server workload. The Goal line is minimum allocation the video conversion program must receive to suffer less than a 5x CPU slowdown. This
value of this line is calculated by dividing the sum of the video conversions programs’s task’s
desired allocation by five. This line is often near 200ms/s because the video conversion often
needs 100% of the CPU.

Empathy is not required to intervene as there is little CPU contention. As
the workload increases, Empathy increases the video conversion’s priority to
meet this goal. Like the previous scenario, we repeated this experiment with a
non-CPU Futures managed video conversion running at the worst priority.
As shown in Figure 5.3, Empathy is able to enforce the administrator’s CPU
slowdown limit. As predicted, between 0 and 60s the CPU contention is not
large enough to require Empathy to increase the video conversion’s priority.
After 60s the web server’s CPU demand is large enough that the unmanaged
video conversion’s CPU slowdown is beyond the acceptable limit. Despite
the increasing CPU contention, Empathy is able to keep the video conversion
program’s total CPU allocation near a 5x slowdown for the remainder of the
experiment. In contrast, the unmanaged low-priority video conversion receives
less than 35 milliseconds of CPU time per second after the first 90s, eventually
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Figure 5.4: Empathy video conversion running simultaneously with a fixed
Apache web server workload. The solid line is the ideal completion time, given a
slowdown limit.Each different slowdown limit is represented by a box plot, centered on the
mean; the box forms the standard deviation and the whiskers are the max and min. Each box
represents at least 5 runs.

trailing off to less than 10ms/s (a 328x slowdown).
To test the range of the Empathy controller, we performed a similar experiment with a variety of video conversion slowdown limits. In this experiment
we do not increase the Apache workload, but instead start with and maintain a heavy web-user demand. Figure 5.4 show the results of varying the
administrator-specified CPU slowdown limits from 2 to 10. On average Empathy is able to match the specified slowdown to within 5%. In the worst case,
Empathy is still within 12% of the desired CPU slowdown. Further analysis of
this experiment revealed that it is the limited granularity of CFS priorities that
prevents Empathy from accurately matching the administrator-specified limits.
Empathy must often choose between too large or too small an allocation. In the
vast majority of the runs Empathy errs on the side of larger allocations (better
performance) for the low-importance application; it rarely exceeds the specified
CPU slowdown limit. This experiment indicates that the Empathy controller
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can provide performance guarantees for a range of CPU slowdown limits.
Both of these scenarios clearly demonstrate the value of CPU Futures in
creating a cooperative user-level policy between applications. With CPU Futures
a system administrator can develop a wide variety of consolidation policies
that accurately manage the CPU contention between different applications
Without CPU Futures it would be difficult to enforce the administrators
wishes in either scenario. Neither O(1) nor CFS supports a job class that consumes only idle cycles. Also, it is impossible to accurately enforce a CPU
slowdown limit without knowing a task’s desired allocation.
5.3

starvation avoidance shepherd

This case study examines a CPU Futures controller’s ability to manage CPU
contention caused by too much concurrency within a single application, namely
a web server. The goal of this case study is to examine a CPU Futures’ controller’s ability to minimize the number of starving web requests. This case
study demonstrates that a CPU Futures controller is able to find the correct
number of concurrent Apache workers to reduce web request starvation. All
experiments in this case study use our enhanced O(1) scheduler.
For this case study, we configured an Apache web server to service web requests using a pool of worker processes (provided by the Apache mpm_prefork
multiprocessing module). When a request arrives, a worker process is selected
from the pool to service it. After this request has been completed the worker
process is returned to the pool. An Apache master process maintains this pool.
Determining how large to make this worker pool is difficult. If this value is
too large resources are spread too thin; too small and resources go unutilized.
In a standard Apache web server the pool size is set statically via a configuration
variable.
Additionally, under CPU contention the CPU scheduler may enforce policy
decisions that conflict with the overall goals of the Apache web server. Recall
the Egalitarian Policy experiment from Section 3.7 in which an Apache web
server handled continuous request from 250 clients. The Apache workers
servicing these clients received a wide range of CPU allocations that resulted
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in a unbalanced throughput, despite each worker having the same priority.
We embedded our CPU Futures controller into the Apache master process to
control the size of the worker pool. Using the algorithm described in Section 5.1,
this controller increases or decreases the pool size based on the level of CPU
contention experienced by each Apache worker. These modifications should
allow the CPU Futures enabled Apache web server to enforce a wide variety of
CPU contention policies. We call this modified Apache server Shepherd because
it keeps watch over the flock of Apache worker tasks.
In this case study, we suppose a website administrator wants to ensure that
web requests do not starve. In other words, under heavy load no user waits
significantly longer then they would have if the server were idle. To enforce
this policy, we configured Shepherd to reduce the MPL if any Apache worker
were predicted to suffer greater than a 50x CPU slowdown. For each Apache
worker, Shepherd monitors its desired and predicted allocation every second
to ensure this slowdown threshold is not breached.
We choose this policy with the intention of allowing some slowdown, but
not enough that a user would notice. Both web request types in this case study
can complete in less than a millisecond on an idle machine, and it’s unlikely
the average user would be able to tell the difference between a 50ms and a
1ms response time for a web request. In our experiments, this well-intentioned
policy turned out to be rather arbitrary as the O(1) scheduler tends to either
provide an allocation that well exceeds 50x slowdown or completely starve a
process for several seconds. A 50x slowdown could easily be replaced with a
100x, 200x, or infinite slowdown. This does not mean that the actual or predicted
allocation are the only useful metrics in this case study. Under low load (not
shown in this case study) an Apache process may receive no CPU allocation
because it is currently not required to handle client requests. Without desired
allocation it is difficult to tell the difference between these two states.
Given that all of the web requests in this study should complete in less than
one second, it is natural to wonder why we cannot simply measure response
time to detect CPU contention. In some respects, we do just that. In evaluating
the effectiveness of the Shepherd controller, we assume that any web request
that takes over ten seconds was starved. This response time metric, however, is
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Figure 5.5: Average Apache starvation counts. The Static line represents Apache
with a statically configured worker pool size. The Default line is an Apache server using the
default worker pool size. The Shepherd line shows the number of starving requests when using
a CPU Futures enable web server. The Shepherd (Concurrency) line shows the average worker
pool size selected by Shepherd.

an (engineered) luxury of our experimental setup. In a production web server,
it would be impossible to tell whether a web request was starving by measuring
its response time. Take, as an example, a web application that allows clients
to apply for a student loan. After the applicant has supplied their identifying
information, the web server must contact a credit reporting company for the
applicant’s credit score. Depending on the mood of the reporting company,
this could take anywhere from hundreds of milliseconds to many minutes, or
even days. The slow response time experienced by users in this example is due
to problems at the credit reporting company, not CPU contention on the loan
application web server.
To create overload in this case study, we ran 250 clients, half generating
uninterrupted static web requests (job class S) and the other half generating
uninterrupted dynamic web requests (job class D). For evaluation purposes,
any web request taking longer than ten seconds is considered to have starved.
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Figure 5.6: CDF of response times for starving requests. The y-axis is the percent
of starving requests that were completed in a time less than or equal to the corresponding value
on the x-axis. Note the log-scale on the x-axis. The Apache line represents a default configured
Apache.

Shepherd does not measure response times and is unaware of the response
time limit. To ensure that starvation could be prevented by managing MPL,
we first ran this experiment with a non-CPU-Futures-enabled Apache and a
variety of fixed worker pool sizes including the default value, 256 workers. For
all experiments presented the results are an average over five runs, each run
taking five minutes.
As shown in Figure 5.5, Shepherd is able to minimize the number of starved
web requests within the limits allowable by modifying the concurrency level.
Shepherd has on average only 35 starving requests per run, a nearly orderof-magnitude reduction when compared to the default Apache configuration.
During the experiment, Shepherd dynamically increases or decreases the pool
size based on the current mix of running requests; some mixes create more
CPU contention. This dynamic behavior accounts for Shepherd having fewer
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5.3. Starvation Avoidance Shepherd
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Figure 5.7: Starvation counts for a variety of workload mixes. The x-axis is the
percent of the workload drawn from job class S; the remaining workload is drawn from job class
D. Each job class had a peak concurrency of 125 clients.

starved requests than the optimal statically configured pool size.
Shepherd also reduces the magnitude of starvation when compared to a default Apache server (Figure 5.6). All of Shepherd’s starving requests completed
within 22s, whereas 30% of Apache’s 328 starving requests took over a minute
to complete. A handful even took as long as four minutes.
We performed a similar experiment in which we varied the mix of web
requests drawn from job classes S and D to ensure Shepherd works for a variety
of workloads. Figure 5.7 illustrates that Shepherd reduces starvation by at least
half and in some cases by nearly ten fold when compared to an unmanaged
(a fixed 256 workers) Apache. In the majority of workload mixes Shepherd
limits starvation to less than 20 requests. In contrast, Apache with a default
configuration starves over 300 requests at its worst, and even starves 60 requests
with a simple, homogeneous workload.
It is important to note that the optimal concurrency level changes depending
on the workload mix, from 20 to nearly 80. An non-CPU Futures enabled,
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Figure 5.8: Normalized throughput for a variety of workloads. The y-axis is
the percentage of maximum throughput relative to each job class. Apache D and S represent
the D and S job class throughput as run by an unmodified Apache, respectively. S and D Ideal
represent the ideal results for a fair throughput policy.

statically configured Apache would need a configuration update every time
the workload changed.
The results of this scenario demonstrate the CPU Futures can increase the
perceived responsiveness of distributed applications.
5.4

fair throughput shepherd

This case study also uses the Shepherd controller but with a different purpose
and corresponding policy. In contrast to the previous case study, this case
study is primarily concerned with providing proportionally-fair throughput. A
fair-minded web server or system administrator may wish to provide service in
direct proportion to the percent of the total workload a job class comprises. For
example, if job class S comprises 20% of the workload, it should receive 20%
of the peak throughput of that job class. In this way, the burden of resource
contention is spread fairly across all job classes.
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Figure 5.9: Jain fairness index for a fixed MPL Apache and Shepherd. The
Static MPL line represents the throughput fairness for given a fixed MPL. The Shepherd line
represent the Jain fairness index achieved with Shepherd. Shepherd MPL is the mean MPL
chosen by Shepherd.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the policy conflict between the Linux O(1) scheduler
and our fair throughput goal. Using 250 clients total, this experiment varies
the workload mix in a fashion similar to the variable workload experiment
conducted for the starvation-avoidance case study. The scheduler’s bias towards
job class S is evident as it increases the throughput of job class S at the expense
of job class D. This bias is most evident at roughly 50% S where job class D
receives less than 25% of its peak throughput while job class S gets over 85%.
This policy conflict occurs because O(1) provides a bonus to tasks it deems
interactive. In this scenario, job class D consumes more CPU per web request
than job class S and this results in a job class S receiving a larger interactivity
bonus. Similar to the previous scenario, carefully managing CPU contention
should result in the policy we desire. With fewer competing tasks, each task is
scheduled more quickly, even if it does not have a large interactivity bonus.
To evaluate how effective managing MPL is at providing proportionally fair
throughput, we ran 125 clients generating S requests and 125 clients generating
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Figure 5.10: CDF of the response times for starving requests. Similar to Figure 5.6, except the Shepherd line in this graph represents Shepherd with a fair throughput
policy.

D requests. Figure 5.9 uses Jain’s fairness index to illustrate the ability of MPL
management to control job class throughput ratios. Jain’s fairness index uses
the difference between a job class’s proportionally fair throughput and the
throughput it actually received to calculate a fairness rating [73]. For two job
classes, this rating ranges from 0.5 to 1.0, with 1.0 being entirely fair. In this
experiment, a fixed MPL of 90 receives a perfect Jain’s fairness index of 1.0. As
expected, the optimal MPL value for fair throughput is quite large, resulting in
over 70 starving requests (refer to previous Figure 5.5).
Therefore, our starvation-avoidance policy of limiting Apache worker CPU
slowdown to less than 50x will not work here. We must provide a new policy
tailored to ensure fair throughput. The CPU slowdown policy for this fair
throughput case study allows a single worker to suffer a 50x predicted CPU
slowdown (using predicted and desired allocation) for up to eight consecutive
seconds before it is considered a policy conflict. As before, policy conflicts
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Figure 5.11: Jain index for a variety of workloads. The x-axis is the portion of the
workload from job class S.

result in reductions of MPL.
Referring again to Figure 5.9, we see our fair throughput Shepherd comes
close to generating the optimal job class throughput ratio. It achieves a Jain’s
fair index value of 0.99, compared to 0.75 for vanilla Apache. The average MPL
selected by Shepherd is slightly higher than the optimal fixed MPL at roughly
98 workers; however, this did not appear to significantly affect the fairness
index.
Furthermore, our fair throughput policy strikes a better balance between
request starvation and job class throughput ratios than Apache (see Figure 5.10).
Shepherd was able to achieve a near perfect proportional division of throughput
without sacrificing responsiveness to static requests. Over 90% of Shepherd’s
starving requests still completed within 30 seconds; Apache can only state the
same for 40% of its requests. All starving requests in Shepherd completed in
under a minute compared to over 4 minutes for Apache.
As in the starvation-avoidance case study, Shepherd works well for a variety of workload mixes (see Figure 5.11). Shepherd performs better than the
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unmodified Apache between 15 and 80% S, and noticeably better between 30
and 70%. It has a slightly worse fairness index with small percentages of S and
D; although, Shepherd never performs worse than 0.88.
This scenario illustrates that CPU-futures-enabled applications can enforce
scheduling policies in direct conflict with the underlying operating system
scheduling policy. Using CPU futures a web server is able to define and enforce a proportional-share scheduling policy on a time-sharing scheduler. This
result was achieved with only small modifications to both the kernel and the
application.
A quick note on the policy employed in this case study: this specific policy
is a product of lessons learned in the previous scenario combined with some
minor tuning. Specifically, to a certain extent greater concurrency allows greater
throughput, and by increasing the starvation window from 1s to 8s, we achieve
greater concurrency through less detected conflicts. Increasing the concurrency
too much, however, may cause starvation of not just a single request but an
entire stream of requests assigned to a starving process. An 8s limit on process
starvation ensures quick processing of a stream of requests while allowing some
individual requests to suffer some slowdown. A more comprehensive rewrite
of Apache to provide fair throughput would perhaps allow a more intuitive
policy.
5.5

summary

Corresponding to our design goals, integrating CPU Futures into the case
study applications required only a limited amount of developer effort. The
Empathy external controller is written in C++ and is under 900 lines of code
and can be used to monitor a variety of low-importance programs. Similarly,
the Shepherd controller required roughly 800 lines of code modifications to the
Apache master.
These controllers are designed to act as templates for other applications.
Application developers can use these templates or implement completely different controllers. The controllers presented here are in now way intended to
represent the entire array of possibilities.
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We provided three case studies that demonstrate combining enhanced
scheduler feedback with an application controller enables a wide variety of
application-specific CPU contention policies. In the Empathy case study, a
low-importance application managed by a CPU Futures controller limited the
interference between this application and a high-importance web server. In the
Shepherd starvation avoidance case study, a CPU-Futures-enhanced web server
was able to reduce both the number and duration of starving requests by nearly
order of magnitude. The second Shepherd case study divided server throughput fairly between job classes in direct contradiction to the CPU scheduler’s
policy.
Traditional best-effort schedulers provide a wide range of CPU allocations
due to variability in workloads and scheduling policy. However, many applications have a minimum share of CPU below which they become unresponsive.
Applications that ignore the variability in CPU allocations can appear not only
unresponsive, but also oblivious.
CPU Futures compromises both enhancements to CPU schedulers and a
user-level feedback scheduler to give applications the opportunity to avoid unresponsiveness due to CPU contention. The in-kernel portion of CPU Futures
gives applications the ability to automatically determine their CPU requirements as well as anticipate performance degradation due to CPU contention.
CPU Futures also allows applications to define their own CPU contention policies in the form of a user-level feedback controller. Defining CPU contention
policies in user-space means that applications can each have their own potentially complex, dynamic policies for avoiding CPU performance degradation.
This chapter and the evaluation section of the previous chapter demonstrate
that it is possible to generate accurate scheduler feedback, including predictions,
and that this scheduler feedback allows applications to create and enforce a
wide variety of CPU contention policies, even when these policies are in direct
conflict with kernel CPU scheduler.
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Chapter 6

Uncovering CPU Load Balancing
Policies with Harmony

Nothing exists until or unless it is observed.
— William S. Burroughs
The era of multicore computing is upon us [21], and with it come new
challenges for many aspects of computing systems. While there may be debate
as to whether new [31] or old [36] kernel architectures are necessitated by the
move to multicore processors, it is certain that some care will be required to
enable operating systems to run well on this new breed of multiprocessor.
One of the most critical components of the OS in the multicore era is the
scheduler. Years of study in single-CPU systems have led to sophisticated
single-CPU scheduling algorithms (e.g., the multi-level feedback queue found
in Solaris, Windows, and BSD variants [37, 113]); although studied for years
in the literature [34, 44, 61, 118, 120, 122, 132], there is little consensus as to the
best approach for scheduling multiple processors.
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An excellent example of this multiprocessor confusion is found in Linux, perhaps one of the most fecund arenas for the development of modern schedulers.
At least three popular choices exist: the O(1) scheduler [93], the Completely-Fair
Scheduler (CFS) [92], and BFS [78]. Each is widely used and yet little is known
about their relative strengths and weaknesses. Poor multiprocessor scheduler
policies can (unsurprisingly) result in poor performance or violation of user
expectations [48, 72, 87], but without hard data, how can a user or administrator
choose which scheduler to deploy?
We address this lack of understanding by developing Harmony. The basic
idea is simple: Harmony creates a number of controlled workloads and uses a
variety of timers and in-kernel probes to monitor the behavior of the scheduler
under observation. As we will show, this straightforward approach is surprisingly powerful, enabling us to learn intricate details of a scheduler’s algorithms
and behaviors.
While there are many facets of scheduling one could study, we focus on
what we believe is the most important to users: load balance. Simply put, does
the system keep all the CPUs busy, when there is sufficient load to do so? How
effectively? How efficiently? What are its underlying policies and mechanisms?
We apply Harmony to the analysis of the three aforementioned Linux schedulers, O(1), CFS, and BFS, and discovered a number of interesting and previously undocumented behaviors. While all three schedulers attempt to balance
load, O(1) pays the strongest attention to affinity, and BFS the least. O(1) uses
global information to perform fewer migrations, whereas the CFS approach
is randomized and slower to converge. Both O(1) and CFS take a long time to
detect imbalances unless a CPU is completely idle. Under uneven loads, O(1)
is most unfair, leading to notable imbalances while maintaining affinity; CFS
is more fair, and BFS is even more so. Finally, under mixed workloads, O(1)
does a good job with load balance, but (accidentally) migrates scheduling state
across queues; CFS continually tries new placements and thus will migrate
out of good balances; BFS and its centralized approach is fair and does well.
More generally, our results hint at the need for a tool such as Harmony; simply
reading source code is not likely to uncover the nuanced behaviors of systems
as complex as modern multiprocessor schedulers.
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This chapter provides a detailed overview of Harmony and an examination
of the basic load balancing policies found in O(1), CFS, and BFS. The following
chapter discusses more advanced behaviors these schedulers exhibit when
dealing with more difficult workloads: workloads in which processes are not
interchangeable.
6.1

harmony

The primary goal of the Harmony project is to enable developers and researchers to extract multiprocessor scheduling policies with an emphasis on
load-balancing behavior. We now describe the details of our approach.
An Empirical Approach
In building Harmony, we decided to take a black-box approach, in which we
measure the behavior of the scheduler under controlled workloads, and analyze
the outcomes to characterize the scheduler and its policies. We generally do
not examine or refer to source code for the “ground truth” about scheduling;
rather, we believe that the behavior of the scheduler is its best measure. This
approach has three primary advantages. First, schedulers are highly complex
and delicate; even though they are relatively compact (less than 10k lines of
code), even the smallest change can enact large behavioral differences. Worse,
many small patches are accrued over time, making overall behavior difficult to
determine (see [103] for a typical example); by our count, there were roughly
323 patches to the CFS scheduler in 2010 alone. Further, comments in the code
are often wrong or misleading (see Figure 6.1). It is often unclear whether the
comments or the code is wrong, but to quote Norm Schryer [32]: “If the code
and the comments disagree, then both are probably wrong.”
Second, our approach is by definition portable and thus can be applied to a
wide range of schedulers. We do require a few in-kernel probes to monitor migrations and queue lengths (discussed further below); however, many systems
support such probes (e.g., DTrace [42] or systemtap [57]).
Third, a black-box approach gives developers and users the ability to verify
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the documented load balancing policy. This is a bit of a moot point in Linux
because, despite being so popular, Linux has very little documentation about
its multiprocessor scheduling policy (e.g., CFS is distributed without any such
documentation [92]). Internally, however, a core group of Linux developers
must have at least a folk-lore understanding of what the desired policy is. For
these core Linux developers and developers working on better documented
operating systems, Harmony can be used to both verify changes in policy and
analyze the impact of proposed policy changes. Harmony does not extract the
intended policy, but rather extracts the actual policy. It is our hope that this
property of Harmony causes it to become an indispensable part of the CPU
scheduling development tool chain.
Using Harmony
The main goal of Harmony is to extract policies from the scheduler under
test. To help answer these questions, Harmony provides the ability to easily
construct workloads and monitor low-level scheduler behavior; however, the
user of Harmony must still design the exact experiments in order to analyze
the particular properties of the system the user is interested in.
The Harmony user-level workload controller can be used to start, stop,
and modify synthetic processes to create the individual workload suites. This
controller must be able to introduce run queue imbalances into the system,
and these imbalances should be created instantly rather than slowly accrued to
increase precision of the results obtained. Use of process groups and binding
to specific CPUs enables us to carefully control where and when load is placed
upon the system.
The low-level monitoring component of Harmony records three simple
aspects of multiprocessor scheduling behavior: the run queue lengths for each
processor, the CPU allocation given to each Harmony process, and the CPU
selected to run each Harmony process. Our Linux implementation of Harmony
relies on the systemtap kernel instrumentation tool [57]. Harmony’s kernel
instrumentation records each time a processor is selected to run a Harmony
process, and it also samples the run queue lengths every millisecond. Harmony
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/* Don’t have all balancing operations going off at once: */
static inline unsigned long cpu_offset(int cpu)
{
return jiffies + cpu * HZ / NR_CPUS;
}
static void
rebalance_tick(int this_cpu, struct rq *this_rq, enum idle_type idle){
unsigned interval, j = cpu_offset(this_cpu);
struct sched_domain *sd;
/* Author: Finds scheduling domain (sd), e.g., SMT on core,
* cores in chip or chips on board. Removed for brevity. */
interval = sd->balance_interval;
if (idle != SCHED_IDLE)
interval *= sd->busy_factor;
/* scale ms to jiffies */
interval = msecs_to_jiffies(interval);
if (unlikely(!interval))
interval = 1;
if (j - sd->last_balance >= interval) {
if (load_balance(this_cpu, this_rq, sd, idle)) {
/*
* We’ve pulled tasks over so either we’re no
* longer idle, or one of our SMT siblings is
* not idle.
*/
idle = NOT_IDLE;
}
sd->last_balance += interval;
}
}

Figure 6.1: O(1) Load Balancing Snippet. To illustrate the difficulty in extracting
policy from source code, we have provided this code snippet from the O(1) scheduler. This code
is executed by each processor every scheduling interval to determine whether this processor
should compare its load to the other processors. The top comment indicates that the processors
should not all load balance during the same scheduling interrupt. The code, however, allows
that exact scenario. Detecting why is left as an exercise to the reader. About 10 lines of code
unrelated to computing the load balancing interval have been removed for brevity. Comments
from this author are prefixed with Author:.
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Figure 6.2: Single-source and Single-target.

On the left, CPU 4 is the source of
processes (initial: <2, 3, 1, 10>); two processes migrate to CPU 1, one to CPU 2, and three
to CPU 3 (final: <4, 4, 4, 4>). On the right, CPU 4 is underloaded and becomes the target
(<5, 5, 5, 1>); a single process is migrated from each CPU to CPU 4 (<4, 4, 4, 4>).

also uses the /proc/ virtual file system to collect a variety of information about
its processes, including CPU allocations and scheduling priorities.
Experiment Types
Although Harmony can be used to setup a variety of experiments, our analysis
of Linux schedulers and their load-balancing behavior relies on a few specific
experiment types. The first is a single source experiment type, in which a single
processor is overloaded and the remaining processors are underloaded. This
overloaded processor becomes the single source of processes to migrate to the
other underloaded processors. The second is a single target experiment, in
which the imbalance consists of a single underloaded processor, the target; this
processor steals processes from each of the remaining overloaded processors.
See Figure 6.2 for an example of each.
In both a single target and a single source experiment, the targets of process
migration may be either idle or busy. When we configure a processor to be idle,
it is left left without any runnable processes as the experiment begins. Idle target
processors give insight into the work conserving nature of a multiprocessor
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scheduling policy. When we set a target processor to busy, it is underloaded
but still has some runnable processes. A busy target migration provides an
insight into a policy’s willingness to accept an imbalance in order to limit the
synchronization overhead of checking the load balance.
For simplicity, we refer to the initial and final conditions of an experiment
with the following notation, <a, b, c, d>, which means the first CPU has a processes, the second b, and so forth. Thus, a single-source experiment with idle
targets and m processes on the source would have the following initial configuration: <m, 0, 0, 0>; the starting configuration of a single-target experiment with
a busy target would instead be represented as <m, m, m, n>, where m > n.
Hardware and Software Environment
For all experiments in this paper we used a machine with a quad-core Intel Xeon
processor; we feel that this size system is a “sweet spot” for the multicore era
and thus worthy of intense study. The specific operating systems used in these
experiments are Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.5 (kernel version 2.6.18-194.3.1.el5),
Fedora 12 (kernel version 2.6.32.21-168.fc12.x86_64), and Linux kernel 2.6.32
patched with BFS (2.6.32-bfs.313). Each operating system is configured to
deliver scheduling interrupts once per millisecond.
6.2

multiprocessor scheduling policy foundations

This section presents a simple experiment that extracts the most basic aspect
of load balancing policy and provides motivation for the remainder of the
experiments in this chapter. These experiments uncover the basic, foundational
load balancing policies of the O(1), CFS, and BFS Linux schedulers. Higher-level,
more complex load balancing policies are examined in the next chapter.
Load balancing versus Affinity?
We begin with the most basic question for a multiprocessor scheduler: does it
perform load balancing across processors and contain mechanisms for maintaining affinity between processes and processors? We begin our examination
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Figure 6.3: Timeline of Process Migrations for O(1), CFS, and BFS Schedulers. The figure shows the average number of processes migrated over 25 runs with a starting
load of eight processes on 1 CPU: <8, 0, 0, 0>. Only the first 30s of the experiment is shown;
the remainder is similar.

with a workload that should be straightforward to balance: eight identical
100% CPU-bound processes running on a single source with three idle targets
(expressed as <8, 0, 0, 0>).
This basic scenario allows us to determine the trade-offs the underlying
scheduler makes between load balancing and affinity. If the multiprocessor
scheduler does not have a load balancing mechanism, then all eight processes
will remain on the single target. At the other extreme, if the multiprocessor
scheduler does not attempt to maintain any affinity, then the processes will
be continuously migrated over the lifetime of the experiment. Finally, if the
multiprocessor scheduler attempts to achieve a compromise between load
balance and affinity, then initially the processes will be migrated across cores
and then after some period the processes will each remain on its own core (or
migrated less frequently).
Figure 6.3 shows the number of process migrations over time for the three
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Figure 6.4: Timeline of Run Queues for O(1). The figure shows the length of each of
the four run queues over time for a single experiment initially configured as <8, 0, 0, 0>. At
time 24.05, Cores 2, 3, 4 are able to start migrating processes away from Core 1; eventually, at
time 24.3, all four cores have two processes each.

Linux schedulers (averaged over 20 runs). Both O(1) and CFS have an initial
burst of process migrations (6 and 30 respectively) and then zero migrations
afterward. This indicates that O(1) and CFS perform load balancing with
processor affinity, matching their known implementation of using a separate
local queue per core. On the other hand, BFS has a sustained rate of roughly 13
migrations per second. This indicates that BFS does not attempt to maintain
affinity, and matches well with its known global-queue implementation.
This basic experiment raises many questions. Given that the O(1) and the
CFS schedulers achieve the same final balanced allocation of two processes
per core, how do the two schedulers each arrive at this allocation? Our initial
experiment illustrated that the O(1) scheduler arrives at this balance with fewer
total migrations than the CFS scheduler; how does each scheduler determine
the number of processes that should be migrated? We investigate this question in
Section 6.3.
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Other questions that are raised are related to time. As an example, Figure 6.4
shows the behavior of the O(1) scheduler over time for this workload; specifically,
it illustrates the length of the four run queues for a single experiment starting
with <8, 0, 0, 0>. This figure shows that when the experiment begins at time
24.05 s, Core 1 has a run queue containing eight processes while the other three
CPUs each have zero processes. As time progresses, the load on Core 1 drops
in distinct increments from eight processes to two, while the load on the other
cores increases from zero to two. In this case, it takes 250 ms for each CPU to
have exactly two processes; furthermore, migrations occur at different points in
time on each CPU. We would like to know how long it takes each scheduler to
react to load imbalance. Do schedulers react more rapidly when a CPU is idle,
when there is a large imbalance, or when there has been an imbalance recently?
These questions are addressed in Section 6.4.
The final set of questions are related to which processes are migrated by
the scheduler. As another example, the three graphs in Figure 6.5 show the
percentage of CPU given to each of the eight identical processes for the O(1),
CFS, and BFS schedulers. The figure illustrates that O(1) and BFS allocate a
fair percentage of the CPU to every process: each of the eight processes obtains
half of a CPU. However, CFS does not always allocate a fair share to every
process: in some runs of this workload, some of the processes receive less and
some correspondingly more than their fair share. If this inequity occurs for
the simplest of workloads, what does this imply for more complex workloads?
Thus, we would like to know how each scheduler picks a particular process for
migration. Specifically, which processes share a CPU when the workload cannot
be divided evenly across processes? Which processes share CPUs when some
have different CPU requirements or priorities? We address these questions in
the next chapter.
6.3

how many processes are migrated?

Our motivational experiments in the previous section lead us to next determine
the number of processes each scheduler migrates in order to transform an
imbalanced load into a balanced one. We focus on the O(1) and CFS schedulers
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Figure 6.5: CPU allocations. The 3 graphs show the percentage of CPU given to eight
processes running on four CPUs using O(1), CFS, and BFS; the initial allocation is <8, 0, 0, 0>.
In the figure, the processes are sorted by allocation and each point is an allocation from one of
25 runs; the dashed line is the expected allocation for a perfect balance.
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since they explicitly move processes from one queue associate with one core to
another; in contrast, BFS contains a single queue with no default affinity.
Balancing load across multiple processors is challenging because the scheduler is attempting to achieve a property for the system as a whole (e.g., the
number of processes on each CPU is identical) with a migration between pairs
of CPUs (e.g., migrating process A from CPU 1 to 2). Thus, the scheduler
contains a policy for using a series of pairwise migrations to achieve balance.
We hypothesize that there are two straight-forward policies for achieving a
global balance. In the first, the scheduler performs a series of pairwise balances
while ensuring that the final number of processes is evenly divided between
the one pair of CPUs. For example, on a four core system with <30, 30, 30, 10>,
a pairwise balance migrates 10 processes from CPU 1 to CPU 4 so that both
have 20; then 5 processes are migrated from CPU 2 to CPU 4 so that both have
25; then, 2 processes are migrated from CPU 3 to CPU 4 to leave the system
with the load <20, 25, 28, 27>. Pairwise balances must then be repeated until the
system converges. Pairwise balances are simple, but potentially require many
cycles of migrations to to achieve a system-wide load balance.
In the second policy, the scheduler performs a poly-balance by calculating
the number of processes each processor should have when the system is finally
balanced (e.g., the number of processes divided by the number of processors).
When migrating processes, a poly-balance moves only a source processor’s
excess processes (those that exceed the system average) to the target. Using the
example load of <30, 30, 30, 10>, the desired final balance is 25 processes per
processor; thus, the poly-balance migrates 5 processes from each of the first
three CPUs to the fourth CPU. A poly-balance balances the system quickly, but
requires information sharing between processors to calculate the total number
of processes.
To determine whether a scheduler uses a pairwise or poly-balance, we
measure the number of processes migrated between the first source processor
and the target. We examine workloads in which a single target must migrate
processes from multiple sources; each source processor has from 20 to 90 more
processes than the target and each workload is repeated 10 times. Figure 6.6
shows the number of migrations performed between the first two CPUs to
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Figure 6.6: First Migration: O(1) and CFS. The top graph shows the O(1) scheduler
and the bottom the CFS scheduler. Each graph shows the number of processes migrated between
the first source and the target processor. The imbalance between the three loaded sources and the
single target is varied along the x-axis; that is, <10 + x, 10 + x, 10 + x, 10>.
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perform a balance; the graphs on the top and bottom show the results for the
O(1) and the CFS schedulers, respectively.
The top graph illustrates that the O(1) scheduler appears to be performing a
poly-balance. In most cases, the first migration performed by O(1) matches the
number that is exactly needed for a fair global balance; these results hold even
as the imbalance (and the resulting number of processes that must be migrated)
is varied. In a few cases, significantly greater or fewer numbers of processes
are migrated, but these anomalies occur at unpredictable points. We infer that
the O(1) scheduler must be using global information across all processors to
determine the correct number of processes to migrate.
The bottom graph illustrates that CFS migrates a wide, unpredictable range
of processes, usually more than are required for a poly-balance. Thus, the first
migration is usually too large and leaves the first source processor with too
small of a load; the underloaded source processor must then migrate processes
from other processors to complete the global balance. This result corroborates
our initial result shown earlier in Figure 6.3 in which CFS performed 30 total
migrations compared to 6 by the O(1) scheduler. Thus, we conclude that CFS is
not performing a correct poly-balance.
6.4

time to resolve and detect?

Our next questions concern how long it takes a scheduler to detect and respond
to a load imbalance. We start with a macro experiment that measures how
long the scheduler takes to completely resolve an imbalance and move to micro
experiments that measure how long the scheduler takes to detect an imbalance.
The setup for our macro experiment is identical to those in the previous
section in which we vary the amount of imbalance between multiple sources
and single target. We now measure how long it takes the scheduler to create a
balance that is within 15% of optimal. For example, given an ideal balance of
<25, 25, 25, 25>, the balance <28, 22, 28, 22> is acceptable because the length of
each run queue is within 15% of optimal. From the previous results, we expect
O(1) will quickly find a balance using a poly-balance and CFS will likely take
longer using pairwise balances.
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Figure 6.7: Time to Resolve Imbalance. An imbalance is considered resolved when
each run queue is within 15% of optimal. The imbalance between the three loaded sources and
the single target is varied along the x-axis; that is, <10 + x, 10 + x, 10 + x, 10>

Figure 6.7 reports the amount of time the O(1) and CFS schedulers take to
find acceptable balances given a range of initial imbalances. As expected, O(1)
finds a balance within seconds, even for very large imbalances. In comparison,
CFS is quite slow to find a stable balance, requiring nearly 9 s on average and
26 s for some workloads.
The large difference in time for O(1) versus CFS to find a stable balance
leads us to ask if the difference is due to a better balancing policy or to faster
imbalance detection in O(1). Therefore, our next set of experiments investigate
how long it takes each scheduler to detect that an imbalance exists and to begin
reacting.
Our first micro experiment is designed to determine whether a scheduler
is work-conserving: is a processor idle only if there are no eligible processes
in the system? In a work-conserving system, a newly-idle processor should
immediately steal waiting processes from busy CPUs.
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To determine if the scheduler is work conserving, we construct a workload
with heavily loaded sources and a single target (<40, 40, 40, 0>); the target
becomes idle after a uniformly random interval. This experiment is repeated
25 times, each time measuring the interval before the target processor steals
its first process. A work-conserving policy will immediately migrate processes
and non-work conserving schedulers will not.
Harmony shows that, for the O(1) scheduler, the idle target processor begins
migrating processes after a single millisecond of idle time; for CFS, migration
always begins in less than 1 ms. From these results we infer that both CFS and
O(1) are work conserving.
Our next experiment examines how long the system takes to respond when
one processor becomes relatively underloaded, but not idle. Underloaded
processors effectively reduce the performance of all the processes that are
assigned to more heavily loaded processors. A multiprocessor scheduler detects
that a processor is underloaded by performing a balance check between two
processors. Because each balance check incurs some cost, schedulers are likely
to need some heuristic about when to perform this operation. We specifically
want to know the frequency of balance checks.
The setup of this experiment is identical to the previous one, except the
load on the target processor is reduced instead of completely eliminated
(<40, 40, 40, 10>). Because the target processor is imbalanced with respect to
each of the three source processors, it must migrate processes from all three and
there are three corresponding balance checks. The definition of these intervals
is illustrated in Figure 6.8.
We measure all three intervals to infer the detection policy. If the balance
check is based on an event related to process activity (e.g., the check is performed
whenever a process exits the run queue), then we expect the first interval to a
be a small, fixed amount. On the other hand, if the balance check is performed
at some periodic, fixed interval (e.g., the check is performed every 5 seconds),
then we expect the measured first interval to appear random, since the load is
decreased at a random point in time. The longest recorded first interval should
be close to the period of the balance checks.
Table 6.1 shows the median and maximum duration of the first interval for
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Figure 6.8: Imbalance Detection.

Illustrates the definition of the three detection
intervals: interval 1 occurs between when an imbalance is introduced and when the first
migration occurs; interval 2 is time between the first migration and the second; interval 3 is
between the second migration and the third.

O(1)
1st Interval
2nd Interval
3rd Interval
CFS
1st Interval
2nd Interval
3rd Interval

Median(Max)
248 (11458)
64
64
Median(Max)
210.5 (9419)
256
64

Predictable
No
Yes
Yes
Predictable
No
Yes
Yes

Table 6.1: Imbalance Detection.

The table reports the three detection intervals(in
milliseconds): interval 1 occurs between when an imbalance is introduced and when the first
migration occurs; interval 2 is time between the first migration and the second; interval 3 is
between the second migration and the third.
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the O(1) and CFS schedulers. These results show that, for both schedulers, the
first interval is not fixed relative to the time at which the processor became
underloaded; thus, we infer that both schedulers perform a balance check
relative to some external timer. The maximum duration we observed for this
interval for O(1) and CFS were 11 and 9 seconds, respectively.
The results for the second and third intervals are shown in Table 6.1 as well.
For O(1), the second and third intervals are fixed at 64 ms; for CFS, the second
interval usually follows after 256 ms and the third after 64 ms. The implication
of these results is that each scheduler performs a periodic balance check, where
the period is affected by the likelihood of the imbalance. For a policy like this,
the first interval is not predictable, but the second and third intervals (measured
from the last migration) are. The policy in CFS appears to be slightly more
sophisticated in that the period continues to shorten as more imbalances are
detected.
6.5

summary

Both O(1) and CFS are work-conserving and perform a periodic balance check.
In both, idle processors are assigned eligible processes in about a millisecond.
Imbalances that do not involve newly-idle processors may not be detected for
long periods of time (roughly 10s); however, once an imbalance is detected,
both systems check the next processor relatively quickly (in 64 or 256 ms).
We find that O(1) often resolves imbalances within seconds, whereas CFS
takes much longer (nearly 9 seconds on average). Because CFS and O(1) have
similar detection latencies, we attribute CFS’s longer balance time to its process
migration strategy.
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Chapter 7

Load Balancing Policies for
Non-Fungible Processes

When Kepler found his long desired belief did not agree with the most
precise observation, he accepted the uncomfortable fact. He preferred the
hard truth to his dearest illusions; this is the heart of science.
— Carl Sagan
This chapter examines load balancing policy for more complex workloads
where it is insufficient to simply divide processes evenly amongst processors.
All of our previous experiments have examined homogeneous workloads in
which every process had identical characteristics and properties. We now turn
our attention to understanding how O(1), CFS, and BFS balance heterogeneous
workloads. Load balancing is more difficult with heterogeneous processes
because processes are no longer interchangeable. For example, placing two
CPU-bound processes on the same processor is not the same as assigning two
IO-bound processes. In these workloads, processes are not fungible; which
processes are selected for migration is as important as how many or how often.
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Several aspects of a process may make it distinct from other processes. In
this work, we examine workloads containing processes with different CPU
demands and different user-assigned priorities. Evenly dividing CPU demand
across processors ensures that all processes receive the same level of service
or, viewed differently, experience the same level of CPU contention. If each
processor is evenly loaded, the scheduler can present a uniform view of CPU
resources. This uniformity allows the scheduler to more closely match general
processor scheduling policy. A scheduling policy that divides CPU demand
evenly must either selectively choose processes to migrate or continuously
shuffle processes until the desired balance is achieved. A similar situation exists
for user-assigned priorities.
Using Harmony, we also extract O(1), CFS, and BFS’s policies for load balancing workloads that do not divide evenly across the available number of
processors. At any given moment, the processes of an unevenly divided workload are receiving asymmetric levels of service. For example with a <2, 1, 1, 1>
workload, the two processes on Core 1 only receive a half of a CPU while the
processes on Cores 2, 3, and 4 receive a full CPU. To provide fair long-term
allocations, each process should take an equal turn sharing a processor. To
ensure this fairness, the scheduler keep track of the processes that have already
shared a CPU and carefully select which processes to migrate.
We start by examining unevenly divided workloads in Section 7.1 and move
to heterogeneous CPU demand and user-priorities in Sections 7.2 and 7.3.
7.1

resolution of intrinsic imbalances?

Our next questions concern how load balancing interacts with the general
processor scheduling policy, specifically fairness. For example, a proportionalshare scheduler should provide the same CPU allocation to each process with
the same scheduling weight; unfortunately, this can be difficult to achieve when
there exists an intrinsic imbalance (i.e., when the number of processes does not
divide evenly by the number of processors).
We begin by using Harmony to examine how O(1), CFS, and BFS resolve
intrinsic imbalances. One way to achieve a fair balance, or an even division of
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Figure 7.1: Allocations with Intrinsic Imbalances.

The three graphs report the
percentage of CPU allocated by O(1), CFS, and BFS to each of five processes running on four
processors. Each point represents a process’s average CPU allocation over one of the 25 runs of
this experiment. The dashed line represents the expected allocation given a perfect fair balance.
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Figure 7.2: Migration Timeline with Intrinsic Imbalances. The graph shows the
average number of processes migrated per second over the lifetime of the experiment for the O(1),
CFS, and BFS schedulers.

resources across processes, is to frequently migrate processes. However, fair
balancing conflicts with providing processor affinity, since frequent migrations
mean fewer consecutive process executions on the same processor.
To stress the decisions of each of the three schedulers given workloads with
intrinsic imbalances, we introduce five identical processes for four processors;
the experiment is started with the load of <5, 0, 0, 0>. Thus, if each process is
allocated 80% of a processor, the policy is fair.
Figure 7.1 shows the average allocation each process receives over a 60
second interval for each of the three different schedulers. Figure 7.2 reports the
corresponding rate of migrations over time. The two figures show that the three
different schedulers behave significantly different given intrinsic imbalances.
The O(1) scheduler gives a strong preference to affinity over fairness. As
shown in the top graph of Figure 7.1, three processes are allocated an entire
processor and the remaining two are each allocated half a processor. Figure 7.2
supports the observation that few migrations are performed after finding this
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Figure 7.3: Run queue lengths for CFS with Intrinsic Imbalances. The four
graphs report the run queue lengths for each of the four processors, numbered 1-4. This graph is
a detailed view of a single second of a single run, but is representative of each second of every
run.

acceptable balance.
The BFS scheduler strongly ranks fairness above processor affinity. As
shown in the bottom graph of Figure 7.1, in all 25 runs of this experiment, each
process receives within 1% of the exact same allocation. This perfect fair balance
comes at the cost of 163 migrations per second.
Finally, the behavior of the CFS scheduler falls between that of the O(1) and
BFS schedulers. As shown in the middle graph of Figure 7.1, CFS allocates each
process between 65 to 100% of a CPU; as shown in Figure 7.2, processes are
migrated at a rate of approximately 23 migrations per second.
We now delve deeper into the cause of these allocations by CFS. Figure 7.3
shows a representative one second window of the run queue lengths for a single
run of this experiment. In this figure, Cores 2 and 4 have only a single process
while Cores 1 and 3 oscillate frequently between one and two processes by
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Figure 7.4: Allocation Timeline for CFS with Intrinsic Imbalances. The five
graphs report the amount of CPU given over time to each of 5 processes, lettered A-E, running
on 4 CPUs with CFS. The y-axis is the percent of a CPU each process is allocated. The dashed
line is the expected allocation for a perfect fair balance.

migrating a single process back and forth rapidly. This pattern indicates that
two cores are shared by three processes while the two remaining processes are
each allocated their own core.
Figure 7.4 shows the large scale effect this pattern has on the amount of CPU
allocated to five processes on four CPUs in one particular run. The figure shows
that processes E and D are each allocated their own CPU for a long period of
time (between 35 and 65 seconds) while processes A, B, C share the two other
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CPUs; then after 65 seconds, CFS migrates process D, at which point processes
A and E are each allocated their own CPU. Across many runs, we have found
that CFS allocates, for long periods of time, two CPUs to two processes and
divides the remaining two CPUs between three processes. In general, CFS
is more likely to migrate processes that have recently been migrated. While
this technique provides a nice compromise between processor affinity and fair
balancing, some processes are migrated quite often: once a process begins
migrating it may continue for tens of seconds. These oft-migrated processes
suffer both in lost processor affinity and in reduced allocations.
To summarize, given intrinsic imbalances, the O(1) policy strongly favors
processor affinity over fairness. BFS has the exact opposite policy: intrinsic
imbalances are resolved by performing a process migration every 6ms on average. CFS’s policy falls somewhere in the middle: it attempts to resolve intrinsic
imbalances while honoring processor affinity. This policy results in 85% fewer
migrations than BFS, but unfairly divides processors amongst processes.
7.2

resolution of mixed cpu workloads?

We next examine multiprocessor scheduling policies for workloads with mixed
CPU requirements. These policies determine how heterogeneous processes
are distributed across processors: in this case processes with dissimilar CPU
usages. Load balancing is more difficult with these types of workloads because
processes are no longer interchangeable.
In this section, we first use Harmony to extract a scheduler’s policy for
balancing processes with different CPU requirements. We then determine how
this policy is implemented by each scheduler. Finally, we examine the effect of
these policies on performance.
Given a workload with a mix of heavy and light CPU processes, our first
goal is to determine how each scheduler balances those heavy and light CPU
processes across processors. In an ideal weighted balance, the aggregate CPU
demand is the same on each processor. To simplify the task of identifying the
ideal weighted balance, we construct workloads such that a balance can only be
created by placing a single heavy and a single light process on each processor.
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We use workloads of four heavy processes (100% CPU-bound) and four light
processes (CPU requirements varying from 5 to 100%).
To determine how closely the dynamic balance chosen by each scheduler
matches the ideal weighted balance, we compare the run queues lengths for the
two cases. The first case is represented by the ideal: a run with the processes
statically balanced such that there is one heavy and one light process per CPU.
Even with the ideal balance, there exists variation in the run queue lengths at
each CPU over time. This variation is due both to the light process sleeping at
random intervals and how each scheduler decides to allocate the CPU between
the light and heavy processes; capturing these non-subtle variations in run
queue length is the point of constructing this ideal static balance. For intuition,
the top graph in Figure 7.5 shows the run queue lengths over 100ms for a
statically balanced heavy/light workload; each run queue length varies between
one and two.
The second case is the behavior of the scheduler when it performs dynamic
balancing. The bottom graph in Figure 7.5 shows an example of the run queue
lengths when the loads are dynamically balanced; in this case, each run queue
length varies between 0 and 4. To measure how close the dynamic balance is to
the ideal static balance, we compare the variance across the run queues. The
difference in the variance recorded during the static and dynamic balanced
experiments is normalized using symmetric absolute percent error such that
the worst possible match is represented by 100% and a perfect match is assigned
0%.
We extract a scheduler’s mixed CPU load balancing policy using a single
source Harmony experiment in which the target processors become idle. Both
the heavy and light processes start on the single source processor (<8, 0, 0, 0>).
If resulting load balance is <2, 2, 2, 2> and each processor contains a heavy and
a light process, then the scheduler has achieved a weighted balance.
Figure 7.6 shows how well the O(1) and CFS schedulers match the ideal
weighted balance for a variety of heterogeneous workloads over 25 runs. This
graph shows the balance achieved in the long term; in this case, each workload
is first run for 30 s to give the scheduler time to distribute processes and then
the run queue variance is measured and reported for the next 30s.
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Figure 7.5: Run Queue Timelines for Mixed CPU Workloads. Each graph shows
the run queue length for each of the four cores given a workload with four heavy and four light
processes. The top graph illustrates the case where the processes are statically balanced; the
bottom graph illustrates a case with dynamic balancing. This experiment was run on the O(1)
scheduler.
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Figure 7.6: Run Queue Match. This graph reports the symmetric mean absolute percent
error of the variance of the four run queues using a dynamic balance performed by the O(1) or
CFS scheduler, as compared to an ideal static balance. The results presented are for the long-term
balance (30 seconds after a 30 second warm-up). In all cases, four heavy and four light processes
are started on a single CPU; the amount of CPU used by the light process is varied along the
x-axis.

The results in this graph indicate that in the long term both CFS and O(1)
usually place processes such that run queue variance is within 25% of the ideal
placement. We now discuss these two schedulers in detail.
While the O(1) scheduler places some heterogeneous workloads very fairly,
it does not match the ideal placement well for two regimes of workloads: for
a light process using 5-10% of the CPU or one using 65-90% of the CPU. We
have examined these cases in more detail and found the following. In the low
range (5-10%), we observe that heavy processes are divided across processors
evenly, but light processes are clustered in pairs. An extra light process per
CPU results in an extra CPU demand of 10% in the worst case and the O(1)
scheduler appears to view this an acceptable imbalance.
In the high range with a light process using 65% to 90% of the CPU, we dis146
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Figure 7.7: Sticky Priority Bonuses in O(1).

A single light process (85% CPU) is
run against a variable number of heavy processes; the y-axis show the magnitude of the bonus
given to the light process. The line marked “Without” starts the experiment on a cold system.
The line marked “With” starts the experiment after warming the system by temporarily running
a heavy lead of 16 processes.

covered that the light processes receive a much larger allocation than expected,
once it has been assigned to a particular CPU. To improve interactivity, the O(1)
scheduler gives priority-bonuses to processes that are not CPU-bound; this
causes light processes to wait less in the run queue and alters the run queue
variance. We discovered that the priority-bonus given to jobs that have been
recently migrated is higher due to a phenomena we refer to as sticky bonuses.
Specifically, because the light process received too little of the CPU in the past
when the experiment was being initialized, O(1) gives it more of the CPU in
the present. These sticky bonuses, and not the load balancing policy, cause
the mismatch between the run queues. Further analysis confirms that the O(1)
scheduler achieves weighted balances in the 65%-90% light CPU range.
To better illuminate the behavior of sticky bonuses, Figure 7.7 illustrates two
different experiments: one in which bonuses are sticky and one in which they
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Figure 7.8: Sticky Priority Bonuses Across Migration in O(1). Priority of a single
light process (85% CPU) during a run of the heavy/light heterogeneous workload experiment.
The y-axis shows the magnitude of the bonus given to the light process. The dynamic line shows
a run of the experiment in which the load was balanced by the O(1) scheduler and the static line
shows a run of the experiment in which the load was statically distributed by Harmony. The
range from -10 to 0 is experiment setup. A Harmony balanced run of this experiment needs
almost no time to setup.

are not. In both experiments, a single light process (85% CPU) is run against a
variable number of heavy processes and the magnitude of the bonus given to
the light process is reported. The line marked “Without” shows the base case in
which the experiment is started on a cold system; in this case, the magnitude of
the bonus increases as the light process competes against more heavy processes.
The line marked “With” shows what occurs when processes have a past history:
in this experiment, the system is warmed by having the light process compete
with a constant heavy load of 16 processes; after these 16 heavy processes are
stopped, the previous experiment is repeated. The “With” line illustrates that
priority bonuses remain even after the load is reduced; thus, processes maintain
bonuses even after the conditions that created the bonus cease to exist. Further
experiments (not shown) indicate that O(1) maintains bonuses after migration
as well.
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Figure 7.9: Losing Balance in CFS. This timeline illustrates that CFS finds the ideal
weighted balance (between time 11 and 33), but then migrates processes and losses the balance.
The vertical lines indicate process migrations.

To demonstrate the affect process migration has on sticky bonuses, Figure 7.8
shows a light process’s priority during a single run of a heavy/light heterogeneous workload experiment. From time -10 to 0, the light process shares the
CPU with the other seven processes (three more light and four heavy). This
heavy load creates a large interactivity bonus. At time 0 Harmony introduces
an imbalance and the scheduler begins migrating processes to balance the load.
This light process is not initially migrated, but it maintains its interactivity
bonus despite the reduced load on its CPU. When the light process is eventually
migrated at times 10, 19, and 21, its bonus remains. O(1) maintains these sticky
bonuses across processors even if the conditions on the processor are different
from those that created the bonus.
In contrast to O(1), CFS consistently misses a weighted balance by a more
constant amount. Further analysis reveals that CFS actively searches for a
weighted balance by continuously migrating processes at a rate of 4.5 per second
on average. When CFS finds a weighed balance, it stops migrating processes for
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Figure 7.10: Migrations for Heavy/Light workload.

Total number of process
migrations during the heavy/light experiment for the O(1), CFS, and BFS schedulers. The
duration of the experiment was 60 seconds and the results presented are an average over 25
runs.

several seconds. After this brief pause, it resumes migrating processes again.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 7.9, which shows that the run queue variance
exactly matches that of the ideal case for periods of time (e.g., between 11 and 33
seconds in this run) and then differs significantly. Therefore, CFS’s run queues
alternate between being in a weighted balance and being in flux, causing a
roughly 25% mismatch on average.
Figure 7.10 illustrates the effort each scheduler put into finding a balance.
O(1) finds an acceptable balance in less than 10 migrations. In contrast, CFS often performs over 50 migrations during the 60s experiment, and would perform
more if the experiment ran longer. Because BFS does not have per-processor
run queues, this is the first metric we have shown for how BFS handles heterogeneous workloads. BFS continues to disregard processor affinity in the pursuit
of load balancing.
We infer from these results that O(1) and CFS strive for a weighted balance.
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O(1) allows some minor imbalances for light processes. CFS also continues to
search for better balances even when it has found the best one.
Which Process to Migrate?
We next examine how O(1) and CFS find weighted balances. Specifically, we
are interested in how these schedulers pick a particular process to migrate.
Using the same experiment from the previous section, we analyze the initial
balance instead of the long-term balance achieved. This analysis gives the scheduler one second to find a balance, and then analyzes the run queue variance of
the following second. We then compare the dynamically-balanced run queue
variance with its ideal static counterpart, as in the previous section.
We expect to see two possible implementations of a weighted balance policy.
In the first, the scheduler uses its knowledge of the past behavior of each process
to select one for migration. We call this implementation informed selection. For
example in our mixed CPU experiment, informed selection would enable each
target processor to select a single heavy and a single light process for migration.
Informed selection should result in a scheduler quickly finding a weighted
balance and therefore the short and long-term balances should be roughly the
same.
A blind selection implementation ignores process characteristics when selecting processes to migrate. Blind selection schedulers are likely to perform
several rounds of trial-and-error migration before finding their desired balance.
The initial and long-term balances of these schedulers would often be very
different; this results in run queue graphs that are not similar.
The two graphs in Figure 7.11 enable us to compare the long-term and
short-term results for the two schedulers. For the O(1) scheduler, the short-term
results match closely with the long-term results; therefore, we infer that O(1)
uses informed selection. However, CFS’s short-term and long-term balances
do not match at all. Performing further analysis, we discovered that CFS does
not select the correct processes for migration initially. Target processors often
take two heavy or two light processes instead of one of each. These processors
occasionally take too many processes as well. From these results we hypothesize
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Figure 7.11: Run Queue Match. Both graphs report the symmetric mean absolute
percent error of the variance of the four run queues using a dynamic balance performed by
the O(1) or CFS scheduler, as compared to an ideal static balance. The top graph examines
the long-term results (30 seconds after a 30 second warm-up); the bottom graph examines the
short-term results (one second after a one second warm-up). In all cases, four heavy and four
light processes are started on a single CPU; the amount of CPU used by the light process is
varied along the x-axis.
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that CFS uses a blind selection implementation.
Impact on CPU Performance?
Finally, we examine the performance implications of the O(1), CFS, and BFS
policies for handling mixed CPU workloads. Using the previous workloads
of four heavy and four light processes, we report the relative CPU allocation
that the heavy processes receive with each scheduler relative to the ideal static
layout; we focus on the heavy processes because they suffer the most from load
imbalances. The three graphs in Figure 7.12 report the relative slowdowns
given the three different schedulers.
The top graph in Figure 7.12 reports the slowdown for heavy processes in
both the short and long term with the O(1) scheduler. This graph illustrates
that when a heavy process competes against a light process consuming less
than 60% of the CPU, the O(1) scheduler delivers nearly identical performance
to the heavy process as the ideal static layout; however, heavy processes incur
a significant slowdown when competing against a process using between 60
and 90% of the CPU. This degradation is a direct result of the sticky bonuses
described earlier: even though the heavy and light processes are balanced
correctly, the O(1) scheduler gives a boost to the light processes to account for
the time in which they were competing with many other processes on a single
processor. As expected, the impact of the sticky bonuses wears off over the
longer time period for some of the workloads.
The middle graph in Figure 7.12 reports results for CFS; in the long term,
CFS’s continuous migration policy causes approximately a 10% reduction in
performance for the heavy processes. In the short term, CFS performs slightly
worse: its blind selection policy causes a 20% performance degradation for
heavy processes.
The bottom graph shows the relative slowdown for heavy processes using
BFS compared to an ideal static balance. These results show that BFS balances
processes such that they receive allocations very similar to those they would
achieve with an ideal static balance: within 4%. This balance is achieved by performing an average of 375 migrations every second; this disregard for processor
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Figure 7.12: CPU Allocations for Heavy Processes with O(1), CFS, and BFS.
Each graph shows the percentage of CPU given to the heavy processes; the allocations are
normalized to that received in the ideal static balance. Results for both the short and long-term
balances are shown.
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affinity may have serious performance implications for some workloads.
To summarize, all three schedulers have a weighted balance policy. O(1)
uses informed selection to find a weighted balance or a close proximity, but
O(1)’s per CPU policy of providing sticky bonuses results in severe performance
degradation for CPU-bound processes even after migration. CFS continually
searches for better balances even after it has found the most appropriate allocation; because weighted balances are discarded, it is unsurprising that CFS
uses blind selection when picking a process to migrate. The performance cost
of CFS’s continuous migration on heavy processes is relatively low (< 10%)
since this policy ensures that CFS never spends too long in the best or worst
balance. Finally, BFS achieves a near perfect weighted balance (within 4%) by
aggressively migrating processes.
7.3

resolution of priority classes?

In our final set of experiments, we examine policies for scheduling heterogeneous workloads with mixed priority classes. Like the previous heterogeneous
workload, these workloads are difficult to balance because processes are no
longer interchangeable. We are again interested in discovering how these processes are distributed amongst processors, how this distribution takes place,
and the performance cost of these policies. The experiments we use are similar
to the mixed CPU requirements experiments except we replace the heavy and
light processes with high and low priority processes, varying the differences in
priority from 2-38.
Unlike balances in the mixed CPU requirements experiment, mixed priority
imbalances do not lend themselves to analysis using a summary statistic like run
queue variance. For example, a <2, 2, 0, 0> division of high priority processes
and a <0, 0, 2, 2> division of low priority processes would yield constant run
queue lengths of <2, 2, 2, 2>. The run queue variance, in this example, would
be nil, but the resulting allocations to high priority processes may be too small
because the priorities are imbalanced. We must, therefore, rely on direct analysis
of process distributions. Unfortunately, this analysis does not produce useful
summary graphs, so instead we must describe these results primarily in prose.
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Figure 7.13: Migrations for Mixed Priorities with BFS. The graph shows the
number of normalized migrations per second for the four high and four low priority processes
in the workload. The difference in priority between the two classes is varied along the x-axis.
To fairly compare high and low priority processes, migrations are normalized by dividing the
raw count by their CPU allocation (in seconds). This normalization is required because in
a global queue architecture processes are only migrated when they actually scheduled. Low
priority processes are scheduled less, and so naturally, have fewer total potential migrations
than frequently scheduled, high priority processes. Comparing the raw counts would unfairly
inflate the relative number of high priority processes migrations.

We find that O(1), CFS, and BFS all divide the four high priority processes
evenly across the four processors. However, each scheduler handles the low
priority processes slightly differently. The O(1) scheduler clusters low priority
processes together on a few processors. When a large priority difference exists
between processes, the O(1) scheduler continuously migrates groups of low
priority processes (1.5 migrations per second).
CFS divides low priority processes evenly amongst processors, provided
the priority difference is small. As priority differences increase, the low priority
processes tend to be clustered together on a few processors. Similar to its
policy for handling processes with mixed CPU requirements, CFS continuously
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Figure 7.14: O(1) and CFS Migrations for Mixed Priorities. This graphs shows
the total number of migrations over the 60 second run of this experiment. The difference in
priority between the two classes is varied along the x-axis.

migrates processes and pauses migration briefly when it finds an acceptable
balance.
Like O(1) and CFS, BFS also clusters low priority processes on a few processors. It also provides some targeted processor affinity for mixed priority
workloads, in contrast to previous experiments. When the priority difference
between processes is small (2 to 6), BFS compensates for the small allocations
given to low priority processes by migrating them less and providing more
processor affinity (Figure 7.13). In this range, low priority processes are about
1.9 times more likely to execute on the same processor than the high priority
processes. In contrast, when the priority difference is large (16 to 38), low priority processes are roughly 2.3 times more likely to run on a different processor
when compared to high priority processes. These results strongly suggest that
BFS provides differentiated processor affinity based on process priorities.
Figure 7.14 shows how many migrations O(1) and CFS took to achieve
these balances. As discussed above, O(1) finds its desired balance with few
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migrations for small to medium priority differences, but begins to continuously,
and aggressively, migrate processes when the priority difference is large. CFS
repeats its policy of continuous migrations
We next examine how O(1) and CFS find their desired balance with mixed
priority workloads. O(1) performs a targeted selection of processes to achieve a
clustered low-priority balance. CFS, similar to previous experiments, blindly
selects processes for migration. In the priority difference range 18-30, it often
incorrectly assigns two high priority processes to the same CPU. Although, this
blind selection is later remedied by CFS’s continuous migration policy. BFS
also continuously migrates processes, but with some targeted processor affinity
for low priority processes.
Finally, we investigate how these policies affect the CPU performance of the
mixed priority workloads. For mixed priority workloads, this is perhaps the
best measure of how well the load is balanced. In the mixed CPU requirements
experiment, we can sum the desired CPU allocations to determine the load
experienced by each processor. A similar technique also works for mixed priorities in a proportional-share scheduler; the total load is the sum of the process
weights. For example given four 25 weight processes, two 50 weight processes
and two CPUs, any combination of processes that yields 100 weight per CPU is
a balanced load. Unfortunately, there is not an equivalent technique for timesharing systems. The allocation guaranteed to four low priority processes in
the presence of two high priority processes cannot be calculated so easily in
a timesharing system. Therefore, we can only compare the CPU allocations
processes receive from a balance created by O(1), CFS, and BFS to allocations
equivalent processes receive given load distributions we know are balanced (a
single high and a single low priority process per processor).
Figure 7.15 shows the performance implications of each scheduler’s load
balancing policy. The long-term performance impact of O(1) and CFS’s policies
are most evident in the small priority difference range. Clustering low priority
processes results in up to a 20% performance degradation for high priority
processes in the O(1) scheduler and up to a 10% penalty for CFS. BFS’s policy
of clustering low priority processes can result in periodic reductions of CPU
allocations for high priority process of up to 12%.
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Figure 7.15: CPU Allocations for High Priority Processes with O(1), CFS,
and BFS. Each graph shows the percentage of CPU given to the high priority processes; the
allocations are normalized to that received in the ideal static balance. Results for both the short
and long-term balances are shown.
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In the mid to large priority difference range, the clustering of low priority processes does not result in a heavy performance penalty for any of the
schedulers. The large priority difference ensures that an additional one to three
low priority processes sharing the processor does not significantly affect the
allocation received by a high priority process.
In the initial balance, CFS’s blind selection caused up to 75% performance
drop on average for high priority processes in the medium priority difference
range (18-30). O(1)’s targeted process selection means its initial balance often
matches its long-term balance. BFS’s global queue architecture means it is is
always in a continuous state of balancing load.
To review, all three schedulers evenly divide high priority processes amongst
processors and often cluster low priority processes together on a few processors. The low priority processes are either left in an acceptable imbalance or
continuously migrated depending on the priority difference. For small priority
differences, this policy can come with a performance penalty between 10 and
20%. Although, large priority differences make this clustering irrelevant. In
contrast to it previously observed behavior, BFS provides targeted processor
affinity for low priority or high priority processes depending on the difference
in priorities.
7.4

discussion

Our Harmony experiments show that there are a wide variety of multiprocessor
scheduling policies, even just within Linux, see Table 7.1. The O(1) scheduler
places a premium on processor affinity. This adherence to processor affinity is
evident in the intrinsic imbalance experiment. After the initial assignment of
processes to processors, the scheduler does not reassign processes to provide
long-term fair allocations. O(1) enforces its broad policy using precise algorithms, like poly-balance process migration algorithm and informed selection
for the initial distribution of processes.
In contrast, CFS’s general multiprocessor scheduling policy is to avoid the
worst-case load balance at all costs. CFS migrates processes at a steady rate
over the lifetime of our Harmony experiments. This behavior is visible in all
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Does the scheduler perform load balancing across processors? (§6.2)
O(1), BFS, and CFS all perform process migrations.
Does it contain mechanisms for maintaining affinity? (§6.2)
O(1) pays the strongest attention to affinity.
BFS is the weakest.
CFS is in-between.
How does the scheduler determine how many processes to migrate? (§6.3)
O(1) uses global information and performs a minimal number of migrations.
CFS uses a randomized pairwise strategy, hence performing more migrations.
BFS has a centralized queue and constantly migrates processes.
How long does the scheduler take to get to a stable balance? (§6.4)
O(1) is relatively quick (due to its minimal migrations).
CFS takes an order of magnitude longer.
BFS’s global queue architecture makes this question irrelevant.
How long before the scheduler detects an imbalance? (§6.4)
If idle, immediately; all schedulers are work-conserving and thus steal work when
idle.
If non-idle, O(1) and CFS use a periodic check to detect imbalances, which
increases in frequency when some imbalance has been detected.
BFS’s global queue architecture makes this question irrelevant.
When there is an intrinsic imbalance, how does the scheduler react? (§7.1)
O(1) is most unfair, and thus can lead to notable imbalances across processes
while maintaining affinity;
CFS moves processes somewhat frequently and is more fair, at the cost of affinity.
BFS is most fair, constantly moving processes across all CPUs, also at the cost of
affinity.
With heterogeneous workload (heavy vs. light CPU), how are processes migrated? (§7.2)
O(1) does a good job of balancing heavy and light processes, but some scheduling
state is maintained across migrations (perhaps inadvertently).
CFS continually tries new placements, and thus will migrate out of good
situations (even though unnecessary).
BFS and its central queue once again is fair and does well.
With heterogeneous workloads (high vs. low priorities), how are processes migrated? (§7.3)
All schedulers do well with high-priority processes, dividing them evenly
amongst processors.
BFS seems to provide targeted processor affinity to mixed-priority workloads.

Table 7.1: The Load-balancing Policies Extracted by Harmony.
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three of the workload experiments in this chapter. CFS implements this policy
using simple, but imprecise algorithms. It employs a non-deterministic pairwise process migration algorithm and ignores process characteristics when
initially selecting processes for migration. The long-term cost of pair-wise
process migration and blind selection are potentially large for schedulers that
do not continuously rebalance their workloads. However, these algorithms
make sense in the context of CFS’s continuous migration policy. The outcome of
more precise algorithms would simply be tossed out during the next migration.
BFS’s load balancing and per-processor scheduling policies are very tightly
integrated. BFS defines a proportional-share scheduling policy and maintains it,
even across multiple processors. The intrinsic imbalance experiment exemplifies
this behavior. BFS provides near perfect fair allocations in this experiment, at
the cost of 163 process migrations per second. In contrast to O(1) and CFS, BFS
regards processor affinity as a potential scheduling bonus rather than an integral
part of scheduling policy. In nearly all of our experiments BFS disregards
processor affinity in favor of enforcing a proportional-share scheduling policy.
In the mixed priority experiments, BFS simply uses processor affinity as a bonus
for low or high priority processes.
Assigning Applications to Schedulers
The results of these experiments begin to provide a guide for application developers in selecting a multiprocessor scheduler or molding their applications.
Each scheduler has advantages and disadvantages that make it suitable to certain types of workloads. The ideal workloads for each scheduler are presented
below.
Because of O(1)’s unfairness given intrinsic imbalances and its tendency
to find acceptable (but not perfect) balances, this scheduler is well-suited for
applications that are composed of many tasks (many more than the number of
processors in the system). The O(1) scheduler tends to find a balance and keep it.
It also occasionally takes over 11s to detect new imbalances. Applications using
the O(1) scheduler should ensure that tasks tend to maintain the same behavior
(perhaps by partitioning the work amongst task groups). The system should
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also be well-controlled to ensure that no unexpected tasks arrive. Strongly
controlling the application and system behavior should minimize the cost of
O(1)’s tendency to keep a balance for a long time. Tasks with good cache-locality
can expect improved performance from O(1)’s policy of strong processor affinity.
CFS’s difficulty with intrinsic imbalances and its tendency to discard good
balances in search of better ones makes it ideal for applications composed of
many tasks where the workload is constantly shifting. Under CFS it is unimportant if a task’s, or even if the system’s, behavior changes dramatically because
CFS is constantly searching for a better load balance. We also hypothesize
that CFS will scale to a large number of CPUs better than O(1). CFS’s blind
selection and constant migration policy ensures that it does not need global
knowledge or good information coherency to eventually find a good balance.
This was a disadvantage in our experiments because of the small number of
cores; however, it may prove to be an advantage in larger systems.
BFS is a good choice for applications that do not utilize the cache well. This
includes applications with lots of tasks that each have large cached requirements, applications with poor locality, and applications with small working
sets. BFS’s strong fairness guarantees makes it suitable for both applications
with a few tasks and applications with many more tasks than processors. In
addition, BFS’s agility in creating balances quickly is even more well-suited
than CFS for workloads with unexpected changes in demand or systems in
which the application is not the only workload. This scheduler’s strict adherence to proportional-share policy also allows applications to perform weighted
CPU partitioning based on user or request-type. We hypothesize that BFS’s
global queue architecture will not scale well to lots of processors. This confines
applications to relatively small workloads or requires the construction of a large
cluster using several small machines.
7.5

conclusion

The increasing popularity of multicore and SMP systems have created an environment in which a new set of tools are required to evaluate and understand the
behavior of CPU schedulers. Because performance gains are predicted to come
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primarily from increased parallelism it is vital that multiprocessor schedulers
do not waste these resources. We have presented Harmony, a technique and
suite of experiments designed to extract an operating system’s multiprocessor
scheduling policy. This extraction occurs through a combination of simple
high-level synthetic workloads and low-level measurements. With Harmony
users can determine the scheduling policy of undocumented or poorly document operating systems. System developers can use Harmony to validate their
scheduling policy implementations and quickly evaluate prototype policies.
In this chapter, we used Harmony to analyze the behavior of three Linux
schedulers. Harmony exposed several interesting policies (see Table 7.1). CFS
throws away good load balances to search for something better when running
heterogeneous workloads. The O(1) scheduler strongly favors processor affinity
over fairness, even if this results in performance degradation of over 30%. All
three schedulers cluster low priority processes together rather than spreading
them over the available processors. BFS provides increased processor affinity
for marginally low priority processes, presumably to make up for their small
CPU allocation.
The results of extracting multiprocessor scheduling policies from O(1), CFS,
and BFS highlight the value of taking an empirical scientific approach to understanding CPU scheduling. The policies extracted indicate that multiprocessor
scheduling is far from standardized. Moreover, they provide an indication of
areas that need improvement. Generalizing the extracted policies also gives
developers an idea of what to expect when running their applications on these
schedulers.
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Chapter 8

Related Work

They always say time changes things, but you actually have to change
them yourself.
— Andy Warhol
The work presented in this dissertation is focused on increasing the transparency, predictability, and reliability of operating systems, and as such, it rests
firmly on the foundations of operating system research from the past 50 years.
This related work section is not intended to be a survey of this foundational
research, rather it is intended to present an overview of similar efforts (with a
focus on more recent works). To improve clarity, we have divided the related
work into two sections, those works related primarily to CPU Futures and those
more closely related to Harmony.
8.1

cpu futures

This section begins with a discussion of research that has a similar motivation
to CPU Futures: enabling applications to create and enforce their own resource
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management policies. We then discuss related techniques for detecting and
managing resource contention using implicit rather than explicit feedback.
Next we examine the similarities between CPU Futures and prior research in
real-time scheduling. We then compare the feedback provided by CPU Futures
to the feedback from Share, an early timesharing scheduler. Two alternate
architectures for preventing resource contention are discussed next. In the
first, static partitioning, cross application resource contention is eliminated.
Cloud computing environments, the second architecture, presents the illusion
of infinite hardware resources. Research works that may improve the auxiliary
aspects of CPU Future are discussed next. In particular, we speculate on the
potential improvements of using the accurate accounting found in Resource
Containers and increasing precision of CPU Futures controllers using control
theory. We conclude with a brief examination of the contribution of CPU
Futures to the reliability and performance of web servers under overload.
Our motivation is similar to that of Exokernel [59, 75], microkernels [12, 69,
70, 82], extensible operating systems [33, 41, 86, 112], introspective systems [18,
66], and split-level schedulers [14, 81] (like Scheduler Activations); namely,
applications can benefit from exerting more control over resource management.
Conceptually, this allows a wide variety of application-specific scheduling
policies that may be difficult to express through an operating system interface,
but that are relatively easy to implement in modern programming languages.
In particular, Scheduler Activations [14] shares not only a motivation with
CPU Futures, but also a basic architecture. Scheduler Activations’ design was
the inspiration for our division of CPU Futures into a in-kernel herald and a
userspace controller. Scheduler Activations create a feedback loop between the
in-kernel CPU scheduler and the user-space thread scheduler to prevent multithreaded scheduling conflicts. CPU Futures takes a similar approach by creating
a feedback loop to avoid CPU contention policy conflicts. Our approach is also
similar to Infokernel [18], in that CPU Futures enhances commodity schedulers
rather than replacing them. This technique leverages the time and money
invested in commodity schedulers, and may help make them more robust by
facilitating in-depth user feedback.
An alternative approach to direct CPU scheduler feedback is to construct
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implicit feedback from low-level instrumentation of individual tasks. Barham
et al. [30] and Stewart et al. [115] take this approach to detect or predict resource
contention. In this approach, a variety of performance information is collected
online and complex models are calibrated or constructed offline. This approach
is broader than CPU Futures in that it can detect contention for multiple resources. However, it requires a learning phase or recalibration for every new
application, range of inputs, and hardware configuration. In contrast, CPU
Futures models are simple, predictive, adjust to all hardware types (just as the
scheduler does), and do not require a learning phase or offline analysis.
Implicit feedback has also been used to ensure low-importance background
tasks do not interfere with important foreground processing [11, 55]. A background application monitors its own application-specific progress or resource
allocations and infers resource contention whenever this progress slows or allocations decrease. The low-importance application then slows or suspends its
resource consumption to reduce interfering with high-importance applications.
These type of applications can detect resource contention for a larger set of
resources than CPU Futures. However, this approach only works if resource
contention reduces allocations to all tasks. As the web server experiment in
Chapter 3 illustrates, this assumption does not always hold. Recall that in this
experiment nearly identical Apache workers received a wide range of CPU
allocations; some processes starved while others were able to service over 200
requests per second.
Previous work in real-time scheduling is related to our work in many ways.
For example, Buttazzo and Abeni [39] proposed the notion of tasks that have
a range of acceptable CPU allocations. Feedback scheduling has been used
to support real-time applications without a priori knowledge of their resource
requirements [26, 52]. And previous real-time research has also attempted to
extract CPU requirements from the behavior of real-time applications [25, 28].
Our approach differs in that our focus is entirely on non-periodic, best-effort
applications, with the ability to reduce or modify their CPU demand given
scheduler feedback.
Previous schedulers have provided feedback to users. For example, the
Share decay-usage scheduler allowed users to query the system to get their
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expected share of CPU [76]. However, multifaceted distributed services are
rapidly replacing single-purpose programs executed from a prompt. Service
applications are long-lived entities, often servicing multiple requests and users
concurrently. In effect, the application has replaced the user as the primary
resource consumer in server environments. These applications need feedback
in much the same way that Share users did. In short, more abstraction requires
more automation.
Statically partitioning CPU resources through virtualization [29, 38, 114]
or hierarchical CPU partitioning [65, 125] can be used to ensure a fixed CPU
allocation for each individual application. These techniques ensure that there is
CPU isolation between competing applications. However, they do not prevent
CPU contention between concurrent tasks in the same application; without
scheduler feedback, it can be difficult for an application to determine the correct
level of concurrency or the severity of CPU slowdown it is suffering.
Rather than enabling applications to handle CPU contention, another alternative is to dynamically add more hardware. Recent advances in cloud computing have made it appear as though computing resources are infinite [22, 58, 84];
however, as demand increases in the cloud, good scheduling will be required
to preserve this illusion. Applications will need to detect when demand has
outstripped its current supply of cloud nodes. CPU Futures can not only aid in
detecting overload, but also may allow applications to effectively manage CPU
contention until additional cloud nodes can be brought online. Optionally, a
frugal cloud client may wish to manage transient overload using CPU Futures
rather than allocating more nodes, thereby saving money.
CPU Futures use of accurate accounting information to allow applications
to modify performance by job class is reminiscent of Resource Containers [27].
Our CPU accounting is not as precise as that presented in the Resource Containers work because we do not provide accounting groups or measure operating
system CPU usage. However, CPU futures introduces three metrics not found
in Resource Containers, a process’s desired, predicted, and potential allocations. Combining the precision and flexibility of Resource Containers with the
behavioral analysis of CPU futures would yield a powerful set of metrics.
Control theory mechanisms present an alternative to the search algorithm
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employed the CPU Futures controllers presented in Chapter 5. Padala et al.
[98] use a control-theory-enabled resource allocator to meet statically-specified
application performance metrics, such as throughput or mean response time.
Unfortunately, desired throughput and response time are functions of the type
and size requests being made; a user would not expect similar response times
for converting on a 30 second snippet of video as they would for a feature film.
Replacing throughput or response time with CPU slowdown may add proportionality to this control theory approach; similarly, adding control theory to
CPU Futures controllers may speed finding the optimal priority or concurrency
level.
Many other works have examined the problem of web servers under overload [58, 105, 109, 124]; some in particular have dealt with finding the optimal
MPL [67, 123, 127]. We feel that our technique is both valuable beyond this
purpose as well as an important supplement to these prior techniques. CPU futures may be able to provide supplemental information to aid these techniques.
They may also be able to verify at run-time that these techniques are working;
CPU futures can act as a lightweight fault detector for sophisticated admission
control techniques.
8.2

harmony

Understanding the policies and behaviors of operating systems and hardware
is critical to building new operating systems and applications and a vital tool
to validate current operating systems. It is no surprise that there have been
similar studies into extracting operating system and hardware behaviors. As
yet, however, no comparable tools exist for multiprocessor scheduling policies.
Systems other than the CPU scheduler have also been the focus of policy
extraction. Semantic block-level analysis is a technique designed to analyze
the behavior of journaling file systems [104]. Shear is a tool that measures
the characteristics of RAIDs [53]; by generating controlled I/O request patterns and measuring the latency, Shear can detect a broad range of storage
properties. Similar microbenchmarking techniques have been applied to SCSI
disks [129], memory hierarchies [131], and TCP stacks [99]. Application and
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microbenchmark-driven workloads have also been used to analyze system-call
behavior [74, 95, 119]. These analyses are used to enable accurate simulations,
find bugs, and optimize performance.
Several studies have applied policy extraction techniques to CPU schedulers
as well [40, 106, 107]. Hourglass is a tool that runs synthetic, instrumented
workloads to detect context switch times, timer resolutions, and low-level
kernel noise [106]. Like Harmony, Hourglass introduces controlled stimulus
and observes the resulting scheduling behavior. From this behavior, Hourglass
is able to infer low-level single processor scheduling policies. Hourglass relies
solely on high-resolution hardware timers for its observations, and therefore,
does not require kernel instrumentation. Although it is portable, this reliance
on hardware timers limits its scope to single processor machines. Relying solely
on hardware timers also limits the types of single processor scheduling behavior
that can be observed; this limited observation restricts the types of policies that
can be inferred (even on single processor machines).
During the development of FreeBSD’s ULE CPU scheduler, the developers
also created a synthetic workload simulation tool called Late [107]. Developers
used Late’s synthetic workloads to measure timer resolutions, fairness, interactivity, and basic performance. Late does not include measurements of run
queue lengths or processor selection, limiting the scope of its analysis. Late can
be used to compare schedulers in the areas mentioned, but cannot determine
the underlying policy or infer the cause of a schedulers behaviors.
The LinSched tool runs the CFS scheduler in a userspace simulator [40].
Researchers and kernel developers can use this tool to observe the behavior of
CFS and evaluate new scheduling policies. The goals of Harmony are quite
similar to those of LinSched; only the approach differs. Harmony is designed
to be generally applicable to a variety of operating systems, whereas LinSched
is primarily focused on CFS. Perhaps integrating Harmony’s experiments and
measurement types, particularly run queue length and processor selection, into
LinSched could provide extra insights into CFS’s multiprocessor scheduling
behavior with all the benefits of running in a simulated environment.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

Never believe a thing simply because you want it to be true.
— Neal Stephenson (Anathem)

Applying the scientific method to CPU scheduling has improved the performance of distributed applications and created a deeper understanding of the
tradeoffs inherent in multiprocessor scheduling. The single processor predictive
models presented in CPU Futures are the direct result of 100s of hours of observations, hypothesis creation, and experimental validation. These models allow
distributed applications to steer CPU scheduling and mitigate CPU contention.
In the Harmony project, we defined a framework and set of experiments for
observing multiprocessor scheduling policy. We then used Harmony to analyze
the scheduling policies of three Linux schedulers: O(1), CFS, and BFS.
In this chapter, we provide a brief summary of the advances made by taking
a scientific approach to CPU scheduling. This is followed by a discussion of
our ideal scheduler to hopefully influence future scheduler designs. We then
present some of the broader lessons we learned in the pursuit of this work. An
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analysis of how we might approach this work differently, given our experience,
concludes this chapter.
9.1

summary

This section summarizes the results of creating predictive scheduling models
and building an experimental framework for observing multiprocessor scheduling behavior. These two projects are the direct result of taking a classic scientific
approach towards CPU schedulers. By treating the CPU scheduler like a natural system, we were able to use the scientific method to observe, generalize,
and predict its behavior. These projects are summarized in more detail in the
following sections.
CPU Futures
Using the results of observational experiments, we created predictive CPU allocation models for both timesharing and proportional-share schedulers. These
models are based on a combination of basic principles about how these schedulers work and experimental observation. Our proportional-share predictive
model is an extension to the GPS model on which proportional-share schedulers
are based. Through experimentation, we extended this basic model to include
both ineligible weights and dynamic (non-CPU-bound) processes. Refining this
model further, we altered it to work with CFS’s particular implementation of
IO-compensation. Unlike the proportional-share predictive model, we created
our timesharing model purely from empirical observations and the base intuition that while tasks may move between priority groups, the CPU allocations
across priorities remains roughly the same. Both of these models can accurately
determine a tasks slowdown due to CPU contention and can predict changes
in CPU allocation due to priority adjustments.
Embedding these models into CPU schedulers gave applications the ability
to resolve CPU contention and enforce CPU scheduling policies that contradict the operating system’s policy. For example, a CPU Futures controller,
called Empathy, limited the performance impact of a low-importance back174
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ground application on a web server; Empathy was able to reduce the web
server’s performance degradation by over 70% compared to using the standard
CPU scheduling interface. In a different scenario, an Empathy-managed, lowimportance application was also able to accurately meet performance goals
while minimizing its interference with foreground applications. In the web
server starvation-avoidance case study, the Shepherd web server was able to
reduce both the number and duration of starving requests by an order of magnitude by using CPU Futures feedback. In the final CPU Futures case study,
we replaced the Shepherd’s starvation-avoidance policy with a fair-throughput
policy. With this new policy and predictive scheduling models, Shepherd can
proportionally divide server CPU resources between multiple job classes in
direct contradiction to the underlying CPU scheduler’s policy.
An evaluation of our predictive scheduling models combined with these
case studies demonstrate that predictive scheduling models can provide useful,
accurate feedback to applications. This feedback enables applications to proactively manage their own CPU scheduling and prevents conflicts between the
application’s and CPU scheduler’s objectives.
Harmony
Harmony is, in many ways, an effort to formalize the approach we took in
creating the CPU Futures models. The CPU Futures predictive models were the
results of careful experimental observation and hypothesis testing. To obtain
observations of the scheduler given different workloads, we built a synthetic
experimental framework. Harmony is an extension of that framework modified
to focus on multiprocessor scheduling.
Using the Harmony framework and experiment set, we were able to observe
and generalize the multiprocessor scheduling behavior of three different Linux
schedulers: O(1), CFS, and BFS. For example, each scheduler has a unique policy
for managing intrinsic imbalances. O(1) strongly values processor affinity over
fairness, leaving the workload permanently imbalanced. BFS strongly favors
fairness over processor affinity; it provided near perfect long-term balance by
constantly migrating processes. CFS falls somewhere in between; it provides a
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better balance than O(1), but still far from perfect. CFS also fails to effectively
limit process migrations. This behavior is likely the result of CFS’s policy of
preferring to migrate tasks that have been recently migrated.
Each scheduler also had a unique policy for load balancing heterogeneous
workloads. O(1) carefully selects tasks for migration to create its desired balance;
whereas CFS blindly selects tasks and then continuously migrates them until
an acceptable balance is achieved. CFS never stays in a single state too long,
even if it is an acceptable balance; it continues to search for better load balances.
Because of its global queue architecture, BFS tends to create its load balances
on the fly by dispatching whichever task is at the front of the run queue. In
contradiction to this general behavior, it does provide some processor affinity to
low priority tasks. We believe this is to compensate for the smaller allocations
these tasks will receive; however, it may simply be an unintended side-effect of
BFS’s processor affinity mechanism.
From these observations, system researchers can begin to refine and replace
these multiprocessor scheduling policies. Every multiprocessor scheduling
policy represents a tradeoff between conflicting design goals. A good policy
is one in which the tradeoffs are made efficiently. For example, CFS’s intrinsic
imbalance policy is not efficient; the oft-migrated tasks suffer a large reduction
in processor affinity and receive only a small increase in fairness. Using these
observations, system researchers and Linux developers can refine CFS’s intrinsic
imbalance policy to produce more efficient tradeoffs.
These observations may also lead to advances in multiprocessor scheduling
architecture. Many of the policies exposed in this work are directly related
to the underlying multiprocessor scheduling architecture; note BFS’s often
complete disregard for processor affinity. Examining the real consequences of
these architectural choices may inspire researchers to provide an alternative
architecture that enables simpler policy design.
The Harmony framework does not rely on source code, documentation,
or any particular scheduling paradigm. It is, therefore, entirely portable and
reusable. It can easily be integrated into the development tool chain for creating
and modifying schedulers. Developers need to be able to evaluate whether
their implementation matches their desired policy and they must be able to
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examine the unexpected side-effects of high-level policy decisions.
9.2

ideal scheduling

In analyzing and modeling commodity CPU schedulers, we began to develop
an idea of the properties we would like to see in future schedulers. We hope
that these properties can help guide researchers in developing new schedulers.
Technology that behaves in such a predictable manner as to become boring
and even unnoticeable is the best technology. We should strive to make our
CPU schedulers predictable and boring; unexpected behavior should be eliminated entirely. We have shown that it is possible (and worthwhile) to create
predictive models for the current generation of schedulers; however, we never
claimed that making these models was easy. Ideally, future CPU scheduling
development would start with a simple and complete model (note: GPS is not a
complete model). This model would clearly define the scheduling policy, ease
development, and keep the scheduler simple. It is our hope that this style of
development would create a feedback loop that generates better models and
more predictable schedulers. We have (hopefully) seen the first step of this
transition with the move from complex timesharing schedulers like O(1) to
simpler proportional-share schedulers like CFS1 .
Multiprocessor schedulers should more closely match simple user expectations. Our initial multiprocessor scheduling experiments were based on
two properties we assumed that all schedulers would strive to implement: (a)
the allocation a process received on a system with N processors should be N
times larger than the allocation the same process received on a system with
one processor and (b) the allocation a process received on a system with N
processors should be the same as the allocation it would receive on a single
processor with

1
N

workload 2 . We have termed (a) proportional speedup and (b)

proportional concurrency. We soon discovered that neither O(1) nor CFS matches
these properties and began our policy extraction work to discover why. Future
multiprocessor schedulers should strive to provide these properties (within
1

The O(1) scheduler was amazingly difficult to model when compared to CFS.
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feasibility constraints).
The final property we would like to see in future CPU schedulers is more
instrumentation. A system administrator, application, or developer should be
able to view a myriad of metrics regrading CPU scheduling. Something as
simple as the current GPS weight of a proportional-share run queue would be
immensely useful. Without instrumentation, users must simply trust that the
CPU scheduler is working in their best interest. Increased measurement also
allows refinement of scheduling policy. How can system developers know their
policies are producing the desired behavior if they cannot record the result of
these policies in the real-world?
9.3

lessons learned

This section contains a discussion of the broader lessons we learned in the
pursuit of this work. It covers everything from sampling error to observations
on the Linux kernel.
In observing CPU scheduling behavior, we discovered that sampling the
run queue does not provide an accurate measure of either its mean or median length. We rely on accurate measurements of run queue length in both
Harmony and CPU Futures, and in both instances we initially used sampling.
In Harmony, we incorrectly assumed that process migrations were infrequent
and so we sampled the run queue every second. This left us struggling to understand strange phenomenon that were the result of us missing lots of process
migrations. Increasing the sampling rate to match the scheduling interrupt
frequency ensured that we did not miss any process migrations. Similarly, in
CPU Futures we initially sampled the run queue every 100ms to create a moving
average of the run queue length and weight. Early on, we discovered that these
numbers were inaccurate. We replaced this sampling with instrumentation
that recorded each time a process entered or exited the run queue.
One of the larger lessons we learned in our low-level analysis of operating
2
Of course, even a perfect scheduler cannot guarantee these properties for all workloads.
For example, it impossible for a 20% CPU-bound process that receives a 10% CPU allocation on
a single processor to get an 80% CPU allocation on a eight processor machine.
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system behavior is that Linux is prone to performance bugs. These performance bugs include both deterministic and non-deterministic errors. They
may be difficult for a user to notice and they are certainly difficult to debug
(especially the non-deterministic bugs). For example, the version of CFS we
used initially had a load balancing bug that caused it to divide 32 processes
over four processors like so <31, 1, 1, 1>. It would migrate 30 of these processes
several times a second; the processes in this group of 30 would receive both
unfair allocations and also poor processor affinity. This bug was deterministic,
exceptionally detrimental to performance, and active in a stable version of the
kernel.
In this dissertation work, we sometimes relied heavily on kernel subsystems other than the CPU scheduler (e.g., the network stack in our web server
experiments). Stressing these systems, as a side-effect of our experiments, often
revealed interesting flaws in them as well. In analyzing these flaws, we found
that the Linux kernel is a great place to find hard research problems. Any
time we found odd behavior or strange looking code it was often related to
a difficult, as yet, unsolved problem. For example, the Linux kernel uses an
Out-Of-Memory (OOM) killer to handle situations where it has run out of
virtual memory backing storage (swap space). When the systems runs out of
swap space, the OOM killer selects a process and terminates it. This process is
selected using a six part heuristic that includes the process’s priority and total
run time. This heuristic is a near constant source of debate, as is the validity
of designing a system that needs an OOM killer. Although, we do not have
space to discuss it here, the problem addressed by the OOM killer is difficult
and subtle3 .

3
It is easy to blame these flaws on amateur programmers, but we often found these same
problems in professionally developed kernels like Solaris. For example, Solaris solves the outof-memory problem by waiting; it stops servicing page faults until some process exits, freeing
memory. This may seem like a better approach then the OOM killer at first, but for a server
application with many long-lived processes this wait-and-see solution may cause full system
deadlock.
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9.4

hindsight

If we began this work anew tomorrow, no doubt it would be better. In lieu of
starting over, we present a small summary of how we would approach this
work differently.
As presented in this thesis, it seems like we started with the idea to analyze
CPU scheduling formally using the scientific method and were rewarded in
this approach. However, the idea for this approach actually evolved during our
attempts at improving scalability for distributed systems.
We observed that the O(1) scheduler behaved strangely during overload and
decided to build a system to notify the user when this was going to happen. Our
first step in creating this prediction system was to read all the documentation
we could find on the O(1) scheduler. This revealed relatively little, except that
the starvation protection mechanism was not designed for this type of workload.
We moved on to reading the code, but again this was also mostly unproductive.
The comments provided little intuition into why or when the scheduler would
behave this way. The only avenue left was introducing controlled stimulus and
analyzing the results to find patterns.
While working on creating the CPU Futures predictive models, we noticed
that the load balancer did not work the way we expected it to either. So, we
set out to build a better multiprocessor scheduler. This proved difficult; we
had several experiments showing poor performance due to multiprocessor
scheduling, but we did not know why the performance was bad. Again we
turned to documentation (even worse in this case) and examining the source
code. And again we found the only recourse was controlled stimulus and
observation. In determining why the scheduler was causing poor performance,
we discovered several interesting things about its scheduling policy. It was
here where the idea of applying the scientific method became obvious, and we
expanded our analysis to two other Linux schedulers.
If we could restart this dissertation work, we would begin with the premise
of a classic scientific approach that aims to increase the transparency of the CPU
scheduler. Using this premise from the start, we could create a standalone piece
of research on extracting single processor scheduling policies from O(1), CFS,
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and BFS. These observations would naturally lead into creating the predictive
models found in CPU Futures. In fact, these observations did enable us to create
CPU Futures, but at the time we viewed them as a means to an end rather than
a valuable research contribution in their own right.
Beginning the Harmony research with the scientific method in mind would
have allowed us to add some in-depth hypothesis testing to the framework. We
could have added instrumentation to CPU schedulers that allowed us to disable
certain features. Then, when creating hypotheses about observed behavior, we
could disable the feature(s) we suspected of causing a behavior and rerun the
experiments. If the new results had no trace of this behavior we could clearly
attribute it to the disabled feature(s).
Additionally, if we had performed an empirical analysis of both single and
multiprocessor scheduling policies before building CPU Futures, we could have
introduced predictive process migration models into CPU Futures. This would
increase the accuracy and usefulness of CPU Futures on multiprocessor systems.
As CPU Futures are currently implemented, they provide accurate predictions
for multiprocessor systems once the load is balanced and migrations become
less common. This is probably sufficient for many workloads because load
tends to become balanced relatively quickly, although accurate predictions are
difficult for intrinsic imbalances.
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